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A BOOK OF THE SEA.

CHAPTER I.

THE SHIP.

Origin of the ship—Egyptian ships—Phoenician ships—Greek and

Roman ships—Early merchant vessels—Viking ships—Medi-

aeval ships—Modern sailing ships—British merchant sailing

ships—Steamships—Some notable dates—The modern steam-

ship—Bulkheads—Communication through bulkheads—Anti-

rolling tanks—The equipment of a big liner—How a big ship

is steered—Steering engines—Electric steering gear—Rudders

—

Ships' boats—Davits—Modern merchant ships—A novel kind

of collier—Turret ships—The Isherwood system—Yachts

and yachting.

j^O trace the development of the ship from the

-* earliest times is a fascinating but a long task,

which, if attempted in these pages, would unduly

limit the space available for other subjects. And it

has been so well done by other writers that it will be

sufficient for present purposes to deal briefly with

the most important stages in the evolution of, first,

the rowed and sailing ship, and then of its successor,

the mechanically propelled vessel.
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One can hardly imagine a period in man's long

history during which the use of one means or another

of water transport was unknown. In all ages popu-

lations must have dwelt on the banks of rivers or the

shores of seas and oceans, and, in order to gain a

livelihood, have been obliged to venture on the

waters. It is easy, however, to picture the earliest

craft as being of the most primitive kind—a couple

of logs lashed together side by side to give greater

stability, and perhaps floored over with a rough

deck. Then man, becoming more inventive, flattens

a large log on one side and burns out the interior with

red-hot stones, leaving a substantial shell wherein

he can sit and ply a crude paddle to much better

advantage than from a platform. The shaping of the

ends to lessen resistance would follow as a matter

of course ; and the effect of the wind on the ease or

difficulty of propelling his craft would naturally

suggest the hoisting of a sail of some kind. And so

we enter what may be called the historical period,

which has its earliest records on the sculptured

stones of ancient Egypt.

EGYPTIAN SHIPS.

Six, seven, even eight centuries, perhaps, ago

sailing ships plied on the Nile. At a very early date
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the Egyptians had developed a vessel of considerable

size, moved by many paddlers on each side, and

fitted with a tall A -shaped double mast whereon a

large square-sail with yard but no boom was run up

in a favourable wind. Presently, as sculptures

prove, the paddle gave way to the oar, and the boat

grew into quite a large ship, scientifically con-

structed and able to transport heavy bodies, such

as the obelisks and huge stones for pyramid and

temple which are still to be seen on or near the

river's banks. Long before the time of the Exodus,

Egyptian ships pushed down the Red Sea and along

the East African coast in search of spices, gold,

precious stones, and other articles of luxury. A
sculpture dating from about 1200 B.C. shows an

Egyptian warship, with high bulwarks to protect

the rowers from the enemy's arrows and javelins,

and a very obvious " crow's nest " at the masthead.

(Fig. 1, at top.)

PHOENICIAN SHIPS.

The Phoenicians, who succeeded the Egyptians as

the chief maritime power of the ancient world,

followed out Egyptian shipbuilding practice. Oars

were retained apparently as the chief means of

propulsion, and in order to increase power without
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increasing length of ship proportionately, two banks

of oars, and later three banks, were introduced.

With oar and sail the Phoenicians scoured the

Mediterranean in search of trade, founded colonies

in North Africa, Spain, and Sicily, and ventured out

into the open ocean beyond the dreaded Pillars of

Hercules. Britain was visited for its tin ; and there

seems to be good reason for crediting the story of

a Phcenican fleet having rounded Africa from west

to east at the end of the seventh century B.C.

GREEK AND ROMAN SHIPS.

We can only guess at the construction and char-

acter of the ships which bore the Greeks away to

Asia Minor to the siege of Troy. Probably they

were very small open vessels. Later Greek ships,

which took part in the famous wars of which Herod-

otus and Thucydides write, were galleys with one

bank or tier of oars, two-bankers (biremes), and

three-bankers (triremes), and carried a mast, possibly

two masts. Later still, the number of banks in-

creased to four and five—which apparently marks

the limit—though there are unreliable records of

vessels having many more tiers of oars. The ships

were undoubtedly decked, and apparently had



Fig. 1.—Sketches illustrating the development of the sailing ship from

the earliest times.
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raised structures at bow and stern to accommodate

the fighting portion of the personnel. The lower

tiers of oars passed through holes in the vessel's

sides, and leather sleeves, attached to the oars and

the edges of the holes, were used to prevent water

coming inboard. At the prow was a ram or under-

water beak, to penetrate the side of a hostile ship—

a

feature which, many centuries later, was introduced

into our own warships.

Our information about the constructional details

of Roman ships is unfortunately as meagre as

that relating to Greek ships. We gather from

the historians that the Romans copied the work

of Phoenician (Carthaginian) shipwrights when

they took the conquest of the Mediterranean

in hand seriously. On their hastily constructed

quinquiremes (five-bankers), furnished with boarding

bridges slung from the mast, and raised platforms

amidships, they sallied out and won several notable

sea-fights, as the result of which the command of the

sea passed into their hands. Towards the beginning

of the Christian era they seem to have abandoned,

in part at least, the clumsy large line-of-battle ship

for a handier type of vessel with but one bank of

oars.
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MERCHANT SHIPS.

The merchant ship of early times was a sailing

rather than a rowed vessel
;
probably " tubby " and

slow. The most detailed description which we have

of such a craft is that given in the Acts of the

Apostles. The grain " ship of Adramyttium," that

carried St. Paul on the first stage of his journey to

Rome, was evidently of large size, as she had 276

persons aboard for a long voyage. The words

" hoised up the mainsail " may or may not imply

that she had more than one mast and one sail ; but

inasmuch as no mention is made of oars, whereas

when they " strake sail " they were " driven," we

may infer that no oars except the large steering

paddle were available to control her. We may note

that she was well found in anchors, as four were

cast out of the stern ; that she carried a boat ; and

that her crew were good seamen, undergirding her

when her seams started, and taking soundings

directly they thought land to be near.

VIKING SHIPS.

The hardy mariners of the northern seas had

developed, as early as Caesar's time, sea-going boats

which depended probably more on sails than on oars
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for their propulsion. The ships used by the Vikings

for their expeditions to all parts of the European

seaboard, and to Iceland, Greenland, and possibly

even to America, were really well designed craft, to

judge by the remains which have been discovered in

recent years. Their " lines " run off finely towards

both ends, and the shape of the underwater part

suggests that the ship was capable of high speed,

whether sailed or rowed. A single large sail, sus-

pended from a mast that could be lowered easily,

was employed. There is no evidence of decking, but

the generous beam and high ends must have pro-

duced a very weatherly boat, in general outline not

unlike some of our modern sailing lifeboats.

MEDIAEVAL SHIPS.

The influence of the Viking persisted in northern

ship architecture for several centuries. The vessels

depicted in the Bayeux tapestry are very suggestive

of the Norsemen's " dragons," and the few illustra-

tions extant of British ships during the three cen-

turies following the Conquest still show the high

stem and stern, now crowned with lofty " castles
"

for archers and other fighting men. (Fig. 1, top.)

The use of oars on quite large warships was con-

tinued until the eighteenth century, mostly in the
(1,831)
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Mediterranean ; but the introduction of cannon

in the fourteenth century, and the better under-

standing of the use of sails, had, before Edward the

Third's time, begun to relegate oars to quite a

secondary position, for use in dead calm or during a

fight. Successive presentments show two, three, and

four masts, including the sloping foremast, from the

under side of which was slung a " water " sail. This

sloping mast was not used as a bowsprit, to carry a

triangular jib or foresail, probably before the end of

the eighteenth century.

The ships of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

are distinguished by their towering stern castles and

projecting forecastles, which, according to modern

ideas, must have been highly undesirable features

when the wind was blowing abeam, and must gener-

ally have tended to top-heaviness. History tells us

that, owing to the height of the larger ships of the

Invincible Armada, the Spaniards could not train

their guns low enough to hit the handier English

vessels with their far smaller freeboard.

The Royal Harry, or Henry Grace a Dieu, built in

Henry the Eighth's reign, was the first British ship

to attain a tonnage of 1,000.

The Prince Royal (1610 a.d.) advanced the figures

to 1,400 tons ; but it should be noted that foreign
(1,831) 2
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nations had been building considerably larger ships.

In the Prince Royal the overhanging forecastle dis-

appears, and the stern castle is reduced to quite

moderate dimensions, though highly ornamented.

MODERN SAILING SHIPS.

The Royal Sovereign, constructed for Charles the

First, under the superintendence of the celebrated

designer Phineas Pett, was the first British sailing

ship to which the epithet " modern " can suitably

be applied. She displaced nearly 1,700 tons of water,

was 167 feet long, and had three closed-in decks,

each mounting 30 guns. From her time onwards

till the close of the French wars the general design of

battleships underwent comparatively small changes,

but there was developed a class of swift frigates or

cruisers with much finer lines than any ships of

which there is record since the days of the Viking

sea-rovers.

BRITISH MERCHANT SAILING SHIPS.

Until the end of the eighteenth century these were

small, not exceeding 150 tons burden on the average.

The big ships of the East India Company, which

came into prominence early in the nineteenth century,

were a compromise between a man-of-war and a



^Topsail Schooncd (h) hlpmaphpodite brig (J) B(?IG

(k) 5ACQUENTINC ^iy3ARCUE. On) fuLL f?iccto 5hip

Fig. 2.—Rigs of sailing boats and ships, (a) Sloop. One mast,

mainsail and foresail, (b) Cutter. One mast, mainsail, foresail^ and
jib. (c) Yawl. One mast. Sails same as cutter with small mizzen

added, (d) Ketch. Rigged as yawl, but mizzen larger proportionately,

(e) Thames barge. Yawl-rigged with sprit sails. (/) Fore and aft

schooner. Two masts. No square sails, (g) Topsail schooner. Same
as last, but with square topsails on foremast, (h) Hermaphrodite brig.

Two masts. Foremast all square-rigged. (?) Brig.
_
Two masts.

Square-rigged, (k) Barquentine. Three masts. Square-rigged on fore-

mast only. {I) Barque. Three or more masts. Square-rigged all but

mizzen. (m) Full-rigged ship. Three or more masts. All square-

rigged.
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merchant ship proper, being heavily armed, yet

designed to carry passengers and large cargoes.

As the seas became safer the armament decreased

and speed increased, the rivalry of different owners

putting a premium on quick voyages. The clipper

ships, built in American yards, narrow-beamed, fine-

ended, and carrying a huge spread of sail—nearly

an acre in one case—were a great improvement, as

regards speed, on anything that had preceded

them ; and our designers were not slow to copy

them. Competition between American and British

clippers ran very high in the 'fifties, and remarkable

passages were made, during which speeds up to

twenty-one knots were attained. The races between

British tea clippers from China to England round the

Cape are stirring episodes of the closing era of the su-

premacy of sail. The increasing use of iron for ship-

building, and the rapid development of the steam-

ship, had, by the 'sixties of last century, sounded the

knell of the sailing vessel as the chief carrier of the

world's merchandise. Many large sailing vessels

still roam the seas, but they are of steel, with steel

masts and steel wire rigging, and are restricted to

certain trades in which speed is not of great im-

portance. Very possibly the application of the

internal-combustion motor to sailers may give them
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a new lease of life. A notable experiment has been

made recently in the France, a five-masted barque

of 5,806 tons, having two 900 h.p. motors, each

driving a propeller. It remains to be seen whether

^ 18551040 ^ 1855 1862 1867

Fig. 3.—Diagram showing increase in the horse-power of the Cunard

liners' engines during the period 1840-1907.

the benefits of a reserve means of propulsion will

offset the expense of carrying a large crew to handle

the sails.

STEAMSHIPS.

The first practical steamboat is now acknow-

ledged to have been that tried on the Dalswinton

Loch in Scotland in 1788. Fourteen years later

appeared the Charlotte Dundas, built by Symington ;

and in 1806 the American Clermont, 133 feet long,
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the work of the New York engineer Robert Fulton.

The Comet, which began to ply on the Clyde in 1812,

was the pioneer of regular steamboat services on

this side of the Atlantic, as the Clermont was on the

other. By 1815 the passenger steamer had been

established in the Thames. In 1816 steam communi-

cation between England and Ireland began ; in

1821 a steamship crossed the Atlantic from a British

port for the first time ; and in 1825 the Enterprise,

of 470 tons, steamed almost all the way from England

to Calcutta. The Sirius, a 700-ton vessel, performed

in 1838 the memorable feat of travelling from Liver-

pool to New York under steam alone—a feat which

an eminent scientist had previously pronounced to

be utterly impossible.

One of our illustrations (Fig. 4) shows the in-

crease in size of steamships during the last one

hundred years. The comparisons speak for them-

selves. I shall add some interesting facts, which

cannot be given pictorially, relating to large merchant

vessels only.

NOTABLE DATES.

Iron was introduced for hull building of merchant

steamships in 1855, in the Cunarder Persia. The

screw was first used in the Great Britain, launched

1843. In 1881 the first important steel ship, the



1838

ThaSlRIUi

1914- The AQUITANIACCunord) 9O0frLong GrossTonnas« 4-7000

Fig. 4.—The development of the steamship. All the ships shown
are drawn to the same scale, in order to afford an accurate comparison
of actual sizes.
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Servia, was launched. In 1888 twin screws were

adopted, and sails abolished on steam liners, the

duplication of engines and propellers rendering

them quite unnecessary as a standby. The Car-

mania (1905) first had triple screws, and the Lusi-

tania (1906) first had quadruple screws.

Turning to the power plant, we find the " simple
"

engine supreme till 1870, and boiler pressures not

exceeding 30 lbs. per square inch. In 1872 the

" compound " engine and boilers working at 60 lbs.

were first used in the Adriatic. In 1888 triple-

expansion engines are adopted for the City of Paris,

and the pressure has risen to 150 lbs. Quadruple-

expansion engines are first found on the Ivernia

(1900), whose boilers used 225 lbs. steam, which is

about the limit of working pressure now employed.

The Carmania (1905) is the first ocean-going turbine

steamer; the Otaki (1908) the first propelled by a

combined system of turbines and reciprocating

engines.

THE MODERN STEAMSHIP.

The large steamship of to-day (leaving warships

out of consideration) will fall into one or other of

three classes : (1) the fast liner, carrying mails and

passengers and little cargo
; (2) the intermediate

type of moderate speed, designed to accommodate
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a large cargo and a fair number of passengers
; (3)

the large, slow cargo vessel pure and simple.

The first class includes the world's largest vessels,

and, with the exception of a few warships, the most

powerful, having engines developing from 1 to 1 J h.p.

for every ton burden. The reason for the largest

ships not being cargo vessels is due to the fact that

the amount of cargo that can be profitably shipped

is limited by the time taken in stowing and dischar-

ging. A ship the size of, say, the Olympic, if filled

with cargo would be detained so long in dock at each

end of her journey as to be able to make but few

trips in a year. On the other hand, bigness is what

is required for a very fast vessel which has to pay

for itself, as the power required to propel a ship

at a given speed decreases, proportionately to the

total weight, with increase in size ; so that the larger

a liner is, the greater will be the ratio of the space

left for passenger accommodation.

A ship of this kind has a double bottom—two

complete sets of plating separated by frames 5 to 6

feet deep—and, in a few of the most modern liners,

double sides extending up to above water level

over the whole length of the engine and boiler

spaces at least. The awful Titanic disaster did much

to encourage the " ship within a ship " principle of



Fig. 5.—Part of the double skin of the s.s. Imperator, forming
" a ship within a ship."

(Photo—Hamburg-Amerika Steamship Co., Ltd.)
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design. Had that ill-fated vessel had an unpierced

inner skin at the point where she was breached by

the iceberg, she would be afloat to-day.

BULKHEADS.

All steamships are divided into several separate

independent water-tight compartments by trans-

verse bulkheads, the number of which varies with

the size and class of the vessel. Thus, in the Olympic

there are fifteen such bulkheads, in the Britannic

sixteen. All extend well above the water line, and

in the case of a passenger liner are so arranged that

any two or more compartments may be flooded

without endangering the ship. Engine rooms con-

taining two sets of engines are usually divided into

two compartments by a longitudinal upright bulk-

head on the centre line, to prevent both engines

being flooded in case of a collision ; and the same

principle is applied to the boiler rooms. Both trans-

verse and longitudinal bulkheads, besides conducing

to safety, add greatly to the strength of the ship.

COMMUNICATION THROUGH BULKHEADS.

Most bulkheads have openings in them for pur-

poses of communication, but these can be closed by

water-tight doors, operated from the deck by electric
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Fig. 6.—The Mabel Grace in dock after collision. She was kept

afloat by her collision bulkheads.

or hydraulic means. Electric bells give warning of

the impending closing of a door, and an electric
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light glows when the door has closed. Means are

provided for enabling a person trapped in a com-

partment to open the door and escape, the door

closing behind him automatically. Moreover, as in

the confusion caused by a collision the shutting of

the doors might be overlooked, the entry of water

j
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Fig. 7.—Diagrams illustrating the principle of the action of anti-

rolling tanks, (a) Ship prevented from rolling heavily to the left by

the water in tank A. (b) The ship, after rolling slightly and transferring

the water, being steadied on the other slope of the wave by tank B.

into any compartment is made to lift a float and

close the doors of that compartment.

ANTI-ROLLING TANKS.

The comfort of passengers has been increased on

some modern liners by the fitting of anti-rolling

tanks, the principle of which is shown in Fig. 7.
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Two large tanks, one on each side of the ship, are

connected by a water channel at the bottom, and by

air pipes at the top. When the ship begins to roll

in either direction, the water from the upper tank

commences to flow into the lower, the air displaced

crossing over by the smaller pipe. At the end of the

roll, when the ship is in the most tilted position, the

water will have collected in the lower tank, and act

as a brake upon the subsequent roll in the opposite

direction. If the time required for the water to

transfer itself from one tank to the other is equal to

that of the ship's rolling period, the steadying effect

of the water washing to and fro will be greatest.

By means of valves in the air pipes, controlling the

transfer of air, the rate of water flow can also be

regulated to suit the circumstances. The tanks do

not prevent rolling altogether, but they check the

roll increasing when the period of the waves corre-

sponds with the natural rolling period of the ship,

under which conditions rolling develops to a maxi-

mum ;—just as a pendulum is most easily got into

violent motion if given even a gentle push at the

end of each swing. Bilge keels, projecting from the

bottom angles of the vessel, also help to counteract

rolling by opposing their surfaces to the water, but

are not so effective as the tank system. In fact, the
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mammoth German liner, the Imperator, fitted with

anti-rolling tanks, has been able to dispense with

bilge keels.

THE EQUIPMENT OF A BIG LINER.

The enormous dimensions to which the trans-

atlantic liners have grown are due in no small part

to the increased comfort and even luxury of the

equipment and furnishing. The Great Eastern,

though under 700 feet long, was intended to carry

more persons (4,400) than the Aquitania with a

displacement two-thirds as great again ; which

means that the individual is given much more room

aboard than formerly. A modern first-class liner

is a small city containing a magnificent hotel, pro-

vided with splendid saloons, lounges, tea-rooms,

grill-room, private dining-rooms, electric lifts,

telephones, fine state-rooms (with private bath-

rooms), swimming-baths, a gymnasium, and even a

racket-court ; and other features which many of the

passengers would hardly aspire to enjoy on land.

Her cold-storage chambers, kept near or below

freezing-point artificially, make it possible to pro-

vide food as fresh and varied as is obtainable ashore.

Huge air-fans drive pure air, heated or cooled to a

comfortable temperature, into every inhabited part
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Fig. 8.—The Swimming Bath on the Hamburg-Amerika Co.'s

s.s. Imperator.

Fig. 8a.—View from Winter Gardens into Ritz Carlton Restaurant,

s.s. Imperator.

of the ship. Electric generators, large and numerous

enough to equip a respectable power station, supply

current to light the myriad electric lamps so lavishly
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distributed, and perform a hundred and one other

useful tasks. The kitchens, equipped with all the

latest labour-saving appliances, are worthy of a

Ritz or Waldorf Hotel.

So much for the first-class passengers. Of the less

fortunate occupants of the second-class quarters it

may safely be said that they are far better off than

the first-class of a decade or two ago ; and in one

respect at least we would affirm the same even of

travellers in the steerage, who share equally in the

easier motion of the larger ship.

HOW A BIG SHIP IS STEERED.

Until the middle of the fourteenth century ships

were steered with a large paddle, or paddles, on the

right-hand side—hence our term steerboard or "star-

board." Later was introduced the rudder pivoted

on the central fine, with a straight tiller like that

of a canal barge. With the increase of size of vessels

came the necessity for controlling the tiller by

mechanical means, which may first have taken the

form of a block tackle, but if so, was naturally soon

replaced by a drum from which cables, wound on in

opposite directions, led to the tiller from either side

of the ship. In the case of a large ship, if the drum

were mounted directly on the wheel spindle, a great
(1,831) 3
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diameter of wheel would be needed to give the neces-

sary leverage : so gearing was presently interposed

between wheel and drum or whatever mechanism was

used to move the tiller. When ships attained a

length of 200 or 300 feet, the situation of the wheel

l__^__ , .
^ ^a

Fig. 9.—Brown Brothers' steam steering gear, with engine carried

on tiller. On the ground are the two huge rods which connect the

tiller with the rudder head.

at the stern had obvious disadvantages, which were

aggravated by the interposition of large funnels,

boiler casings, deck-houses, and other obstructions.

So the wheel presently migrated to the bridge rising

amidships, and had to be connected with the tiller

by chains and other connections, the friction of
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which added to the labour of putting the helm over.

So it was only to be expected that steam, wherever

available, should be used to assist the steersman,

by doing the hard work itself, and leaving to him only

the duty of moving the light control wheel whereby

the action of the steam is governed. Every steam

vessel worthy of the name of ship now has its steer-

ing engines.

STEERING ENGINES.

In some cases the steering engine is situated under

or near the bridge, and is connected by rods, chains,

or cables with the tiller aft. This plan works well

enough on a small ship, but if the bridge be three

hundred or four hundred feet from the stern, the exist-

ence of long connections has obvious disadvantages,

the chief of which is the friction to be overcome.

Shafting, cables, etc., are therefore being replaced by

devices for controlling from the bridge engines placed

astern close to the tiller. The best known of these

devices is the tehmotor, shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 10. On the steering wheel is a pinion meshing

with a rack, to which is attached the piston rod of a

cylinder C1
. This cylinder is connected by two pipes,

P*P2
, to a similar cylinder C2

, near the steering engine.

Cylinders and pipes are filled with liquid (usually

water) which, being almost incompressible, passes on
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any movements of the piston D1
to piston D2

. Thus,

if D1
is depressed by the wheel, the D2

will move to

the left ; if raised, D2
travels to the right.

Now, the piston rod belonging to D2
is connected

with one end, A, of a " floating lever," AB, which has

its other end, B, connected with a tailpiece, V, pro-

jecting from tiller T. From the centre of AB a rod

runs to a control valve which admits steam to an

engine mounted on T and moving with it, to turn

the toothed wheel W and make the tiller claw its

way in either direction along the curved rack fastened

to the deck.

When the control valve is in its mid position, no

steam can reach the engine. If it be moved to the

left, the engine revolves in that direction which will

cause the tiller also to move to the left ; if to the

right, then the engine turns in the reverse direction.

Let us suppose the tiller to be in the position

shown by full lines, the pistons D1 D2
to be in the

centre of their cylinders, and AB to occupy the

position A1 B.

The steersman turns his wheel in the anti-clockwise

direction. Piston D1
sinks, forces liquid out of Cl

through P2 into the right end of C2
, while an equal

amount of liquid travels from the left side of D2
into

the upper end of C1
, through pipe P 1

. The A end of
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AB is pushed to the left (B acting as fulcrum) ; also the

control valve. The engine gets to work, and moves

the tiller over with resistless power into the position

shown dotted. It is evident that, unless proper pro-

vision were made to prevent such a thing happening,

the engine would go on working until the tiller

came hard up against the stop, if the steersman did

not reverse the valve. This is where the floating

lever comes in. As the tiller moves to the left, the

tail V moves to the right, pushing the B end of AB
with it, until the lever occupies position AB1

. So

that the movement of the tiller automatically

brings the control valve back into mid position when

the tiller has travelled a distance proportionate to

the opening of the valve by the movement of A.

The further A is moved in the first instance, the

further must B be moved by V in the opposite

direction to bring the centre of AB back into its

original position. This simple arrangement gives

the steersman absolute control of the tiller. Every

movement of the wheel, whether slight or pro-

nounced, is faithfully followed by the tiller, and the

control valve then comes back into mid position,

ready for the next order from the telemotor.

The advantages of the telemotor are : (1) that the

small copper pipes P1 P2 can be led almost anywhere,
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provided that they are protected from heat and

damage, as they make no noise and need no lubrica-

Fig. 11.—Plan of Messrs. Brown Brothers' steam steering gear.

tion
; (2) that the steering engine is controlled with

slight physical exertion, since water moving at slow

speeds sets up but little friction in pipes.
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It is a fact that, with the aid of the telemotor, a

small boy can put the helm of a big ship over quite

easily at full speed.

The steering engine carried in the tiller, to which

we have referred, is made by Messrs. Brown Brothers

of Edinburgh, and is to be found on the Lusitania,

Mauretania, and other large ships. The Olympic

carries the Wilson-Pirrie gear, of a different type.

In this case the engine is stationary, and the circular

rack is attached to the tiller. The engine turns,

through powerful gearing, a pinion engaging with

the rack. A second engine is provided as a standby,

ready for use should its fellow get out of order.

ELECTRIC STEERING GEAR.

Electricity is being given more and more jobs to

do on shipboard, and has been turned to account

for steering ; though steam, on account of its trust-

worthiness, is still much more widely used for this

particular purpose. The great difficulty with electric

steering gears has been to devise a satisfactory

method of automatic control, corresponding to the

floating-lever action described. In one form of

electric steering gear the rudder is moved, through

links and cog wheels, by a motor, A, which derives

its current from a continuously running but separate
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generator, B. The field magnets of B are excited by

a revolving armature, C, mounted on the same

shaft ; and the field magnets of C are supplied with

current passing through two rheostats, or control-

lers, one near the engine, the other on the bridge.

When the steersman moves the bridge controller,

Crosshead
Guide Rod

Righrf/and

Screw

To 3team
5/eering
Sngjne

Guide Rod
LeftHand
5crew

THE SCREW STEERWG GEAR

Fig. 12.—A steering gear operated by a screw, with right and left

handed threads, which is turned by steam. The collars N N and the

sleeves attached to them move in opposite directions when the screw

is revolved.

current flows into the field of C, which energizes B,

and B drives A. The resulting movement of the

tiller brings the engine rheostat into a position

corresponding to that of the bridge rheostat, the

current is cut off, and the rudder ceases to move.

The direction of the current decides in which direc-

tion the tiller shall move.
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Another form of steering gear makes use of both

electricity and hydraulic power. The tiller is worked

by two hydraulic rams, one on each side. The

cylinders of these rams are connected, through a

valve, with a pump operated by a continuously

running motor. When the valve, controlled by a

telemotor, is in mid position, the pump does not

work ; but when it is shifted either way, the pump

forces oil into one cylinder, while the other is con-

nected with an escape pipe. A floating lever of the

usual type closes the valve when the tiller has

completed its movement.

All steering gears have an indicator on the wheel

column to show the exact position of the rudder at

any moment.
RUDDERS.

" Behold also the ships, which though they be so

great, yet are they turned about with a very small

helm." So wrote St. James nearly nineteen hundred

years ago ; and the truth of his words still holds, for the

rudder—towhich he referred, though theword "helm"

is now used differently—is surprisingly small relatively

to the ship which it directs so easily. Yet actually the

big liner's rudder is enormous. That of the Olympic,

for instance, is nearly 80 feet high, 15 feet wide, and

weighs over 100 tons—or almost half the total
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weight of Columbus's Santa Maria. The stock, or

vertical rod which runs from the top of the rudder

to the tiller, is 23J inches thick ; and the pintles, the

Fig. 13.—Types of rudders, (a) Ordinary type, (b) Underwater

balanced rudder, as used on large liners, (c) Balanced rudder as fitted

on Doxford's turret steamers, (d, e, /) Warships' balanced rudders,

entirely below the waterline.

pins on which the rudder swings, have a diameter of

11 inches. As such a rudder offers from 600 to 700

square feet on either side to the water, one can
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understand why engines of great power—and these

much geared down to the tiller—are required to

move it when the ship is turning rapidly or travel-

ling at high speed.

The Olympic's rudder is of the shape shown in

Fig. 13, a; the Lusitanicts is like that in Fig. 13, &,

one of several types of " balanced " rudders, having

part of their surfaces behind the pivoting line to

reduce the effort of moving the helm.

THE SHIP'S BOATS.

The sinking of the Titanic has led to a revision

of the rules relating to the number of boats that

every ship must carry to take her passengers off in

case of collision, fire, or other disaster. A foreign-

going passenger steamship has now to carry sufficient

boats to receive all persons on board or the number

of passengers which she is licensed to carry, which-

ever is the greater. A certain proportion of the

boats must be slung on davits ready for instant

lowering into the water. All boats are kept equipped

with oars, mast, sail, lantern, compass, a cask of

fresh water, and other necessaries.

The boats are in many cases double-ended

—

having the stern pointed like the bow—so that

they can be rowed in either direction. Steel boats,



Fig. 14.—Lundin decked lifeboats being lowered (above) and floating

(below). These are very light, strong, and capacious.

(Photos—Welin Davit and Engineering Co., Ltd.)
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formed of two hydraulically shaped plates riveted

together on each side of a bar keel, and strengthened

by cross bulkheads, are becoming increasingly

popular, as they will stand much more knocking

about than wooden boats, and cannot catch fire.

A motor lifeboat of the kind described in a later

chapter (see p. 246) is becoming part of the equip-

ment of a large passenger vessel. The motive power

is sufficient to enable the boat to tow ten other boats,

and save their occupants the labour of rowing. The

latest departure in this direction is a motor lifeboat

equipped with a complete wireless installation having

a range of a hundred miles. A craft of this kind

would be invaluable for establishing communication

with vessels and summoning assistance.

Besides wood or steel boats of the ordinary shape,

a ship may carry a number of Berthon boats, which

are folding and insubmersible lifeboats, owing their

buoyancy to air drawn, by the act of opening them

out, into a number of separate compartments

between the double skins. These boats close into

a quarter of their opened width, and can be stowed

away in narrow spaces not available for other boats.
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boat's davits.

A liberal provision of boats may prove quite use-

less if the lowering of them is not a simple and

quick business. Much ingenuity has been expended

upon the invention of methods of putting the boats

in the water promptly, even under disadvantageous

conditions. The device now most widely used is

the Welin davit, the operation of which is explained

by the sketches in Fig. 15. The boat rests on two

or more sets of chocks (Fig. 15, c), each of which has

a falling part on the outboard side of the keel. The

unscrewing of a plate at the end of rod R allows this

part to fall flat on the deck, clear of the boat. The

two arms of the davit, which carry the boat by the

rope and pulley falls, have curved quadrantal bases,

teeth projecting from which engage with slots in a

rack fixed to the deck. Each arm is pivoted, at a

distance equal to the radius of the quadrant, to a

block, B (Fig. 15, b), which moves along the guide

bar under the control of a handle-operated screw,

having threads of such a pitch that the pressure on

the block cannot make it turn independently of the

handle. It will be seen that, as the arms move

outboard, they lift the boat slightly, owing to the

rope of the falls passing over a fixed pulley ; also



Rack

Fig. 15.—(a) Boat being lowered on a Welin davit, (b) Details of

davit rack, (e) Chock with movable side which falls flat on deck when
rod R is disengaged from bracket C. (d) Boat in inboard and out-

board positions.
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that, as the arm moves as a whole towards the

ship's side while tilting over, the effective reach will

be greater than if it swung on a fixed pivot in its

original inboard position. If several boats are

apportioned to one set of davits, they may be

arranged on wheeled chocks on rails crossing the

deck, and be quickly brought in turn to the davits

to be lowered.

In the Britannic a novel boat installation has been

adopted. The forty-eight boats are arranged in

four groups of twelve, each consisting of six tiers

of two boats to the tier. At each station are two

pairs of davits, one on each side of the ship, either

of which can pick up all the twelve boats and put

them into the water with passengers aboard. The

lowering gear is worked by electricity throughout.

MODERN MERCHANT SHIPS.

The passenger liner is a strong box girder stiffened

internally in all directions by bulkheads and decks.

Her conditions of loading vary within compara-

tively narrow limits.

With the cargo boat the conditions are different.

To get large, open holds the number of bulkheads

must be small, and one or two decks only are con-

venient. The nature of the cargo which she has to
(1,831) 4
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carry varies from voyage to voyage. At one time

it may be wheat, with which her holds are filled to

the brim ; at another iron rails, which must be

concentrated in certain parts only and subject her

to heavier strains than a more evenly distributed

load. So the designer has on the one hand to ensure

great strength without multiplying divisions unduly,

and on the other to adapt the ship's interior for

quick loading and unloading and easy stowage.

These requirements have produced several some-

what remarkable types of ship for carrying cargo

" in bulk "—grain, ore, coal, petroleum, etc.

First we may notice the huge ore carriers which

ply on the great American lakes between Duluth, the

port of the iron-ore regions of Minnesota, and ports

on Lakes Erie and Superior, for dispatch to the

smelters in the coal fields of Pennsylvania and Ohio.

These ships measure up to 600 feet long, 58 feet

wide, and 32 feet deep, and will take a 20,000-ton

cargo. The bottom of the ship is quite flat for about

400 feet, and turns up somewhat steeply towards

bow and stern.

Longitudinal stiffness is contributed to by a

continuous plate keel 6 feet deep, which throws out

to right and left frames very deep to a point about

half-way between bottom and deck, whence they
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slope towards the skin at an angle of about 45°.

Plating is riveted to the inside and outside of the

frames, some of which are solid to divide the space

between the two skins into water-ballast tanks.

The internal slopes cause cargo to settle automatic-

ally while being discharged. The tops of the frames

are connected by deep girders of arch shape.

The large number of hatchways makes it possible

to load a vessel in a couple of hours by pouring ore

into the holds through several shoots working

simultaneously. A 20,000-ton cargo can be un-

loaded in seven to twelve hours by huge " clam-

shell " grabs, which are lowered into the holds by

machinery and take a 10-ton " bite " of the ore

(Fig. 17). Only about four per cent of the cargo

has to be shovelled by hand. One of these vessels

will occasionally take aboard half a million bushels

of wheat, which is unloaded with pneumatic ejectors

or endless-belt bucket elevators.

Another type of carrier, used in the Swedish iron

ore trade, and built by R. and W. Hawthorn Leslie

and Co., of Hebburn-on-Tyne, is shown in cross and

longitudinal sections in Figs. 18 and 19. The vessel

is divided by cross bulkheads and sloping floors into

a number of bins which discharge at the bottom into

skips lowered into the wells AAA, separating the
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Fig. 17.—Hulett mechanical grab emptying the hold of an ore carrier

on the American lakes. The machine scoops up ten tons of ore at

one bite.

\^o oo|o o o o
| o o o o o

Fig. 18.—Cross-section of ore-carrying ship Vollrath Tham. WT,
water-ballast tanks.

holds. The bottom of a bulkhead is set back to

allow the skips to be placed well under the shoots
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at the bottom of the vertical face. When a skip

has been filled, it is lifted by one of the many deck

cranes and emptied into a lighter or wagon near

the ship's side.

It is claimed that this system enables a man to do

in one hour as much work as he could do in six or

seven hours with a shovel.

A NOVEL KIND OF COLLIER.

Fig. 20 is a longitudinal section of the quick-

discharging collier Pallion, built by Messrs. Wm.
Doxford and Sons of Sunderland to their own de-

signs. The holds are self-trimming fore and aft

and transversely, their lowest points being closed

by horizontal doors or flaps over endless troughs,

in which run a pair of endless-belt conveyors. The

belts pass round an " idle " sheave near the bows

and a driven sheave on the poop. To discharge a

hold, its bottom flaps are opened in turn, and the

coal falls on to a belt which carries it sternwards

and up towards the poop, where it is transferred

automatically to a second conveyor running upwards

in the opposite direction, and elevated to a shoot

which discharges it overboard. The conveyors, with

six or eight men in attendance to open the bin doors,

will do the work of 110 shovellers in little more
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than half the time, at a cost of about a farthing per

ton. Automatic weighing machines record the

weight of the coal that passes over the conveyors.

TURRET AND CANTILEVER FRAMED SHIPS.

Types of cargo vessels with long open holds are

represented by Figs. 21 and 22. Part of one of

Fig. 21.—Section of a cantilever-framed ship with side water-ballast

tanks, WW.

Messrs. Doxford's " turret " ships is shown in Fig.

22. At the tops of the sides the skin curves inwards

through a quarter of a circle to form a narrow deck

on each side, and then turns upwards again to the

mam deck. The internal pillars and lower deck are

omitted in some of these ships, and the necessary

transverse rigidity is obtained by using very deep
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" web " frames, which are in effect incomplete

bulkheads. The Harroway and Dixon cantilever-

framed vessel (Fig. 21) has vertical sides to main deck

level, like the ordinary ship, but the internal skin

is brought inwards at a slope of about 45°, so that

triangular spaces, W W, are enclosed, which may

Kg. 22.—Section of a Doxford turret form of steamer with large

clear hold. In some of these ships the lower deck is omitted.

be filled with water when the ship is "in ballast
"

(without cargo). Both of these two types are par-

ticularly well suited for a cargo, such as grain, which

is liable to settle and shift, as by filling up the

narrow neck or trunk—in which shifting is of small

consequence—any settlement will be allowed for.
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The absence of square horizontal corners also helps

a cargo of this kind to penetrate of its own accord

to all parts of the holds.

THE ISHERWOOD SYSTEM.

The more usual form of ship construction makes

use of closely-spaced transverse frames, which, with

«^~

Fig. 23.—Turret ore-carrier.

the beams connecting them at the top, constitute

continuous rings supporting the ship's shell cross-

wise. These frames are tied together on the

inside by longitudinal stringers, which do not

contribute greatly to the lengthwise stiffness of the

ship.

In the Isherwood system (Fig. 24), now being

more and more widely used for cargo boats, the
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longitudinals run continuously from end to end of

the vessel, next to the skin, and make it very stiff

in that direction ; while transverse stiffness is given

by a few very deep frames, notched on the outside

so that the longitudinals may pass through them.

The system is a development of that used by Brunei

for the Great Eastern, a ship rendered remarkable

both by its size and its anticipation of several im-

Fig. 24.—Longitudinally framed ship : clear hold.

portant features of modern shipbuilding—the double

bottom and water-ballast tanks being among them.

YACHTS.

The history of yacht-racing reaches back to

Charles the Second's reign, but the first really im-

portant date in it is 1812, in which year the Yacht

Club, afterwards called the Royal Yacht Club, was

founded at Cowes.
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The early racing yacht followed the lines and rig

of a revenue cutter, and was clinker built, with

planks overlapping. Comfort as well as speed

being desired, her hull was roomy ; and, to quicken

her paces by the fitting of very large sails, her bilge

and keel were heavily weighted.

Between 1820 and 1845 the popularity of racing

increased sufficiently to make designers pay much

attention to getting a shape of hull which would

conduce to high speed. The Mystery (Fig. 25, b) was

given very fine lines and a sloping stern post, which

made her both fast and handy, and very successful

as an ocean racer. The schooner-yacht America

(Fig. 25, c), which crossed the Atlantic in 1851 and

won what is now known as the America Cup,

introduced the system of lacing the sail to the boom

as well as to the yard and mast, so that they set

very taut and flat. This system, as well as her fine

lines, was copied in later British yachts.

Yacht-racing enjoyed quite a boom after the

Crimean War. One of the first improvements result-

ing was the substitution of the smooth carvel method

of laying on the boat's skin, every plank lying edge

to edge with its neighbours. The Jullanar, built in

1875 at Maldon in Essex, marked a further departure

in her overhanging and rounded stern and the
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Fig. 25.—The development of the racing yacht.
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pronounced upward run of the keel towards the

bows. This yacht was remarkably successful, and

may be considered the ancestor of the canoe-

stemmed cruisers now so popular. The Yacht-Racing

Association, established in 1875 for controlling

racing in these islands, has laid down rules from

time to time which have been responsible for great

changes in design. Under the " Thames rule

"

combined length and breadth were the chief factors

taken into account for deciding the " rating " of a

yacht. This rule naturally led to the length being

sacrificed to breadth to give a " fine " shape ; and

to get sufficient buoyancy the hull was made very

deep and heavily weighted on the keel, to enable her

to carry a lot of sail.

This "plank on edge" type was penalized by a

further rule which appeared in 1886, and made

rating dependent on length at water-line and sail

area. Since designers now had free play as regards

breadth, a very beamy type resulted, to which

the epithet " skimming-dish " has very suitably

been applied. The great width made for stability,

which was, however, much increased by means of

heavy fin keels (Fig. 25, h) and bulb keels (Fig.

25, j). The " skimming-dish " acquitted itself very

well, but was practically useless for any pur-
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pose except racing, on account of its shallowness

of hull.

The Valkyrie III., which competed unsuccessfully

for the America Cup in 1895, shows the same trend

of design in a modified form, as she was practically

a very large skimming-dish with a heavy and deep

keel and very much raked stern post. The same

remark applies to the Reliance, which defended the

cup in 1903. This boat, 90 feet long at the water-

line, had an over-all length of 145 feet, and beam of

27 feet, and a draught of about 20 feet. Her skin

was of bronze sheets laid over steel ribs. To over-

come the enormous capsizing effect of her 16,000

square feet of sails—carried on a steel mast 155

feet high—95 tons of lead were built into the keel.

As such a boat costs about £30,000 to build, and

requires a crew of fifty men, she is obviously a very

expensive luxury to acquire and maintain. Recent

developments in yacht-racing rules favour a return

to more normal shapes and smaller sizes, so that the

cost of racing shall be reduced and the ex-racer

become useful as a cruiser by virtue of her fuller

underwater body (Fig. 25, I).



CHAPTER II.

THE MARINER'S COMPASS.

Value of the compass—Description of mariner's compass—The

bowl—The card—Points—The magnets—The lubber line

—

The liquid compass—Deviation and its correction—Variation

—

The gyroscopic compass—Its principles explained—The im-

proved gyroscopic compass.

THE invention of the compass has practically

endued man with a sixth sense—that of

direction—to guide him when his eyes are of no

assistance. Over the trackless waste of waters, in

the barren stretches of a desert, amid the dense

growths of a forest, the compass will point the way

by day or night, and bring him to safety—if he

knows in which direction it lies—or at least pre-

vent his wandering round and round like a man lost

in a fog.

Those natural compasses, the sun, moon, and

stars, have, indeed, helped man for many thou-

sands of years past to find his way across land

and sea. But in many parts of the world they are

(1,831) 5
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all too often obscured by cloud and fog ; and even

if visible they appear to move (the Pole Star and

some others excepted), so that allowance must con-

stantly be made for their changes of direction.

One can therefore easily understand why pre-

compass navigators preferred the hugging of the land,

with its accompanying dangers, to trusting them-

selves to the open sea ; and what an inestimable

boon to the seaman was the discovery, in the open-

ing years of the fourteenth century (possibly con-

siderably earlier), of the fact that a magnetized rod

of steel, if allowed complete freedom of movement,

would point steadily in one particular line. Pro-

vided with a compass, crude as it was—a needle on

a chip floating in a bowl of oil—the mariner put

forth confidently, first across the waters of the

Mediterranean Sea, and later into the unexplored

expanses of the Atlantic, Pacific, and other oceans.

The compass cannot establish position—to do this

accurately the sextant and chronometer are needed

—

yet it is indisputably the most important navi-

gational instrument, since to feel assured that you

are heading in the right direction is of more moment

than to know how far you may be from your des-

tination.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MARINER S

MAGNETIC COMPASS.

After remarking that the mariner's magnetic com-

pass consists of three parts—(1) the bowl, wherein

is suspended (2) the card, which is directed by

(3) the needle (or needles)—we will pass on to a

Fig. 27.—Section of the bowl and card of a Kelvin compass.

detailed description of the Kelvin standard com-

pass, the compass most widely used in the merchant

services of the world.

The bowl, rather more than 9 inches in diameter

inside, has a cylindrical upper part of brass, en-

closed top and bottom by a stout glass plate, and a

hemispherical lower part of glass (Fig. 27).

From the outer side of the upper part project two
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short horizontal arms at the ends of a diameter.

These arms are filed to a knife edge at the lower side,

and rest in notches in a ring rather larger than the

bowl. This ring is suspended on an outer ring in

a similar manner, but the line of its arms is at right

angles to that of the bowl arms. The outer ring is

attached by an arrangement of springs, which permit

a certain amount of up and down movement, to an

outer case mounted on the top of a pillar which

brings the top of the bowl to about four feet from

the deck.

The gimbal suspension, as it is termed, permits

the bowl to swing freely in all directions without

rotating on its axis ; which implies that the top

will remain level when the outer case is tilted about

by movements of the ship. To increase the steadi-

ness of the bowl, its lower portion is partly filled

with castor oil, which quickly damps out any

oscillations ; and the bowl and gimbal rings are

protected from violent jars by the spring cradle

already referred to.

A conical brass covering or cowl, fitting on the

outer case, protects the compass from the weather.

It has a glazed window in the front and another at

the back, each furnished with sliding shutters, and

having a vertical mark drawn exactlydown the centre.
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The top of the cowl carries a ring with rifle sights,

which are in line with the window marks below. To

get a " bearing," the sights are aligned on an object

by revolving the cowl, and the observer then decides

the compass direction of the object by noting what

point of the compass is intersected by the vertical

plane in which the two window marks He.

Fig. 28.—Outside view of bowl of Kelvin compass.

The card. This is nine inches in diameter. It

consists of a very light aluminium rim attached to

a central boss of the same metal by a number of silk

threads arranged spoke-wise fashion. The card

proper is a flat ring of semi-transparent paper fixed

to the rim. Its circumference is graduated to the

360 degrees of a circle and the thirty-two rhumbs,

or points, which are made up of

—
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4 Cardinal points, N., E., S., W.

4 Quadrantal points, NE., SE., SW., NW. ; half-

way between cardinals.

8 Intermediate points, NNE., ENE., ESE., SSE.,

SSW., WSW., WNW.,
NNW. ; half-way be-

tween cardinals and quad-

rantals.

16 %-points, N. by E., NE. by N., NE.

by E., E. by N., etc., etc.;

half-way between cardi-

nals, quadrantals, and

intermediates.

The magnetic north pole is always indicated by an

ornamental arrow-head instead of by a letter. (See

Fig. 29.) Half and quarter points are also shown,

and the extreme rim of the card is divided into the

360 degrees of a circle. At the centre of the boss is

a sapphire cup, concave side downwards, to support

the card on an iridium-tipped spike which rises from

the centre of the lower glass plate of the bowl.

The magnets, six, eight, or twelve in number, are

short and very thin steel bars suspended from the

rim below the card by silk cords. They He parallel

to one another, and half of them are on each side

of the support. (See Figs. 27 and 29.) Card and
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magnets together weigh but a fraction of an ounce,

but so delicate is the pivoting that the tiny magnets

will hold the card motionless if the bowl is rotated,

Fig. 29.—The card and magnets of a Kelvin compass.

or allow it to return to its proper bearing if purposely

rotated in the slightest degree.

The card is illuminated during the daytime by

light entering through the cowl windows ; at night

by an electric lamp under the bowl or by oil lamps
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fixed in the binnacle and provided with mirrors

which throw their light upwards. The part of the

card between the boss and the paper ring is covered

over with aluminium foil to prevent the steersman

being dazzled.

THE LUBBER LINE.

The lubber line is a vertical mark on the inside of

the bowl above the card. When the binnacle (this

word covers the pillar compass and all attach-

ments) is fixed, the lubber line is on the centre line

of the ship, on the forward side. To steer the ship

on any desired course the steersman uses his wheel

to keep the lubber line opposite the card mark

corresponding to the course. Thus, if he has to

steer due east by the compass, the line will lie on

the tip of the E. point on the card.

THE LIQUID COMPASS.

On battleships the liquid compass is used. This

differs from that just described mainly in having the

card chamber filled completely with a mixture of

spirit and water, which absorbs the shocks set up

by the firing of heavy guns. The card tilts and

rotates much less easily than in air. owing to the

friction of the liquid, but this fact does not impair

the accuracy of the compass.
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Expansion chambers in the bottom or sides of the

bowl allow for the alterations in the volume of the

liquid caused by changes of temperature. (Fig. 30.)

Circular pivots surrounded by ball bearings are used

in place of knife edges and notches for the gimbal

suspension.

Rubber Glass

Jewel-

Card

&S&&&— -m ~- s/»"t_-
\ Needles
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Fig. 30.—Section of a liquid compass.

DEVIATION OF THE COMPASS.

If a piece of steel or iron is placed near a compass,

one end or other of the needle will be attracted

towards it. A magnetized bar has a very pronounced

effect, and in this case one end of the bar will always

attract that point of the needle which has opposite

magnetism, and will repel the other,
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The application of iron and steel to shipbuilding

has compelled compass-makers to overcome diffi-

culties which did not present themselves in the days

of the wooden sailing ship. Proximity of large

masses of these metals exposes the compass needles

to many kinds of disturbing influences. When the

ship was being constructed, the hammering of the

steel parts while rivets were put in converted the

hull into a permanent magnet, polarized in the direc-

tion of the north and south magnetic poles. If the

ship's centre line happened to lie on the magnetic

meridian, one pole of the ship-magnet would be at

the bows, the other at the stern ; otherwise they

might be anywhere on the sides, according to the he.

When the ship is launched she will retain this

magnetism indefinitely in her hard steel parts.

Then there is the transient magnetism induced

in soft steel parts by the vibration of the propelling

machinery while the ship is steering a course ; and

there are several other disturbing factors.

All these are corrected by opposing to them the

influence of iron bars and globes and magnets placed

close to the compass.

Thus, the permanent magnetism of the ship is

corrected by sets of permanent magnets running

fore and aft and athwartship through the binnacle
;
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induced magnetism in vertical iron, by the upright

" Flinders bar " in an outside case ; induced magnet-

ism in horizontal soft iron, by large iron globes to right

and left of the binnacle ; the influence of masses

of iron not running fore and aft, by slewing the

globes ; errors due to the heeling of the ship, by

vertical magnets in the centre of the binnacle ; and

so on.

A straying of the needle from the true magnetic

line is known as deviation. As this cannot be cor-

rected entirely, a compass is furnished with a devia-

tion card showing what allowance must be made for

error.

COMPASS VARIATION.

At most points on the globe the compass needle,

even if not influenced by deviation, does not point

to the true north, because the magnetic poles are not

at the geographical poles ; and the amount of the

variation, as it is called, at any particular place

depends upon the latitude and longitude of that

place. In London, for instance, the needle points

sixteen degrees west of true north ; at a point be-

tween the geographical and magnetic north poles it

would turn to the geographical south. Tables have

therefore been prepared showing the declination, or

angle of variation, in different localities. Unless
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these were used it would be very difficult to keep

a ship accurately on her course, as the declination

may differ from day to day as the ship travels.

Furthermore, even the tables have to be checked

periodically, because the magnetic poles are con-

stantly shifting their positions.

THE GYROSCOPIC COMPASS.

From what has been said above the reader will

gather that the magnetic compass, though a most

valuable instrument, leaves its users a good deal to

do for themselves. The navigator would very

greatly prefer, could he get it, a compass which

would always point true north and south, and

require no adjustment for deviation or allowance

for variation.

The gyroscopic compass, a very modern invention,

appears to have the desired qualities. It depends

for its working upon conditions in which magnetism

takes no direct part. It points to the north with

unfaltering persistency from any part of the earth's

surface where it has been tried. It requires no

correction, because it is happy, so to speak, only when

it points to the poles.

This compass is a very clever mechanism, making

use of the physical laws which govern the peculiar
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behaviour of that interesting toy the gyroscopic

top. A top of this kind will balance itself on a

string ; will not upset if arranged with its axis

horizontally and supported at one end only, as

shown in Fig. 31. The physical law illustrated by

it is this : that a rapidly rotating body opposes any

force which tends to alter its plane of rotation or the

direction of its axis.

In Fig. 32 the top's

disc is spinning in a

vertical plane. If

the free end sinks,

the plane of rotation

will be tilted more

and more out of the

vertical, and the axis

out of the horizontal.

The force of gravi-

tation must eventu-

ally bring this about as the spin " dies down," but

as the top sinks it will " precess," or gently circle

as a whole round the point of support, as if in

protest against having to submit. This reluctance

can be felt very plainly if the top be taken in the

hand by the outer ring and tilted to and fro : there

is a distinct kick. If, however, it be so moved that

Fig. 31.
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the axis is always parallel to its original position,

it will offer no resistance.

If a gyro top is mounted as shown in Fig. 32, it

is said to possess three degrees of freedom—that is,

it can revolve on its own

axis A ; can have its axis

turned end over end in a

vertical plane, as ring B is

itself pivoted ; and be re-

volved with the ring B and

fork C in a horizontal plane

on the pin D. The spinning

disc is therefore free to ad-

just itself in any direction,

and if the stand be picked

up and moved about how

you like the direction of the axis will not change.

If, however, the top be deprived of one degree of

freedom by tethering the ring in a horizontal

position to the fork, it will show a disposition to

adjust itself with its axis at right angles to the

plane of motion.

To make this clear, let us suppose the base of

the apparatus to be clamped to the rim of a fly-

wheel, and the top to be adjusted with its axis along

the flywheel as at A in Fig. 33. The flywheel is

Fig. 32.
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turned in a clockwise direction, and the plane of the

disc is tilted over from the line a b to, say, the line

c d ; or rather, it would be but for the second degree

of freedom given by the rotation of the fork on its

pin, which allows the top to turn until its axis lies

athwart the wheel, and the plane of rotation is the

same as, or parallel to, that of the wheel. After

Fig. 33.

swinging to and fro round the pin for a while it will

finally settle down into the position indicated by

B, and so remain.

We may now substitute the earth for the fly-

wheel. The earth is spinning on its axis at a maxi-

mum circumferential speed of over one thousand

miles per hour. A gyroscope at the equator, with

its axis parallel to the earth in line with the equator,
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would, if not spinning, have its disc turned flatways

head over heels every twelve hours. But spin it, and

give it a second degree of freedom, and it will turn

its axis parallel to the axis of the earth—that is,

point due north and south. The same thing will

happen at any point (except the poles) on either side

of the equator.

The gyroscopic compass in its simplest form is

merely a gyroscope with two degrees of freedom

—

having a card attached to it with the N. and S.

points on the axial line, and provided with means

of keeping it revolving at a very high speed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE GYROSCOPIC COMPASS.

Fig. 34 is a section of the gyroscopic compass in

its earlier form. The case A containing the gyro is

attached rigidly by tube B to the compass card C

and float D, which swims in the mercury contained

by bowl E, supported on gimbals in the ordinary

way. The float and its attachments are kept central

by the pin F fixed in the glass cover-plate. Inside

A is a heavy-rimmed flywheel mounted on a long

flexible axle, and having fixed to it the revolving

part of a three-phase induction motor. The stator,

or fixed part of the motor, is attached to the case

itself. Electrical connection between the motor
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and a three-phase generator outside the binnacle is

made by means of pin F, which dips into a mercury

bath, by tube G, insulated from F and also dipping

into mercury, and by the steel bowl E.

The motor is of such a kind that its rotor has to

" keep step " with the impulses from the generator

—

F
Cover Glass

Gyrnhal

fJoaf

Gyro Case
Fig. 34.—Section of gyroscopic compass with single gyrostat.

that is, its two poles will occupy a certain position

when any two poles of the generator are in a cor-

responding position. The generator has sixteen

poles, and is driven at 2,500 revolutions per minute,

so that the two-pole rotor makes 2,500 x 8 = 20,000

revolutions per minute. By the time it has attained
(1,831) 6
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its full speed the gyro's circumference is moving

with a velocity of 340 miles per hour, and the rim

is subjected to a centrifugal or bursting strain

(see p. 418) of ten tons per square inch. The air

friction is so great that after 1,000 hours of running

the polish of the rim is visibly improved by it !

The diagram (Fig. 34) shows that the gyro has

full freedom of rotation in a second direction—

a

horizontal plane as it floats in a horizontal bath of

mercury. It can also swing as a pendulum about

a point near the bottom of rod F. This third degree

of freedom, though very limited, gives rise to diffi-

culties. A swing in and out of the page, as it were,

would cause no precession, or turning of the gyro

case and card, as the gyro's axis does not change its

direction, so the pendulum action in this direction

soon ceases. But a swing to right or left tilts the

axis, causes precession, and the card rotates to

and fro very slowly round the centre of F, and

the period of swing is very long. Therefore the

gyro swings easily E. and W., but far less freely

N. and S.

Now j if the course happened to be NE., SE., NW.,

or SW., and the ship rolled badly, the oblique swing

would bring the two conditions into conflict, and

cause the compass to deviate seriously, and take a
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long time to return to the correct bearing. This

" rolling error " could not be prevented by the very

ingenious means used of checking ordinary oscilla-

tions of the card.

THE IMPROVED GYRO COMPASS.

In the latest pattern of gyro compass, whereof a

vertical section and plan are given in Figs. 36 and 37,

this difficulty is over-

come in a very clever

way. Instead of a single

heavy gyro, three light

gyros (Fig. 35, A, B, and

C) are used, rotating in

different planes. They

are suspended in ball

bearings from a frame Fig. 35.—View from beneath of

,

,

i,i- improved gyroscopic compass with
carrying the card, their

three gyrostats .

vertical axes being a

third of a circle apart. The axis of gyro A is kept

pointing by springs in the N. and S. line of the card.

The cases of gyros B and C are connected by rods,

to which springs are attached to keep the axes of

these two gyros pointing towards the vertical axis

of A.

If the N. or 8, side of the card be pressed down
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so that the whole apparatus swings on an E. and W.

axis, all three gyros precess, since they are all tilted,

and their combined effect is the same as that of the

single gyro. If the swing be on a N. and S. axis,

Fig. 36.—Vertical section of compass with three gyrostats.

gyro A is unaffected ; but B and C both precess,

though, as they are so connected that they act

against one another, the card is not rotated. The

valuable feature of the system is that E, and W.
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swinging, as well as N. and S. swinging, is opposed

by gyroscopic action, and consequently oblique

swings (NE., NW., etc.) do not upset the working

of the compass. The improvement was demon-

Gymbal

Fig. 37.—View of gyroscopic compass from above.

strated by mounting an old pattern and a new

pattern compass on a platform which could be

rocked violently from side to side. The card of the

first was made to deviate 60°
; that of the other kept

perfectly steady.
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Gyro compasses are now used by the chief navies

of the world, especially on submarines, where the

magnetic compass is least reliable, owing to the

proximity of metal on all sides of it.

In conclusion, a peculiar advantage conferred by

the gyro compass should be noted. The reader

doubtless knows of the system of controlling a

number of clocks electrically by a master mechanical

clock of great accuracy. The same principle can be

applied to the gyro. Receivers containing compass

cards are set up in various parts of the ship, and

connected electrically with the master gyro compass

in such a way that they follow every movement of

its card. The " master " may therefore be placed

in a position of safety, below the water line, and its

indications be seen in the conning tower, in the

captain's saloon, and elsewhere.



CHAPTER III.

FINDING A SHIP'S POSITION AT SEA.

Latitude and longitude—Degrees, minutes, and seconds—How lati-

tude is found—The sextant—The chronometer—Finding longi-

tude—Dead reckoning—The patent log.

" PO the uninitiated landsman it is a source of

never-failing wonder that a ship's officer,

by peering through an instrument having a small

telescope attached to it, should be enabled to locate

on a chart to within a fraction of a mile the position

of the ship at the time of making the " observation."

The accurate calculation of a ship's position in

the middle of the ocean is indeed a wonderful thing

;

for it results from the use of a very perfect instrument,

an extraordinarily accurate clock, and tables of figures

compiled with the greatest care by astronomers,

whose power of predicting exactly the movements

of the heavenly bodies is almost uncanny.

In this chapter I am going to endeavour, using

as simple language as possible, to clear away some
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of the mystery surrounding the practice of what

is known as astronomical navigation, though the

subject is too abstruse to permit in these pages any-

thing like a detailed account of the mathematical

calculations which surround it.

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.

To make it possible to describe exactly the posi-

tion of a place or object anywhere on the globe's

surface, it was evidently first necessary to quarter

up the globe's surface by lines running in two direc-

tions, and numbered in each case from a starting or

zero line.

The starting-point for north-ness and south-ness

—

to coin convenient words—or latitude, is the equator,

an imaginary line running round the earth exactly

half-way between the poles. A line drawn from pole

to pole through Greenwich, and cutting the equator

at right angles, is the starting-point for east-ness

and west-ness, or longitude.

Now, take this " meridian " line of Greenwich

and, beginning at the equator, mark it off into

ninety equal parts towards the North Pole and ninety

equal parts towards the South Pole. Through each

dividing point draw a circle round the globe parallel

to the equator. This gives you the parallels of north
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latitude numbered from 1 to 89 respectively, and

similar parallels of north latitude, one " degree," or

si? of a circle (passing through the poles and cutting

the equator at right angles) apart.

Next, divide the equator into 360 equal parts or

degrees, starting from the point where the Greenwich

meridian intersects it, and draw a line from pole to

pole through each dividing point. This gives 180

meridians of east longitude reckoned eastwards from

Greenwich, and 180 meridians reckoned westwards.

A ship steaming continuously eastwards from a

place in the meridian of Greenwich will pass in turn

the meridians 1 to 179 of east longitude ; then

meridian 180, which is neither east nor west ; then

meridians 179 to 1 of west longitude, and back to

zero on the Greenwich meridian.

DEGREES OP LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.

As the parallels of latitude are equally spaced, a

degree of latitude has everywhere the same value

as expressed in miles—nearly sixty-eight statute

English miles. But as the meridians converge

towards the poles, at which they meet, a degree of

longitude has different values at different latitudes.

The mariner, however, does not concern himself

with miles, but with degrees, minutes (sixty of which
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make up one degree), and seconds (sixty of which

make up a minute), as the parallels and meridians

are parts of circles. Since a " second " of latitude is

equal to only about ninety yards, and a " second "

of longitude anything between a maximum of

ninety yards at the Equator and nothing at the

Poles, if the whereabouts of a ship can be determined

to within a second of latitude and longitude it

becomes possible to mark the ship's position very

exactly on a chart by reference to the parallels and

meridians on that chart.

HOW LATITUDE IS FOUND.

Imagine the earth to be a hollow glass globe with

the parallels of latitude and the meridians marked

plainly on the oustide, and that an observer is

stationed at the centre. To him, looking outwards

through the globe, each of the heavenly bodies visible

would appear to have a place on the globe's surface

relatively to the lines on it, and he could decide at

any moment the latitude and longitude of the sun,

moon, or a star.

If he kept his eyes fixed on the sun, he would see

it cross all the meridians in turn once every five

hours. He would also notice—if he maintained his

watch for years—that the sun crossed the equator
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twice a year, swinging between limits 23 J
° north

and 23 h° south of the equator, at the tropics,

or turning-places, of Cancer and Capricorn. Its

apparent latitude would change from day to day.

The reason of this is explained by Fig. 38. The

axis of the earth is inclined at an angle of 23 J
° to

the plane of its orbit—the path which it takes

through space round the sun. At the summer

solstice (or sun-halt) in the northern hemisphere its

2j£ \ Earths

Sun

o- Orb,t

Mid Winter in

N Hemisphere Kg. 38.

Mid Summer in

N Hemisphere

" place " will attain its greatest north latitude above

the equator; at the winter solstice its greatest

south latitude below the equator ; and at the

equinoxes, in spring and autumn, it will be on the

equator itself for one day, when the sun is then

said to " cross the line."

The latitude of the sun at noon—that is, its place

as it would appear to the imaginary observer at the

earth's centre—on any day of the year is given in

the Nautical Almanac, as well as data for calculat-
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ing its latitude at other times of the day, when

it is rising or setting.

THE SEXTANT.

Before we go further, this instrument should be

described. Turn to Fig. 39. FSS1
is a triangular

Fig. 39.—The sextant : a diagrammatic representation.

frame with one side SS 1 curved to an arc of a circle,

and graduated in degrees and fractions of degrees.

The arm A is pivoted at its upper end at the centre

of the circle of which SS1 forms part, so that, when

it is moved to and fro, the graduations on the lower
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side of the opening in B at its free end may be com-

pared with those of SS1
.

A mirror, M, the Index Glass, is fixed at right

angles to the plate, P, moved by the arm, its face

being in line with the centre line of A. Another

mirror, M1
, the Horizon Glass, is attached to one

straight side, with its centre in line with the axis of

T. The glass of M1
is silvered only on the half

nearest the frame, the other half being transparent.

G is a group of tinted glasses hinged to the frame

so that any one of them can be interposed between

M and M1
to lessen the glare of the sun, and N is

another group to be turned up on the side of M1

away from the telescope. (Fuller details are shown

in Fig. 40, sketched from a photograph.)

The sextant is used as follows. The person about

to take observations of the sun holds it by the handle,

H, in his right hand, and applies an eye to the

telescope, moving the instrument till the horizon

is seen through the unsilvered part of M1
. He then

pushes the arm A away from him until an image

of the sun, reflected from M on to M1
, and from M1

through the telescope to the observer's eye, has its

lower edge, or " limb," exactly level with the horizon

line, as in Fig. 39, b. Arm A is then clamped, and the

exact reading is taken by comparing, under a magni-
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fying glass, the graduations of a scale or vernier on

B with the graduations on SS1
. The " reading

"

gives, when certain corrections for " dip," or down-

ward slope of horizon line from the ship's deck, and

M
P

Magnifier
for reading
Vernier

Fig. 40.—A sextant. Drawn from a photograph.

refraction, etc., have been made, the altitude of the

sun above the horizon—that is, the angle which

lines drawn from the observer to the centre of the

sun and to the horizon make with one another.

Observations begin some time before noon, and are
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continued till the sun reaches its highest altitude,

or " crosses the meridian."

I will now explain how the altitude angle assists

in finding latitude.

In Fig. 41, X marks the position of a ship ; the

line OXZ is the zenith line pointing to the heavens

Zenith

Angle

AngfeA

Angle E (Known)
Angle

Equator

Fig. 41.—Diagram showing how the sextant is used to find latitude.

For explanation see text.

directly over the ship. Angles ZXH and ZXL are

both right angles. The " sight " taken at noon gives

the sun's altitude (angle A) ; and the " zenith dis-

tance," angle B ( = SXZ), is obtained by subtracting

angle A from a right angle—that is, from 90 degrees.

Now, the sun is 92,000,000 miles away from the
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earth, and the distance between Y and X is so very

small comparatively that the lines SX and SY,

though they converge sharply in this small drawing,

are really almost parallel. Euclid tells us that a

straight line cutting two parallel straight lines makes

equal angles with both, and therefore gives us

authority for assuming the angle SHZ to be equal

to angle SOZ.* The conclusion, then, is that the

sextant puts its user in the position of our imaginary

observer at the earth's centre, and gives him the

angle D between the apparent " place " Y of the

sun, and the " place " X of the ship.

The Nautical Almanac supplies him with angle E,

and he has merely to add E to D to find his latitude.

If the sun were south of the equator instead of

north, as shown, angle E would have to be subtracted

from angle D to give the answer.

Latitude can be found by the sun at times other

than noon, by taking two " sights " some hours apart

and using the altitudes for calculations into which

we will not enter ; also at night, provided that the

horizon be visible, by using the moon or a star

instead of the sun and working on the principle

already explained by Fig. 41.

* As a matter of fact, allowance is made for the " parallax," or very

slight convergence of the two lines.
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THE CHRONOMETER.

This is a very important item in the navigator's

equipment, as he depends on it for Greenwich

mean time, which is used in calculating longitude.

The chronometer is a very carefully made clock,

warranted to run very consistently, even if it does not

keep absolutely accurate time. Should it lose or

gain a few seconds per day, this is of no importance,

provided that it does the same thing every day,

since the error can then be allowed for. But a time-

piece which lost and gained alternately or irregularly

would be of little value. To so high a pitch of per-

fection has the chronometer been brought that

specimens have been known to lose or gain only a

few seconds during a voyage to Australia and back.

At many ports a time-ball hoisted on a mast is allowed

to fall at a certain known instant, to enable chro-

nometers to be corrected ; and signals are sent from

wireless telegraphy land stations every day at certain

times for the use of navigators out of sight of land.

A chronometer is well cared for, being hung on

gimbals so that it shall not be affected by move-

ments of the ship, and housed in a well-padded case

which protects it against damp and sudden changes

of temperature. This case may be enclosed in an
(1,831) 7
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iron box which acts as a magnetic shield against

the currents induced by the many electric machines

used on the ship.

As an extra precaution two, three, or even more

chronometers are carried on many ships ; and each

of these is wound at a certain time of day by the

captain himself or by an officer appointed for the

purpose, who has to report that he has done his duty.

FINDING LONGITUDE.

The noon sight can be used to find longitude as

well as latitude, for when the sun is at its highest

altitude it is noon on the meridian where the ship

happens to be. At the moment when the sun

crosses the meridian the time shown by the ship's

chronometer is carefully noted. The chronometer's

time is Greenwich time : when its hands point to

12 o'clock it is noon at Greenwich. As the sun

crosses all 360 meridians once in 24 hours, every

4 minutes' difference between Greenwich time and

the ship's noon means one degree of longitude east

or west of Greenwich, according to whether the clock

is behind or in advance of ship's noon. Thus, if the

chronometer shows, say, 3.40 p.m., the ship's longi-

tude is 2|o = 55° W. ; if 10.20 a.m., the longitude is

i°° = 25°E.
4
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The calculation is not really quite so simple as

this, as allowance must be made for the fact that

the sun does not keep perfectly in step with the

chronometer, but on some days is " in advance of

the clock," and on others " behind the clock." But

reference to the invaluable Nautical Almanac tells

what " equation of time," or number of minutes

and seconds, must be added or subtracted to make

things right for that day.

The method described does not give very accurate

results, owing to the difficulty of determining exactly

when the sun crosses the meridian, since its vertical

movement for some time before and after doing so

is exceedingly slow, and it is easy to make a mistake

of a quarter of a minute or more. The experienced

navigator therefore does not depend on the noon

observation only, but makes other observations of

the sun, if possible at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Suppose that he takes an altitude at about 9

o'clock. When the sun reaches a certain height he

notes the time (Greenwich time, given by his chro-

nometer). This time having been duly corrected by

the " equation of time," he will find in the Nautical

Almanac the exact " place " of the sun as it would

appear to an observer at the centre of the earth,

and so knows its latitude and longitude at the
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moment of taking the sight. The observation also

gives him the angle between the sun's place and

the zenith over his head. At noon he finds his

latitude, and by mere subtraction gets the co-

latitude or distance from the ship to the North Pole.

Having the three sides of a triangle known—the

length of a line drawn due north from the sun'splace at

the time of the earlier observation to the North Pole,

the length of a line drawn due north from the ship to

the pole at noon, and the length of the line between

the sun's " place " at 9 o'clock and the ship—he can,

using spherical trigonometry, calculate the size of

the angle included at the pole by the first two of

these lines. This angle gives the difference in

longitude between the place of the ship and the

place of the sun at the time of the first observation
;

and as the sun's longitude then was known, a simple

addition sum gives the ship's longitude at noon.

The distance travelled between the two times of

taking sights is of course allowed for.

DEAD RECKONING.

In cloudy weather latitude and longitude cannot

of course be found " by observation " in the manner

outlined, and recourse must be had to " dead reckon-

ing," based upon the last observation. The three
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factors to be taken into consideration are (1) the

distance run
; (2) the course or direction

; (3) the

Dial of
Begjster

HandLo$

Fig. 42.—The patent log and its parts. In the right bottom corner

is seen a log of the ordinary log-ship cast overboard, attached to the

end of a line marked with knots. When the line is all run out the

jerks extract the peg, allowing the log to float flat on the water and
be drawn inboard easily.

influence of currents and winds in assisting, retard-

ing, or deflecting the ship.
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Distance is given by the patent log (Fig. 42). This

consists of three main parts—(1) a propeller, which

revolves once while drawn through the water a

certain distance by (2) a special kind of rope, the

front end of which is attached to the spindle, running

in ball bearings of (3) a revolution-counter attached

to the tafrrail at the stern of the ship. A hand,

driven through a train of wheels, shows on a dial

the number of sea miles travelled ; and if its move-

ments be timed by a watch the speed of the ship is

found easily.

The number of the revolutions of the ship's

propellers also acts as a very fairly accurate record

of distance travelled.

The course is ascertained by compass ; but esti-

mating the third factor is mainly guess-work, which,

however, will be done very accurately by an ex-

perienced navigator.

At the first favourable opportunity the correctness

of dead reckoning is tested by astronomical observa-

tion.



CHAPTER IV.

NAVIGATING NEAR LAND.

Charts—What a chart shows—Soundings—The sounding machine

—

Sounding tubes and depth-recorders—Buoys—The submarine

sentry—Ships' lights—Sound signals—Rules of the road at sea.

IN the open sea the navigator depends on his

compass for guidance, and on his sextant,

chronometer, and patent log to show him where

he is.

When he gets within sight of or near to land, he

is able to make use of large-scale charts, of land-

marks, lighthouses, buoys, and other visible objects,

and of soundings.

CHARTS.

The Admiralty coast and harbour charts are

on much larger scales than the ocean and general

charts employed on the high seas, in order to give

room for the many particulars of information which

the mariner requires. The scale of a harbour chart

is usually six inches to the mile. The main differences

between charts and ordinary " land " maps are
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three. 1. The chart shows the shore as exposed at

low water of ordinary spring tides, whereas a map
shows the shore at mean or average water level.

2. A chart gives a mass of detail in the water area

and little detail on land ; in a map the water areas

are practically blank and the land areas filled with

Fig. 43.—A channel pilot cutter.

names of places and physical features. 3. Charts

are drawn on what is called Mercator's projection
;

meridians being shown parallel instead of conver-

ging as in a map, and parallels of latitude straight,

not curved. This system spreads things out towards

the poles, as is evident from a map of the world on

Mercator's projection ; but the difference, in large-

scale charts showing districts fairly near the equator,
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is hardly perceptible. The advantage of Mercator's

projection is that it makes it easier for a navigator

to lay out a straight course.

WHAT A CHART SHOWS.

As the sides of a chart point true north, a small

compass card is printed somewhere on the chart

to show magnetic north in that locality. The depth

of the water in fathoms* is shown by figures freely

scattered about, and also by contour lines which

follow the ground at certain depths—" three-fathom

line," " five-fathom line," and so on—the arrange-

ment of the dots and dashes which make up a line

being a guide to the depth it stands for. Thus,

three small dots close together, alternating with blank

intervals, means three fathoms ; the repetition of a

dash, three dots and a blank, thirty fathoms. All

depths are those at low spring tide, when conditions

are most unfavourable for navigation.

The nature of the bottom is indicated by abbrevi-

ated words : blk. cl. = " black clay ;
" g. = " gravel ;

"

etc. Arrows with and without feathers show the

direction of currents during flood and ebb tide

respectively, and figures close to them the speed of

* Or feet on some charts. A statement as to whether figures stand

for fathoms or feet is printed on the chart.
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the current. Red dots surrounded by yellow circles

stand for lights, the " character " of which is given

by F. for "fixed," Fl. for "flashing," Rev. for

" revolving," etc. (See chapter vi.) All buoys and

useful landmarks, with directions how to use the

latter for getting bearings, are also included ; and

perhaps even small marginal sketches of the most

important landmarks, to assist their identification.

SOUNDINGS.

When moving in charted or uncharted water near

land a captain will take soundings to make sure of

the depth of the water under the keel and to verify

his position. The hand sounding lead—in shape

much like a window-sash weight—ordinarily used

is attached to a line marked with pieces of leather,

bunting, and calico at 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, 17, and

20 fathoms. The leadsman, standing on a small

platform projecting from the ship's side, gathers up

the line into a coil, whirls the lead round his head

and flings it as far ahead of him as possible, and

gathers in the slack as the ship overtakes the lead,

so as to have the fine taut and vertical at the moment

of passing over the lead. Having called out the

depth, he gathers in the line for another throw.

The bottom of the lead is hollow, to accommodate
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an " arming " of tallow, which picks up samples of

the bottom, from which, after reference to the

chart, further useful information is obtained.

Hand-sounding requires the ship to be slowed down

to a speed of a few knots, and, except in small

depths, is tedious and laborious work. This has

led to the invention of machines for taking soundings

in considerable depths while the ship is travelling

fast.

THE SOUNDING MACHINE.

The substitution by the late Lord Kelvin of steel

wire for cord in the year

1872 is the most important

event in the history of the

sounding machine. Wire

is so immensely strong

proportionately to its bulk

that it is ideal for the

purpose, being smooth, and

therefore offering little re-

sistance to the water, and

occupying so little room

that miles of it can be

accommodated on quite a ^g. 44—The Kelvin sounding

small drum. machine.

The Kelvin sounding machine consists of a drum

Weiaht-
-Tube
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mounted on a spindle which can be put in or out of

gear with a handle or electric motor. The spindle

is permanently geared to a small vertical shaft

driving a needle which, when the drum revolves,

travels slowly round a dial. The dial is marked in

fathoms, the graduations being plotted out to make

allowance for the varying diameter of the coil of

wire. (Fig. 44.)

A very important feature of the machine is an

automatic brake—a cord passing over a V-shaped

groove in one side of the drum, and having a weight

attached to each end—which prevents the wire

overrunning when the sinker strikes bottom, and

keeps the resistance on the wire the same at all

speeds of the ship. On the other side of the drum

is a clutch, which is thrown out, allowing the drum

to revolve freely when the handle is turned in the

running-out direction, and thrown in when the

handle is rotated in the heaving-in direction.

An illustration (Fig. 45) shows the machine being

used for sounding from the bridge. The wire has

been passed over a sheave made fast to a carrier

which can be drawn in either direction along a spar

projecting well beyond the ship's side.

The sinker—a 24-lb. weight of malleable cast iron

with a lead core—is lowered till it touches the water,
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and is held there while the pointer on the dial is set

to zero. The main brake is then released, and the

wire runs out, checked only by the automatic brake.

Immediately the weight touches bottom the tension

of the wire decreases. The dial-reader is at once

made aware of this by the movement of a " feeler

pin " pressing against the wire, and reads off the

Fig. 45.—Using a Kelvin sounding machine.

dial. The sinker is then hauled up for another

sounding to be made.

It may have occurred to the reader that if the

ship be moving the actual dial reading will not give

the depth correctly, since the wire must run down-

wards obliquely owing to the water pressure on it

and the lead. But the speed of the ship is known,

so by reference to carefully prepared speed and

depth tables one can decide in a few moments what

relationship the amount of wire paid out at that
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particular speed has to the vertical depth of the

water. Thus, if 48 fathoms of wire have run out

according to the dial, and the speed is 11 knots, the

depth is 25 fathoms. At a speed of only 6 knots

32J fathoms of wire would reach the bottom at this

depth.

SOUNDING TUBES AND DEPTH-RECORDERS.

More accurate results are got, however, by fixing

to the line just above the sinker a recording cylinder,

or what is known as a sounding tube. This last is a

very strong glass tube, closed at one end, and coated

internally with a chemical mixture which is reddened

by contact with sea water. The tube is put into a

brass protecting case and sunk open end downwards.

The water rises inside the tube as the pressure

increases. When the tube is drawn up and placed

beside a scale, the limit of the discoloration of the

interior shows the depth reached.

The same tube cannot, of course, be used again

until it has been recoated.

The depth-recorder is a tube containing a piston

which is driven in by the water pressure and, by

means of a piston rod attached, moves a marker

along a scale.

As the recorder is drawn up the rod retreats,
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leaving the marker in its limit position. When the

marker has been reset the recorder is ready for

further use.

If an electric motor be substituted for hand

power, the time of taking a sounding is greatly

reduced.

BUOYS.

Buoys are used to mark danger spots and to show

the fairway in a channel or harbour. The purpose

of a buoy is indicated by its shape and colouring.

In the British Isles the buoys on the right or star-

board side of a channel are conical at the top ; those

on the left, flat-topped, " can-shaped," the direction

being reckoned from the open sea towards the har-

bour. Starboard buoys are one-coloured, and some-

times surmounted by a pole with a globe at the top ;

port buoys are painted another colour or colours, and

may carry a staff and cage. Other countries use

different shapes and colours (see Fig. 46), but every

system makes it easy to distinguish port from

starboard buoys. A navigator has only to keep

between the two rows to be safe. If on approach-

ing a harbour he picks up a starboard buoy, he

will steer to the left of it ; if a port buoy, to the

right of it.

An obstruction, such as a sandbank, in the middle



Fig. 47.—The submarine sentry.

(1,831) 8
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of the channel has a distinctive buoy at each end

of it.

THE SUBMARINE SENTRY.

This is an instrument which is towed astern of a

ship to give automatic warning if the vessel passes

into water shallower than the depth to which the

" sentry " is set.

In Fig. 47, b, the sentry is seen in its working

position. The tow wire is attached to a bridle,

the forward part of which passes over a catch

secured by a lever pivoted near the top. The

action of the water on the sentry is exactly the same

as that of the wind on a kite, though in a different

direction. The depth to which the apparatus sinks

is governed by the amount of wire paid out from

a drum on deck, and will not vary at speeds between

5 and 13 knots.

Should the sentry touch bottom, the lower part of

lever is pushed back, the upper part releases the

catch and frees the front part of the bridle. The

kite at once turns over, and is drawn to the sur-

face (Fig. 47). The towing wire has now less pull on

it, and the slackening allows a lever under which

it passes near the drum to fall and ring a mechanical

or electric warning bell.

To take a typical case of its use. A vessel is
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bound up the English Channel, where it is known

that about 20 fathoms will keep a ship clear of all

shoals from the Start to Beachy Head. In thick

weather the captain would put the sentry overboard,

and let out wire till the pointer on a specially grad-

uated dial (which makes allowance for the obliquity

of the wire) stood opposite 21 fathoms, and allow it

to tow at that vertical depth. Should the vessel

get off her track and cross the 20-fathom line,

warning would be given without fail, and the ship

would proceed with great caution.

ships' lights.

Every vessel of more than forty tons burden has

to show at night a red light on the port and a green

light on the starboard side, powerful enough to be

seen two miles away in clear weather. Each light must

be so screened that it can be seen only from straight

ahead to two points (yg- of a circle) behind the beam on

its own side (Fig. 48). The screens render it impos-

sible to see the red and the green lights simultane-

ously, unless the vessel is approaching end on. If

only one light is seen, the ship must be travelling

obliquely to the line of vision, in a direction indicated

by the colour of the light visible.

Besides the side lights a steamer under way must
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show on her foremast a bright white light not less

than twenty feet above the hull, visible through an arc

of -§§ of a circle, the centre of the arc being straight

ahead. If it has a second mast, it may carry on

this another similar light, at least fifteen feet further

from the hull than the first. This is a particularly

valuable arrangement for safety in a busy channel,

as when two vessels are approaching each other at

night each can detect the least alteration of the

course of the other by the changing position of the

mast lights. If a steam vessel is towing another

vessel, she shows two white lights on her foremast,

one above the other ; or three, if the length of the

tow exceeds six hundred feet.

All vessels usually show a white stern light to

warn overtaking craft.

These and other lights for special craft are illus-

trated by Fig. 48.

SOUND SIGNALS.

Vessels inform each other of their intended move-

ments by a simple code of signals with a fog horn

or siren. A single short blast means " I am going to

starboard ;
" two short blasts, " I am going to port ;

"

three short blasts, " I am going full speed astern."

These signals are specially useful at night and in a fog.
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RULES OF THE ROAD AT SEA.

A ship is so heavy and difficult to check that any

mistake in direction made when two ships are

approaching one another may have disastrous con-

® 1

-r*"
~~—

.

\
\\

Wind

@ / ®>
Wind Wind Wind '>/'

-

Fig. 49.—Diagrams to illustrate sailing " rules of the road." The

boat which has right of way is shaded.

sequences. Therefore certain rules of the road have

been laid down for shipping generally, to be adhered

to strictly.

So far as steamships only are concerned, the chief

rules are three :

—
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1. When two vessels are approaching each other

end on, each keeps to the right (the reverse of the

British rule of the road on land).

2. When two vessels are converging, that on the

left gives way—that is, allows the other to keep

to its course.

3. When one vessel is overtaking another it must

give way to it.

A steamship always gives way to a sailing ship,

as the latter can less easily change its course.

Where sailing vessels only are concerned :

—

1. A boat running before the wind must keep out

of the way of a boat sailing close-hauled (Fig. 49, a).

2. If a boat is sailing close-hauled on the port tack,

(that is, has the wind blowing in from the left side),

it must give way to a boat sailing on the starboard

tack (Fig. 49, b).

3. A boat running before the wind with the wind

on the port side must give way to a boat running

free with the wind on the starboard side (Fig. 49, c).

4. If two boats are running similarly before the

wind, that to the windward must give way (Fig.

49, d).



CHAPTER V.

mariners' beacons.

Early lighthouses—The Tour de Cordouan—The Eddystone Light-

houses—Winstanley's Tower—Rudyerd's Lighthouse—Smea-

ton's Lighthouse—The Douglass Tower—The Bell Rock Light-

house—The Skerryvore—The Dhu Heartach—The Bishop Rock

Lighthouses—Landing the stones—Fixing the stones—

A

famous Irish lighthouse—Lighthouses built on sand—The
Rothersand Lighthouse—The Fourteen Foot Bank Light

—

Building a lighthouse inside a cofferdam—Floating lights.

FROM the earliest times maritime nations have

realized, as the result of sad experience, the

need for erecting, on dangerous coasts frequented by

their ships, special structures to show, by night as well

as by day, the position of perilous rocks and shoals.

The Pharos of Alexandria, a huge masonry tower

that rose from four hundred to five hundred feet

into the air at the harbour entrance, is the

historic example of the early form of lighthouse,

crowned by a brazier in which wood, or later

coal, was burned. The light thrown by it was

at best weak, and, should the wind be blowing



Fig. 50.—The Heaux de Brehat Light, on the north coast of France.

Tower 168 feet high. This shows a white light visible for 18 miles

alternately with a red light visible for 15 miles.

(Photo, Lighthouse Literature Mission.)
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towards the ship, obscured altogether. But until

the introduction of oil lamps with reflectors in the

latter part of the eighteenth century, this crude

method of illumination persisted, through lack of

a better to replace it. The modern lighthouse is

really worthy of the first part of its name, for on its

lighting apparatus have been concentrated the arts

of the optician and the makers of oil, gas, and electric

lamps. Its rays are far flung in intensely penetrat-

ing beams, and sweep the horizon—even the clouds

far beyond it—giving the mariner friendly warning

long before he enters the danger zone, and enabling

him to steer a safe course from point to point.

As for the " house " which upbears the light, this,

too, has made a worthy advance. It is no longer

confined merely to the mainland, beyond the reach

of the waves, but rises from many a lonely rock

exposed to the full fury of wind and sea, on the very

outposts of islands and continents. The story of

modern lighthouse construction is one of noblest

heroism, indomitable perseverance in the face of

apparently hopeless odds, and the most marvellous

triumphs of engineering science. Who can read

without a stirring of the blood of the struggle be-

tween man and sea for mastery at the Eddystone,

the Wolf Rock, the Bishop Rock, the Bell Rock,



Fig. 51.—La Jument Lighthouse, almost completed.

(Photo, Lighthouse Literature Mission.)
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Skerryvore, Dhu Heartach, the Fastnet, the Rother-

sand, Minots Ledge, La Jument, the Isle de Brehat,

and a hundred other spots from which the guiding

lights now twinkle ?

In many cases the story runs on much the same

lines. First, we see the advance party reconnoitring

the site, exposed to all the perils of open-ocean

waves breaking in surf on the almost submerged

rock or reef. Next, the hurried and many-times-

checked, but at last completed, survey. Then the

approach of the main body of masons, armed with

the tools of their craft, who work under conditions

which make the hardest toil ashore appear but a

holiday by comparison. Again and again the sea

drives them off and back to their base of operations ;

but as often they take advantage of any opportunity

to renew the attack. The brutal force of the waves

is opposed by the finest cunning, seen in the quick-

setting hydraulic cement, the cleverly dovetailed

stones. Slowly, but surely, the pillar rises, course

by course. Then, perhaps, in a storm of unusual

violence, the invaders' work is partly or wholly

undone. The reserves are called up, and a new

campaign begun, new wiles employed. And at last

bright beams of many thousand candle-power pro-

claim that the lighthouse-builder has once more got
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his way. Had Hamlet been born a few centuries later,

or been able to look forward a few hundred years,

he might well have referred in his famous panegyric

of man to the fact that only once has the lighthouse,

engineer been fairly beaten by the sea, and then only

because it had the assistance of a treacherous sand-

bank.

THE TOUR DE CORDOUAN.

The earliest notable lighthouse built on an isolated

rock is that known as the Tour de Cordouan, which

marks the reef at the entrance of the river Gironde,

on the west coast of France. It was begun in 1584

and completed in 1611, and is still the most re-

markable structure of its kind by virtue of its

artistic and unusual design. The base is massive,

to break the force of the waves. On this is the

keeper's dwelling ; and above that in succession

an entrance hall, a splendid royal apartment (the

designer intended his lighthouse to be also a royal

residence), and a fine chapel. On the summit, 100

feet above sea level, was the beacon. The mag-

nificent inside and outside decoration was so well

combined with sound construction, that it has been

possible to increase the height by nearly one hundred

feet, and to install a fine modern lighting appara-

tus. This lighthouse has been in continuous use for
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over three hundred years, and appears likely to do

good work for as many years to come.

THE EDDYSTONE LIGHTHOUSES.

The story of these has been told so often that one

is tempted to pass it by. Yet omission is difficult,

because the Eddystone rock

has been what one may call

the great "experimental sta-

tion " of the modern light-

house builder, and the scene

of the most determined and

prolonged struggle for occu-

pation. So we will spare a

page or two for a brief

narration.

W'instanley *s Lighthouse.—
The first attack was made in

1694 by Henry Winstanley,

an amateur engineer. He

began his work by fixing

into the rock a number of

iron stanchions to serve as

anchorage for the stone

pillar, 12 feet high, subse-

quently built inside them. On this base was raised

Fig. 52. — Winstanley's

Lighthouse on the Eddy-

stone (1698).
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a tower of wood and stone, with windows and other

projections near the bottom, and a curious pagoda-

shaped roof and lantern chamber (Fig. 52).

Winstanley was pardonably proud of the suc-

cessful completion in 1698 of his project, though

critics, whose opinions were unfortunately justified

by events, maintained that the design and con-

struction were quite unsuitable. Perhaps Winstanley

himself had some misgivings, for in 1699 he sur-

rounded the original octagonal tower with a circular

casing of stone, and increased its height from 80 to

120 feet. In a great storm which raged in November

1703 the structure was utterly demolished, and

Winstanley himself perished with all the workmen

then engaged in executing repairs.

Rudyerd's Lighthouse.—This disaster did not,

however, mean the abandonment of the rock. In

1704 John Rudyerd, a London silk mercer, under-

took to erect a second lighthouse. He selected oak

as his chief material ; and a smooth, truncated cone,

devoid of any opening or projection to far above

water level, as the shape to be aimed at (Fig. 53).

Like Winstanley, he commenced operations by

driving in a circle of iron posts. Inside these he

laid several layers of oaken beams, alternately cross-

ing one another, and all firmly bolted together and
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to the rock. On top of the beams were several

courses of stone, and above them two more of

timber. From the base vertical timbers, with joints

well calked, ran upwards to a height of about eighty

feet, to form a hollow cone, stiffened by a succession

of stout floors. The summit

carried a large glazed chamber

wherein at night two dozen

large tallow candles were kept

burning, and were duly snuffed

by the attendant.

Rudyerd's lighthouse had

three good points—circularity,

smoothness, and the use of

dead weight to supplement the

security given by mechanical

attachment. Its chief and

fatal fault lay in the selection

of material. After withstanding

the storms of nearly fifty years,

it was destroyed by fire.

Smeaton's Lighthouse.—The third attempt was

made by John Smeaton, who brought to his task the

practical knowledge of a trained engineer. After

due consideration he decided to build his tower of

granite, the hardest material available ; to shape

Fig. 53.—Rudyerd's Eddy
stone Lighthouse (1704).
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the stones so that they should mutually hold one

another in place ; and to make the structure so

solid and heavy that by sheer weight it should resist

the severest bufferings which

the Atlantic could give it. So

sound were these principles

that they have been generally

adopted for stone-built light-

houses in similar exposed posi-

tions, and Smeaton therefore

well deserves the title of

" Father of the Lighthouse."

Smeaton commenced opera-

tions in 1756 by levelling the

rock surface on which he in-

tended to build, for he recog-

nized the importance of abso-

lutely horizontal surfaces at the

foundation, to do away with

outward thrust in any direc-

tion. We may here remark Fig. 54.—Section of

.
Smeaton's Lighthouse on

that, provided this condition the Eddystane (1759).

be fulfilled, there is no essential

need for a masonry lighthouse to be anchored,

as the friction between its base and the rock

prevents any sideways shifting ; and that the
'
(1,831) 9
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attachment of the lowest course to the founda-

tion is done merely to prevent the stones being

washed away before they are sufficiently weighted.

The first connection is made most carefully with the

aid of hydraulic cement and

vertical tie-rods sunk into the

rock, and each stone is dove-

tailed into or clamped to its

neighbours, so as to form part

of practically a solid disc of
Fig. 55.— Dovetailed

joints in Smeaton's Ed- stone (Fig. 55). Every succeeding

dystone Lighthouse. courge throughout the solid part

of the base is designed similarly, and secured to those

above and below by surface projections, rods, and

cement ; therefore the tower is in effect a " mono-

lith," or single stone.

As the work of erection is invariably interrupted

by bad weather, every minute of working time must

be employed to the greatest possible advantage.

Consequently all the stones used are designed, pre-

pared, and fitted together on shore, several courses

being assembled at a time. Every stone is carefully

marked as it is removed, that the mason may know

at a glance where and how it should be placed.

The top course in one section is retained to form

the base on which the next section will be assembled.
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In this way the mason's work on a lighthouse site

is limited to putting the stones in position and

bonding them together. Even so he finds his hands

full enough, as a stone may weigh anything up to

three or four tons, and the transference of such a

mass from a tossing vessel to a platform high in the

air is no easy matter, as we shall see.

To return to John Smeaton. His task was indeed

a hard one. He had to find masons to undertake

stone work of a novel kind, to overcome the un-

willingness of skippers to transport the heavy

stones, and to obtain in Plymouth a workshop

where the blocks could be fitted together and stored.

The people of Plymouth, who had most to gain from

the erection of a lighthouse, hampered him at every

turn, and, to make matters worse, the pressgang

repeatedly seized his workers for service in the

navy. But Smeaton was not to be deterred by man

or weather. Course by course the stones made the

fifteen-mile voyage to the rock and were put in

place ; every favourable day was used to hurry on

the work. In October 1759 the candles were lighted

in the lantern for the first time.

A vertical section of Smeaton's lighthouse is shown

in Fig. 54. It is characterized by the curved out-

ward sweep of the base towards the bottom. This,
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in a less pronounced form, is retained in more

modern lighthouses ; but the foundations are usually

carried up vertically for some distance before the

inward contraction begins, to increase solidity where

the force of the waves is greatest. In some cases

the pediment of the base is stepped to break the

waves and prevent their rising in a solid condition

to the lantern. Designers of masonry lighthouses

have borrowed from Smeaton the bull-nose, or

cornice, just below the lantern chamber, which acts

both as a wave-deflector and the floor of an external

gallery.

The Douglass Lighthouse.—Smeaton's tower did

useful work for one hundred and twenty years, and

might have been in place still but for the undermining

by the waves of the rock below it. In 1878 Sir James

Douglass was entrusted with the erection of a new

tower on a site 40 yards distant from that selected

by Smeaton. The work was completed in 1882. A
section of this lighthouse is given in Fig. 56, which

shows clearly the vertical base reaching almost to

high-water level.

The upper part of Smeaton's tower was dis-

mantled and re-erected on Plymouth Hoe, where it

now acts as a landmark.
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THE BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.

This was built during

the years 1808-1811 by

Robert Stevenson, the

first of a long line of

Stevensons who have

been famous lighthouse

engineers. The Bell Rock

—the Inchcape Rock of

Southey's ballad— is a

sunken reef nearly half

a mile long and 100

yards wide, lying 12 miles

south-east of Arbroath

and exactly opposite the

entrance of the Firth of

Tay, in a position very

dangerous to shipping.

Stevenson had Smeaton's

experiences and designs

to assist him, but had

very difficult conditions to

contend with. The sum-

mit of the rock was cov-

ered with water 15 feet
Fig. 50.—New Eddystone Light-

house (Douglass, 1883].
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deep at high spring tides, and exposed only for a

few hours at low spring tides. The preparation

of the foundations and the laying of the lowest

courses were therefore very tedious operations, the

men having often to work waist-deep in the sea.

A vessel, suitably named the Smeaton, was engaged

as a floating home for the masons, and in calm

weather rode near the rock. Boats carried the men

to and from the rock. On one occasion a boat got

adrift, and several men narrowly escaped being

drowned by the rising tide. Storms violent enough

to tear away dovetailed and cemented stones of a

couple of tons weight interrupted operations more

than once, but eventually the lighthouse was com-

pleted at a cost of over £60,000, but without loss of

life.

THE SKERRYVORE.

Turn to a map of Scotland and look for the island

of Tiree in the Inner Hebrides. Twelve miles south-

wards the sea surface is broken by a group of very

dangerous rocks, exposed to the full violence of waves

coming in from the open Atlantic. To secure the

safety of shipping in these parts it was necessary

to erect a lighthouse somewhere on the reef. Alan

Stevenson, son of " Bell Rock " Robert, undertook

the enterprise, which was indeed a formidable one.



Fig. 57.—How the Eddystone is reached in bad weather,

(Photo, E. Paul, Penzance.)
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Stone had to be brought from Mull to Tiree, an

almost uninhabited island and difficult to approach,

and thence shipped to the rock. This last being

surrounded by very dangerous waters, housing the

men in a floating home was impracticable, and the

only alternative was the construction of a home

near the selected site. So, while the foundations

of the lighthouse were being prepared, Stevenson

erected a barrack on stout oak legs which raised it

40 feet above the water. This curious dwelling

was destroyed by a storm, while unoccupied, after

being in use for a couple of years ; but was soon re-

placed by one of stronger construction in which the

workmen lived securely, but often uncomfortably,

till the lighthouse was completed—in 1843—after

five years' very trying, though intermittent, work.

The tower contains 4,500 tons of stone, and throws

a light from a height of 140 feet above sea level.

The waves, which at times develop a pressure of

three tons to the square foot, have made no impres-

sion on it during seventy years. It is certainly one

of the finest lighthouses yet built.

THE DHU HEARTACH.

David and Thomas Stevenson, sons of Alan,

maintained their family's reputation by conquering



Fig. 58.—Approximate form of the Bishop Rock. (The inset shows

the rock with lighthouse built.}
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the dreaded Dhu Heartach rocks, lying 20 miles south-

east of the Skerryvore. The island of Mull was made

the base of operations. The workmen were housed

in a barrack similar in design to that built on Skerry-

vore, but of iron instead of wood. Its erection

occupied two seasons, but it proved itself able to

weather the worst storms. On one occasion the

men were imprisoned five days by a terrific gale,

which threatened every minute to sweep the whole

structure away, as doubtless it would have treated

one of timber. During 1869, the third year of work

on the lighthouse, a storm carried away eleven

2-ton stones from the third course, 36 feet above the

water. The lighthouse began its useful career in

1872.

THE BISHOP ROCK LIGHTHOUSES.

The Bishop Rock is an outpost of the Scilly

Islands, on the south-west. It gets its name from

its peculiar shape, which resembles somewhat that of

an episcopal mitre. Only 153 feet long by 52 feet

wide, it descends almost sheer on all sides to a depth

of one hundred and twenty to one hundred and

fifty feet. Its form is shown approximately in

our illustration (Fig. 58). For centuries it was

dreaded by sailors of all nations, as also were the

rocky coasts of the Scilly Islands, which, up to the
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year 1790, were lighted only by a coal-fire beacon on

the island of St. Agnes, lying so far inside the outer

reef of dangerous rocks as to be of very little use.

In the year mentioned a revolving oil lamp with

reflectors was substituted for the beacon ; but as

this too proved very

insufficient, theTrinity

House authorities de-

cided in 1846 to plant

a lighthouse on the

" Bishop.';

The narrowness of

the rock, and the

mountainous size of

the waves which

sometimes cover it,

prompted the selec-

tion of the design of

the iron structure il-

Kg. 60.-Bishop Rock iron light-
lustrated m Fig« 60 -

house (1847). Destroyed by a storm It waS thought that
in 1850.

&

the waves would have

little effect on the slender iron columns supporting

the lantern.

Work was commenced in 1847, under the super-

intendence of Mr. N. Douglass. The cast-iron
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TOCAL PLANE

columns, with wrought-iron cores and cross bracings,

were sunk deep into the solid rock. In the centre

rose a large and hollow tubular column containing a

ladder by which the

living room would be

gained.

In another place (p.

443) reference is made

to the extraordinary

and vexatious pranks

played by the waves

during the erection of

the columns. Suffice

it here to say that in

1849 everything was

finished except the in-

stallation of the lan-

tern and lighting ap-

paratus. Then came

a storm which flung

the entire structure,

except the mere

stumps of the columns, off the rock,

work was undone in a few hours.

A second attempt was begun under the same

engineer in 1851, but this time the designs specified

Fig. 61.—Bishop Rock stone lighthouse

(1856). Original form.

Four years'
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a masonry structure (Fig. 61) with lantern centre

110 feet above high-water level. The carrying out

of the scheme occupied six years, since all stone for

the construction of the tower had to be brought in

barges from the workyard at St. Mary's and landed

by manual labour—a dangerous business in waters

which are always disturbed.

The Atlantic, however, had still to be reckoned

with. It seemed determined to drive men off the

rock. Again and again it bombarded the stonework,

flinging its waves clear over the lantern (see Fig. 59),

damaging the lighting lenses, splitting some of the

granite blocks, and finally abstracting them from

their places. The days of the lighthouse appeared

to be numbered.

For the third time the Elder Brethren of Trinity

House took anxious counsel. On the advice of Sir

James Douglass they decided on a very original and

daring remedy—namely, to encase the tower with

masonry dovetailed vertically and horizontally from

foundation to service room, and to increase its height

36 feet by adding four more stories. The following

is an account* of how this project was carried out.

The granite blocks needed for the work ranged in

* By Mr. W. Noble Twelvetrees, M.I^Mech.E., in " Engineering

Wonders of the World," vol. i., pp. 370 fol.
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weight from 2 to 3 J

tons. They were care-

fully dressed and

erected temporarily in

the workyard at St.

Mary's.

To provide for the

conveyance of mate-

rial from that island

(ten miles away) to

the rock, a small twin-

screw steamer, fitted

specially for the re-

ception of stone blocks,

stowed in rollers in

the hold, was bought.

The inside of the

steamer is partly

shown in Fig. 63,

which illustrates the

ingenious and elabo-
Fig. 62.—Section of Bishop Rock

rate arrangements Lighthouse, showing the external casing

made for landing the
3*"

t

tothe origilial tower
'
and the

° extra stories.

materials. At the

south side of the rock—where the water is very

deep and ample space exists for manoeuvring

—
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three moorings were laid down, and three strong

mooring stanchions were fixed in the rock (Fig. 64).

LANDING THE STONES.

When the steamer arrived with her cargo, she

was moored by stout hawsers ; and the stones were

then raised one by one from the hold,

hauled through the water, and finally

hoisted to the required position on the

tower by aid of the tackle represented

in Fig. 63. The process may seem from

this brief description to have been very

Fig. 63.—Getting stones on to the Bishop Rock from anchored vessel.

simple and easy, but those who know anything

about the rolling swell of the Atlantic will be

quite prepared for the statement that considerable

trouble was experienced from time to time. Very

often the blocks of granite, on emerging from

the water, were struck by waves and set swinging
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from side to side, the movement being augmented

by the heavy rolling of the little ship. The only

thing then to be done was to dip the stone once

more, and to wait for a calmer interval. But this

was not all, for every now and then the backwash

from the rock was strong enough to snap the hawsers,

one after another, like so much pack thread, leaving

the vessel attached to the outer moorings, but in

danger of wreck amid the leaping waves and a tide

running at the pace of from four and a half miles

to five miles per hour.

Even when things were going as well as could be

expected, the lurching of the steamer often caused

the blocks to rise and fall several feet. To guard

against injury, heavy mats were placed to receive

the stones on the landing-place. Fortunately, no

serious mishap occurred beyond the loss of one

stone, which was jerked off the deck truck on which

it lay, over the bulwarks, and into the water, as the

result of a heavy sea striking the vessel abeam.

FIXING THE STONES.

Instead of the rough-and-ready means of landing

and embarking men adopted in the building of

former lighthouses, the working party were passed

to and from the landing place by means of a rope
(1,831) 10
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connected with a winch fixed on the gallery of the

old tower. Thus the boat was enabled to lie at a

safe distance away from the worst of the broken

water and without risk of being stove in. The first

operations were to dress back the face of the rock,

and to cut dovetails for bonding the new masonry.

This work was tedious, and could only be performed

Fig. 64.—Diagram showing how the boat was moored for landing

stones on the Bishop Rock.

at favourable times. When at last the dovetailed

casing of the old tower had been carried above

mean tide level, a dozen men were stationed per-

manently in the lighthouse for the purpose of seizing

every opportunity of proceeding with the prepa-

ration of the outer surface for the new casing,

when the weather was too rough for landing the

whole of the working gang. Between low level and

half-tide the work of dressing back the old masonry
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was no child's play, for at quite unexpected moments

a huge wave would come rolling in, completely

deluging the men. Therefore a life-line for each

man was provided, all the lines being secured to a

chain encircling the tower.

After the first year the task of battling with the

sea became less arduous, thus permitting more

frequent landings and longer hours of work. As the

masonry rose above the vertical base, platforms for

the masons were fixed around the tower, with

nets beneath drawn tightly to the outer wall. This

enabled the men to work with some feeling of security

above the wild commotion at the foot of the rock.

To illustrate the almost inconceivable violence of

the seas breaking upon the " Bishop,'' we may

mention the following statements by Mr. W. T.

Douglass. He says that during a severe north-west

gale the heavy steam-winch, although protected by

masonry and bolted to the landing platform at the

height of 22 feet above high water, was completely

wrecked and washed away, nothing but the bolts

and a portion of the bed-plate remaining. Moreover,

an iron cradle, suspended by massive chains beneath

the lantern gallery at the height of 115 feet above

high water, was torn from its fastenings and swallowed

up by the sea.
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Fig. 62 shows very clearly the original tower and

the outer casing ; and a comparison of this illustra-

tion with Fig. 61 reveals the extent of the additions

at the top. The light, which flashes its rays 18 miles

across the sea, is of 622,500 candle-power.

A FAMOUS IRISH LIGHTHOUSE.

The bold Fastnet Rock, at the south-west corner

of Ireland, five miles from Cape Clear, shares with

the Eddystone the distinction of carrying a tall light-

house and the stump of another one. The smaller

tower, built on the top of the rock 100 feet above

the water, is of cast iron, and was erected during

the years 1848-1854, and supported a (for the time)

powerful lighting apparatus. At such a height the

structure might have been considered secure for

ever, but unfortunately the waves so damaged the

sides of the rock itself that the tower, within twelve

years of its completion, seemed to be in danger of

toppling from its lofty perch. Repairs were effected

from time to time, but in 1891 it became evident

that the old tower must be " mended with a new

one," and the authorities decided to build the present

imposing stone tower (Fig. 65), which rises from a

ledge near the base of the rock to a rather greater

height than its predecessor.



Fig. 65.—The Fastnet Rock and Lighthouse. The stump of the

old light is seen on the summit of the rock to the left of the present

tower.
(Photo, Lighthouse Literature Mission.)
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The work began in 1896 with the preparation of

the foundations. This was a ticklish business, as

the waves sometimes invaded the area being cut,

and the men had to cling for their lives to the life-

lines with which they were provided. The granite

blocks, prepared in Cornwall, and thence shipped to

the Fastnet, weighed up to five tons each, and were

landed on the rock by means of ropes running from

the rock to the vessel, in much the same way as

already described in connection with the Bishop

Rock enterprise. To minimize possible damage

every stone was enclosed in a wooden framework

covering its sharp edges.

The men employed were practically marooned for

months at a time, as the difficulty of carrying them

to and fro made it necessary for them to live in

temporary quarters on the rock itself. Even during

the winter they stuck to their posts, taking advantage

of every opportunity to add a stone or two to those

already in place. The foreman hardly ever left the

rock, remaining on it a year or more at a time

—

an example which had a good effect on companions

who were inclined to homesickness.

The only serious mishap occurred during the final

stage of installing the lighting apparatus, parts of

which were wrecked by the waves after being landed.
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This put things back a good part of a year, and not

till the summer of 1903 did the 750,000 candle-power

beams begin their nightly travel round the horizon.

This lighthouse is the latest important addition to

the beacons of the United Kingdom ; and a very fine

one too, for its shaft is the highest of all those which

guard our shores.

LIGHTHOUSES BUILT ON SAND.

A rock foundation is proverbially and actually

stable, while one of sand is regarded as essentially

unreliable. So one would hardly envy the engineer

the task of setting up a lighthouse on a sandbank ;

for such a task may well seem to the reader, in the

light of what has already been said about the violence

of the sea, an impossible one. Yet it has been

accomplished twice with conspicuous success : on the

Rothersand, a shoal off the mouth of the river

Weser, Germany, and on the Fourteen Foot Bank in

Delaware Bay.

The method pursued in each case was to sink

deeply into the sand a huge hollow box, with its upper

edge projecting well above high water, to fill it up

with concrete, and on the artificial rock thus formed

to erect the lighthouse proper. The same principle

had been applied before to preparing foundations for
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the piers of bridges in rivers, but under less exacting

conditions.

BUILDING THE BOTHERSAND LIGHTHOUSE.

The first thing the engineers did was to make a

huge oval tube of steel plates, 61 feet long, and

measuring 36 and 46 feet on its least and greatest

diameters respectively. Eight feet from what was

to be the lower or cutting edge a stout steel floor

was constructed, and above this at intervals a

number of temporary floors to divide the upper part

into working and living chambers. The top was

decked over.

When put into the water, this caisson, including

the ballast placed on the lowest floor to make it

float upright, weighed nearly 600 tons, and was

about as clumsy a thing to tow as could be imagined.

Two stout tugs were commissioned to move it from

the Bremerhaven dock to its final resting-place, but

for nearly two months the weather prevented any

attempt to put to sea. At last, in May 1883, a

favourable opportunity offered, and the caisson

started on its journey. Four tugs had to be harnessed

to draw it through the strong tide running up the

Weser. By the time open water had been reached

a storm began to blow up, and anchors were let go
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Fig. 67.—Section of the Rothersand

Lighthouse and its artificial founda-

tions.

to hold the monster

in check. For two

days the caisson

bobbed up and down

on the sea, lashed by

the waves, but for-

tunately the cables

held. As soon as the

weather moderated

the journey was re-

sumed, and the cais-

son towed to the site,

where valves in the

steel floor were

opened to allow water

to rise inside the

structure and destroy

its buoyancy. Slowly,

and on an " even

keel," the caisson

sank on to the shoal

and came gently to

rest. The weight

above the steel floor

was now increased, to

drive the cutting edge well down into the sand, and
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the lowest chamber was fitted with air pumps to

convert it into a diving bell by driving out the

water. Workmen were then able to enter, excavate

the sand, and send it up through air locks ; while

others filled up the cylinder above with concrete to

force the shell further and further down, and added

rings of plates to the upper edge to keep out the

water.

When the cutting edge had penetrated the bank

some 40 feet, and was 73 feet below low-water level,

the working chamber and the entrance to it also

were filled in, and the foundation completed. On

this presently rose a solid tapering base to a height

well above the level of the highest spring tides, and

above that a graceful iron shell containing four

apartments and crowned by a lantern chamber

from which a powerful electric arc now pierces the

darkness.

The engineer's task was not completed, however,

till effective measures had been taken to prevent

the currents washing away the sand from round the

foundations. Huge mattresses of brushwood were

lowered on to the shoal all round the tower, and

kept in place by dumping boatloads of stone on top

until an artificial covering, containing over 70,000

cubic yards of material, had been formed over the
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shoal. The expense was considerable, but the

danger of erosion was removed. An illustration

Fig. 68.—Lighthouse on north end of Belle Isle. It has a

50-foot iron tower encased in reinforced concrete.

(Photo, Lighthouse Literature Mission.)

(Fig. 67) will give the reader a good idea of the

massive nature of the substructure.

THE FOURTEEN FOOT BANK LIGHT.

The bank which gives this lighthouse its name is,

like the Rothersand, covered with water even at lov/
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spring tides, so that the caisson method of making

foundations here also solved two difficulties at once.

The working chamber in this case was a huge

square wooden box, covered in above and open at

the bottom, with a cylinder 36 feet in diameter

'
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Fig. 69.—Half-Moon Reef Lighthouse, Texas. This is a good ex-

ample of a lighthouse built on piles.

{Photo, Lighthouse Literature Mission.)

and 18 feet high secured to the top, and well ballasted

with concrete. Considerable difficulty was experi-

enced in sinking it, as it settled on a sloping bank

of the shoal, with a dangerous list to one side. To

get it vertical, the higher side was weighted until
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it penetrated the sand to a depth at which the

lower edge also touched bottom. The work of

excavation could then be carried on under com-

pressed air in the usual manner.* Undermining by

the tides was checked by dumping a thick layer of

big stones round the outside of the caisson. When

the shoal had been penetrated to a depth of 30 feet,

the shell was filled with rammed sand and concrete>

and a three-story house with flat walls and gables

was built on the pillar thus formed. The cost of

the enterprise came out at about £35,000, as against

the £60,000 spent on the more difficult Rothersand

lighthouse.

BUILDING A LIGHTHOUSE INSIDE A COFFERDAM.

At the eastern end of the Straits of Mackinac,

which connect Lakes Huron and Michigan, is a very

dangerous reef known as Spectacle Reef, covered by

several feet of water, exposed to strong currents,

and lashed by big waves when a storm blows from

the eastward. The reef constitutes so great a

danger to the many ships which pass yearly through

the straits, that the lighting of it became imperative.

The engineers who undertook the erection of a

* A detailed description of caisson-sinking in connection with the

Forth Bridge foundation is given in a companion volume in this

series, " Victories of the Engineer," chap. v.
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Fig. 70.—Racine Reef Lighthouse in Lake Michigan, as it

appears in winter.

(Photo, Lighthouse Literature Mission.)
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lighthouse were confronted by two problems—of

starting foundations well below water level, and of

protecting them from the ice which in winter col-

lects in the straits and is pressed by the currents

with almost irresistible force against any obstacle.

The second was solved by building round the site

a square enclosure of massive timbers, and outside

that another of considerably greater size. The two

having been connected by cross partitions, and the

compartments thus formed filled with stone, an

area of water 48 feet square was fenced off securely

from the action of ice.

Inside this screen the engineers arranged a circular

timber dam of vertical timbers, driven down to

touch the rock at all points on the circumference.

Special measures were taken to make the joint

water-tight. The water inside was then pumped out

and the rock exposed. The surface was levelled off,

and a masonry lighthouse of the usual type built up,

the courses being bounded by clamps. Though it was

impossible to work during the winter months, the

construction occupied only four years.

FLOATING LIGHTS.

Many dangerous spots where it would be impos-

sible or very expensive to rear a fixed lighthouse
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are marked with lightships or light-buoys, the

second being more commonly used where the traffic

is not great.

The lightship is, as a rule, a tubby craft, designed

to ride easily over the waves. In but few instances

is she provided with any means of propulsion, since

her life is spent at anchor ; so she must be towed

to and from a berth. On her mast—or on one of her

masts, if she has more than one—she carries a

skeleton sphere or some other device, and her name

is painted in large letters on each side of the hull.

These enable mariners to identify her by day. At

night a powerful lantern on the mast fulfils the same

purpose. We shall have more to say about the

lantern later on.

Most lightships are equipped with sirens (see p. 214)

worked by compressed air, and with signal guns
;

some also with wireless telegraphic apparatus and

submarine bells (see p. 221). The full crew usually

consists of eleven men—a master, a mate, three

lamplighters, and six seamen ; but as these work in

reliefs, only seven are aboard at one time. Life on

a lightship is less lonely than that on a lighthouse,

owing to the larger company ; but is much less com-

fortable in rough weather, and more dangerous, since

the vessel is exposed to the peril of being run down,
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or of being cast adrift by the snapping of her

mooring cable.

Once a month, weather permitting, the relief ship

calls to put aboard stores and the men who have

had their spell ashore, and to take off those whose

turn it is to be relieved.

Light-buoys are described in the next chapter, as

their interest lies mainly in the means used for

lighting them.

4*

Fig. 72.—The Gunfleet Light,



CHAPTER VI.

LIGHTHOUSE LIGHTING.

Illuminants—The Argand burner—The incandescent light—Electric

light—Acetylene gas—Lighthouse optical apparatus—Methods
of directing light—Reflection method-Refraction method

—

Combined method—Fixed lights—Occulting apparatus—Re-

volving and flashing lights—The driving gear of a flashing

light—The lantern—Lightship lights.

IN the previous chapter we read of the engineer

fighting the waves in his task of rearing the

lighthouse tower. In this we give our attention to

the productions of the scientists and manufacturers

who are responsible for the wonderful illuminating

apparatus without which the efforts spent on the

tower would largely have been wasted.

The apparatus may bs regarded as made up of

two main parts ; the illuminant, or source of light

;

and the devices which turn the light to best account.

ILLUMINANTS.

The many-candled candelabra and the guttering

flat-wicked lamp, burning whale or lard oil, were
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the earliest rivals to the primitive open brazier of

coal or wood. Their use was less costly, no doubt,

but their efficiency, at least under some conditions,

not so great. No serious advance in illumination

Fig. 73.—Iron lighthouse on Anclote Key, Florida.

(Photo'Lighthouse Literature Mission.)

was made till about 1780, when Aime Argand in-

vented the burner with circular wick and central

draught which still bears his name, and, by sur-

rounding this with a glass flue, produced a flame at
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once quite steady and vastly more luminous than

any yet seen. A contemporary, Lange by name,

improved the light-giving qualities of the new lamp

by the simple expedient of contracting the flue

just above the burner, compelling the air current to

pass close to the flame. Later inventors—Count

Rumford, Mr. Alan Stevenson, and Mr. R. N.

Douglass—extended the power of the flame by

arranging several burners concentrically with air-

spaces between them ; and M. Carcel contributed the

very practical improvement of forcing oil into the

wicks to minimize charring of the tops.

The introduction of petroleum, or mineral oil, for

lighting marked another step forward, but it was

some time before a satisfactory multiple-wick burner

was evolved by the happy expedient of placing a

small circular plate just above the burner to drive

the central draught against the inside of the flame.

This type of lamp was first used in 1877, on the

Dhu Heartach light, and being found much more

economical and efficient than those fed with vege-

table or animal oil, became very popular with light-

house engineers, and is still employed for many of

the smaller lights, including those on lightships and

light-buoys.
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THE INCANDESCENT LIGHT.

The supremacy of the Argand type of burner

departed with the introduction, by Auer von Wels-

bach in 1886, of the incandescent mantle. This was

at first used only for coal gas burners ashore, but its

extraordinary efficiency led to its being applied to

lighthouse work. Coal gas was, however, available

on few lighthouses, and oil gas, which could be con-

veyed in a compressed state in steel bottles, very

expensive. But in due course there appeared a burner

which vaporized petroleum, mingled the gas with

air, and consumed the mixture inside an incandescent

mantle, which was thus heated to such a degree as

to give out an intensely powerful white light. This

form of burner is now used in the majority of " at-

tended " lighthouses, and therefore deserves special

notice.

The oil for burning is contained in a suitable air-

tight vessel into which air is pumped to a pressure

of about 65 lbs. per square inch, to force the liquid

through a small copper tube up to the vaporizing

tubes—heated from below—and is converted into

gas. The gas issues from a very fine hole in a terminal

nipple into a larger tube communicating with the

outer air. The gas acts like the steam in a water
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injector, and draws air with it into a mixing chamber,

whence part of the mixture goes to the Bunsen

tubes heating the vaporizer, and the larger part to

the burner. To start up, the vaporizing tubes must

first be heated by a spirit lamp.

The advantages of the incandescent oil burner as

compared with a wick burner are : (1) its economy

in working. The saving under the head of oil con-

sumption ranges up to £80 per annum for a single

light. (2) The candle-power is much higher. (3) Its

light-giving area is much smaller, and focussing of

the rays therefore can be more perfect—a very

important feature for " flashing " lights. (4) Its

greater simplicity. The mere replacement of a

mantle and the occasional cleaning out of the nipple

occupy much less time than the daily trimming of a

multiple-wick lamp.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Electricity was first applied to lighthouse-lighting

in England at the South Foreland lighthouse in

1858, and is now used in the Isle of May light in the

Firth of Forth, St. Catherine's in the Isle of Wight,

the Lizard, Souter Point (Durham) ; Calais, Griz

Nez, La Canche, Cape la Heve, Havre, Barfleur,

Dunkirk, Ushant, Finistere, La Coubre, Planier



Fig. 74.—The Heligoland Lighthouse at night.

(Photo, Messrs. Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd.)
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Fig. 75.—The four electric light projectors of the Heligoland Light-

house. This lighthouse emits revolving beams of over 40,000,000

candle-power.
(Photo, Messrs. Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd.)

(France) ; Rothersand and Heligoland (Germany)
;

Tino (Italy) ; Navesink, New York Bay ; and
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Macquarie, New South Wales. The electric arc is

employed in each case, as this gives the most intense

form of illumination available—far more intense than

even the incandescent oil burner—and the most

concentrated. The candle-power obtained is enor-

mous, ranging up to 90,000,000 in the Navesink light.

The Heligoland lighthouse has three revolving

searchlights (Fig. 75), each giving a beam of about

40,000,000 candle-power, below, and a single search-

light of equal power, but revolving thrice as fast

as the others, superimposed.

Though the electric arc light, power for power,

shows to disadvantage against other illuminants for

penetrating fog, owing to a deficiency of red and

yellow rays, it more than makes up for this defect

in the much greater total intensity obtainable.

The reason for its not being more largely used for

land lights is merely its expensiveness ; and the

difficulty of conveying current by submarine cables

is an additional drawback to its employment in

isolated lights such as the Eddystone or Dhu Heart-

ach.

ACETYLENE GAS.

Acetylene gas has been introduced lately for sea

lighting. The gas is either generated near the

burner in a compact and simple apparatus, or taken
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to it in a compressed form dissolved in acetone in

cylinders (see p. 200). It is burned either as a

" naked " flame—such as is used for motor-car

head lamps—or in an incandescent burner.

The intensity of the flame is very high relatively

to its small size, but gas costs much more than oil for

large units. On the other hand, acetylene apparatus

makes it possible to keep a flame burning without

attention for months at a time ; and this feature

renders acetylene gas peculiarly well suited for

" unattended " lighthouses, beacons, and light-buoys,

which are described in the next chapter.

LIGHTHOUSE OPTICAL APPARATUS.

Having considered briefly the various kinds of

lighthouse illuminants, we now turn our attention

to the apparatus designed to make good use of the

rays emitted by the source of light.

As light rays normally radiate iu all directions

from the illuminant, only a very few, comparatively

speaking, would, unless specially directed, affect the

eye of the spectator.

A lighthouse is intended to throw a light powerful

enough to be seen on the horizon ; not to illuminate

the clouds above it nor the water near it. To screen

the light so that only the horizontal rays are given
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passage does not improve matters. If, however, the

upward and downward rays are turned aside into a

horizontal path they will be made useful.

METHODS OF DIRECTING LIGHT.

Light rays can be turned out of their original path

by (1) reflection from a polished surface
; (2) re-

fraction—that is, bending by a glass prism
; (3) by

reflection and refraction combined.

The Reflecting or Katoptric Method.—Fig. 76 shows

in section a parabolic mirror, the shape of which

causes all the rays from an

illuminant set exactly in the

centre to leave the mirror,

after striking it, in a direction

parallel to the axis. All re-

flected rays are thus gathered

up into a cylindrical beam of

great intensity. But the rays

which miss the mirror radiate

out as a wide cone which does

little to strengthen the beam.

These rays may, however, be

intercepted by a lens placed between the illuminant

and the mouth of the mirror, and be made to con-

tribute, though the lens will upset the parallelism
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of the reflected rays which strike it, unless a special

reflector is used behind the flame.

The parabolic mirror is well suited for the electric

arc, which permits of fine focussing, but is far less

h~
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Kg. 77.—(a) Refracting prism, (b) Prism refracting at a and 6,

and reflecting at c.

efficient with a large flame or mantle, much of which is

outside the focus. Consequently it is not used to any

great extent in lighthouses, though still found on

many lightships, where the employment of lenses

is a more difficult matter. (See p. 195.)
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The Refracting or Dioptric system employs glass

prisms, including the ordinary bull's-eye lens. Now,

in order to refract a large cone of rays, a lens of large

diameter must be used, and a large lens of the ordi-

nary kind would be very thick at the centre and

absorb a lot of light, to say nothing of being very

heavy and clumsy. The difficulty of combining

large diameter with reasonable thickness was got

over in a most ingenious way by the optician Fresnel.

His invention consisted of building up a lens out

of a bull's-eye and a number of concentric outer

rings (Fig. 78, b) of the same focus as a very much

thicker solid lens (Fig. 78, a). The lens is in effect the

parts A, BB, CC, DD, EE, FF cut out of the spherical

face of solid lens and arranged in the same plane.

The sectional shape of each ring is suitably modified

to allow for the fact that it does not occupy, relatively

to the illuminant, quite the same position as the

corresponding part of the solid lens.

The same principle can be applied to the manu-

facture of rings in horizontal planes surrounding the

illuminant, so that a wide belt of light shall be

projected in all directions horizontally.

The Combined or Katadioptric Method.—Fresnel's

invention brought great improvements with it, but

he found that the vertical width of the lens was
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limited by the laws of refraction. Another problem

therefore arose—how to use rays passing over and

under the lenses. At first he employed metallic

mirrors arranged somewhat like the half-open slats

Centre
of

tight

rc
fD
fE

(a) (b)

Kg. 78.—Diagram showing the principle of the Fresnel lens.

of a Venetian blind, with an increasing tilt from the

horizontal towards the bottom and top of the lantern.

The mirrors were afterwards replaced by hori-

zontal prisms, the bottom and outside faces of

which refracted the rays (Fig. 77, b), while the upper

one reflected them, the combined effect being that

of a very perfect mirror.
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Fig. 79 shows in vertical section the glass com-

ponents of one panel of a lantern. Those from c to

d are the upper reflecting prisms, which, it will be

noticed, are brought back so as to almost overhang

the light. The part b to c is the refracting lens of

Fresnel pattern ; and a to b the lower reflecting

prisms. As lens and prisms between them cover a

vertical angle of 135°, out of a possible 180°, by far

the larger part of the rays is utilized.

Eight sets of prisms, etc., are indicated in Fig. 79.

The reader should note that the illustration is in-

tended to show the comparative dimensions of

lenses in lanterns of various sizes, and that of course

only one set would be found in any one lantern.

The sizes shown are classified as follows :

—

Hyperradial 1,350 millimetres focus.

1st Order 920

2nd Order 700

3rd Order 500

3rd Order (small type) 375

4th Order 250

5th Order 1875

6th Order 150

The focus is measured from the centre of the illu-

minant to the centre of the bull's-eye. Twenty-five

millimetres are about equal to one inch.



Fig. 80.—Occulting light, operated by a dropping cylinder.

{By permission of Messrs. Chance Bros., Ltd.)
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FIXED LIGHTS.

If a lamp is surrounded by a barrel-like lens of ring

lenses and prisms which do not move, it throws off

light all round equally (Fig. 82, a), and is known as

a " fixed " light. If it be desired to strengthen the

beam in one direction, a mirror, made usually of

reflecting prisms, is placed on the other side of the

lamp, etc., which is consequently " blinded " over

the arc covered by the mirror.

Occulting Lights.—To enable fixed lights to be

identified by the mariner, they are provided with

" occulting " apparatus to cut off the light altogether

for a specified period at certain intervals, which may

be of equal or unequal length. Fig. 80 shows one

method. A vertical cylinder E is suspended by two

chains attached to pulleys DD mounted on shaft

C. This shaft carries two more fixed pulleys, B and

B1
, to which are fixed chains passing round in

opposite directions. One chain is tensioned by

spring S through wire W, the other by spring S 1

through wire W1
. The lever L, which is raised and

lowered periodically by the rotation of crank-wheel

A, forming part of a clockwork train, causes C to

revolve, drops E over the burner, and, after the

proper period has expired, raises it again. The
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mechanism is so designed that the movements of E

are quick and sudden.

Fig. 81 illustrates another method—that of revolv-

ing a vertical screen outside the lenses. Another

Fig. 81.—Occulting light, with revolving screen.

system employs a similar screen between illuminant

and lenses.

Where acetylene gas is used, the effect of occulting

may be produced by a mechanical apparatus for

turning the flame up and down (see p. 202).
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REVOLVING AND FLASHING LIGHTS.

The revolving apparatus now almost universal for

important lighthouses has the great advantage of giv-

ing much more powerful illumination than the fixed

light, other things being equal, as all the light used

is concentrated into a beam or beams sweeping the

horizon. In Fig. 82, b, to Fig. 85, 6, are shown in plan

(as if one were regarding them from above) sections

of mirrors and lenses arranged to throw various

kinds of flashes.

All the parts indicated in each case revolve round

an illuminant at the centre. The thickly-grouped

dotted lines represent the rays after they have been

given their direction by the lenses.

Fig. 82, b, represents a flashing apparatus which

sweeps the horizon with a single beam once every

revolution. A spectator will see a very bright beam

only when the lens is square to him. This period is

so short that the effect is almost a flash, with a brief

period on each side of it during which the light

grows and wanes.

In Fig. 83, a, we have a flashing apparatus, giving

a flash regularly every half revolution ; in Fig. 83, 6,

apparatus which emits two flashes followed by a long

dark period—a " group " of two.
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Another variation is represented in Fig. 84, a.

Here a flash comes every half revolution, but a

white alternates with a red. The reader will no doubt

observe that the white lens is very small compared

with the red, and has no mirrors to assist it. The

reason is this : red glass absorbs so much light that

the red lens must be given by far the greater part

of the illumination in order to have the same carrying

power as the white. Without this balancing, the

red might be invisible under some conditions, and

the identity of the light be mistaken, leading the

mariner into danger instead of keeping him away

from it.

Fig. 84, b, shows a triple flashing apparatus with

three panels and a mirror to assist the smaller

centre one. In this case there will be three flashes

separated by short periods of darkness, then a long

eclipse—a " group " of three.

Fig. 85, a, evidently refers to a single-flashing light

with four equally spaced panels, giving a flash every

quarter revolution ; while in Fig. 85, 6, four flashes

are succeeded by a long period of darkness—

a

" group " of four.

Some lights have as many as twelve panels, each

giving a flash each revolution. The Eddystone

light has the following character :

—
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Flash, lasting 2 seconds

Dark interval, ,, 4 ,,

Flash, „ 2

Dark interval, ,, 22 ,,

repeated six times every revolution, which means

six " groups " of two flashes. This light is also

interesting as being a " biform " or double-decker

(Fig. 87), with a burner and set of panels in each

tier. But three, and even four, tiers are used in

a few cases, the multiplication being intended to

increase the power of the beam without employing

lanterns of very large diameter.

To prevent any misconception about what has

been said, let us note two facts : (1) that all flashes

thrown by the same light are of equal power
; (2)

that, unless the light is specially " blinded " in one

direction, the flashes will be seen all round the horizon.

The identity of a revolving light is established by

timing the flashes and the intervening periods of

darkness. Similar lights are not used within 100

miles of one another.

To sum up : the " character " of a lighthouse

lantern may be

(a) Fixed.

(6) Fixed occulting.
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(c) Fixed " group " occulting.

(d) Flashing.

(e) " Group " flashing.

(/) Alternating—that is, showing different colours

in turn.

(g) A combination of the foregoing.

THE DRIVING GEAR OF A FLASHING LIGHT.

The apparatus is revolved by means of a clock,

driven by a weight and controlled by a governor,

which keeps the speed even. The weight usually

falls down a protective " weight tube " of wood or

metal, and has to be wound up at fairly frequent

intervals—every 60 to 90 minutes. An electric or

mechanical bell is fitted to warn the keeper when

the weight has neared the end of its fall. The need

for periodic winding helps to keep the attendant

awake if he be sleepily inclined !

The apparatus with its many heavy glass com-

ponents, frames, etc., may scale several tons, so that

unless it be made to run very easily, very heavy

weights will be needed to drive it. In some lights

rollers are interposed between the bottom of the

apparatus and the top of the pedestal carrying it,

but are not attached to either. In the latest large

installations the apparatus is supported on a circular



Fig. 86.—First order triple flashing light, 920 mm. focus.

For Chilang Lighthouse, China.

(Photo, Messrs. Chance Bros. & Co., Ltd.)



Fig. 87.—Messrs. Chance Bros. & Co.'s biform single flashing appara-

tus of 920 mm. focal distance, consisting of 2 tiers each of 4 panels

each of 90 degrees horizontal and 90 degrees vertical angle.
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cast-iron vessel which floats in a corresponding

circular bath containing mercury. The friction is

thus reduced to a minimum, and the heaviest appara-

tus can be turned with a little finger. The adoption

of this mercury float enables the apparatus to make

a revolution in a very much shorter period than was

previously possible, and this permits panels of a

wider angle, and therefore greater candle-power,

to be used, thus greatly increasing the range of the

light.

THE LANTERN.

Fig. 89 shows the general arrangement of an

apparatus of the first order on its mercury float and

pedestal, in a lantern, the whole design being the

standard type used by Messrs. Chance & Sons,

Birmingham, the celebrated lighthouse engineers

and constructors.

The lantern is merely a protection for the appara-

tus and the parts connected with it. It consists of

the lantern-pedestal or murette A, the glazing B,

the roof C, and the ventilator D. Access is gained

from the tower by a well-hole in the floor ; and one

or sometimes two doors in the murette lead to the

gallery on the top of the tower, which is surrounded

by a balustrade E.

Good, but non-draughty, ventilation is of the



Fig. 88—Lantern of Douglas Head Lighthouse.
(Photo, Daily Mirror,)

(1,831) 13
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Fig. 89.—Section of the lantern of a modern lighthouse.

greatest importance. The murette has double walls.

Air enters at inlets aa, near the bottom of each

section, and fills the space between the walls, from
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which it can be admitted into the interior through any

of the ventilators bb. It escapes through holes d

into the double roof, by the ventilator D.

LIGHTSHIP LIGHTS.

The mast of a vessel rolling heavily in a rough

sea is anything but an ideal support for a lighting

apparatus, seeing that, if the light moves with the

masts, its beams will seldom be horizontal and of

use. To overcome the difficulty, a number of oil

lamps, each provided with a parabolic reflector,

mounted on gimbals to allow it to retain an upright

position, are arranged in a ring inside the lantern,

pointing outwards. If a " fixed " light is employed,

there are usually two tiers of lamps, those of the

upper tier being over the intervals between those of

the lower tier, so that the cones of light intermingle

and appear to proceed from a single illuminant.

Ina " flashing " light the reflectors are so arranged

as to project the rays only in certain directions

instead of all round ; and the lamp-holder is rotated

by a clockwork mechanism, on or below deck, and a

suitable gearing.

In some of the most modern lightships a lens and

prism light of the kind already described is found.

The optical part (lenses, etc.) is mounted on gimbals,
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giving it a free swing in every direction, and is

provided with a heavy pendulum below the point

of support to keep it vertical. The pendulum hangs

down inside the large hollow mast which carries the

lantern. The roller path is fixed to the lantern and

revolved by clockwork in the ordinary manner,

motion being transmitted through the gimbals to the

apparatus. In a light of this kind the illuminant is

usually compressed oil, gas, or acetylene gas, supplied

through tubes with a flexible joint to allow for the

movements of the gimbals.



CHAPTER VII.

UNATTENDED LIGHTS.

Acetylene and oil gas—Petroleum burners—The Wigham lamp

—

Controlling the illuminant by clockwork or daylight—Auto-

matic light signals.

AT least three men are needed to look after a

•*• * lighthouse, together or in rotation, while a

lightship requires the services of about a dozen.

The wage bill, therefore, is an important item in

the expenses of lighting our coasts ; though the

money paid is well earned by the recipients.

Invention and improvements in the science of

illumination have rendered it possible to keep a

good light burning without attention for weeks,

even months, at a time, and to make that light show,

under absolutely automatic control, the character-

istics—flashing, occulting, etc.—of an attended

beacon. Nor is reliability, the indispensable quality

of coast lighting, in any way sacrificed.

As a result, we find the unattended lighthouse in

isolated regions far from human habitation, where it
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would be difficult to persuade even the most unsoci-

able of men to live ; the unmanned lightship riding

at her anchor in lonely parts of the sea ; and light-

buoys strung out along dangerous coasts and in

dangerous channels. Though the illuminant itself

may be somewhat more expensive to run than one

under daily supervision, the total cost is considerably

lower, as a few visits per year take the place of

constant inspection. The automatic principle, there-

fore, also makes for economy, which in turn means

more thorough lighting for a given expenditure.

The problems which the engineer has had to solve

in connection with automatic beaconing are : (1)

to provide a flame which shall burn uninterruptedly

for long periods
; (2) to control the flame so that it

shall burn only when required
; (3) to give the light

a " character," if such be required to distinguish it

from other lights.

ILLUMINANTS I ACETYLENE AND OIL GAS.

Acetylene gas, oil gas, and petroleum are the

illuminants used.

The first of these is coming more and more into

favour, two systems of employing it being followed.

Under the low-pressure method the gas is generated

from carbide of calcium automatically in an appara-



Fig. 90.—Pintsch gas buoy, for use in shallow water. The bottom is

flat so that it may keep the light upright when it grounds.
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tus on the buoy or beacon. Water is admitted to the

carbide chamber, or carbide is dropped into a tank of

water, in the quantity required to maintain a proper

pressure at the burner. The supply is regulated so

nicely by the pressure itself that there is no waste of

carbide or variation in the intensity of the flame.

The high-pressure system makes use of acetylene

gas forced into seamless steel bottles—filled with

acetone—to a pressure of about 200 lbs. to the

square inch. The acetone absorbs the gas, and so

robs it of the dangerous quality of decomposing and

exploding which it possesses, but gives it off again

freely when the pressure is relieved. On its way to

the burner the gas has to pass through an automatic

regulator which reduces its pressure exactly to that

suitable for use.

Oil gas is compressed into empty bottles and

consumed in flat-flame burners arranged in groups

or in concentric-ringed Argand burners, or inside

inverted incandescent mantles like those used for

railway carriages.

PETROLEUM

is burned in wick lamps. As the tip of an ordinary

wick becomes charred after a day or two's use,

causing the light to decrease gradually and finally
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fail altogether, specially thick wicks, treated with

tar so as to delay carbonization are used in some

forms of long-burning lights. The Wigham lamp,

used largely for buoys, overcomes the difficulty in

another and a very ingenious manner. The burning-

oil reservoir is flat and of large diameter, and has

attached to its under side a long vertical cylinder,

also containing oil. From top to bottom of the

cylinder runs a central tube, communicating with the

flat reservoir near its upper end. A long flat wick,

housed in this tube, passes over a horizontal roller

in the burner and down through a short tube to a

float in the cylinder. When the lamp is trimmed, both

oil containers are filled, the float is at the top of the

cylinder, and the free end of the wick at the bottom

of the central tube. The oil leaks very slowly out of

the bottom end of the cylinder through a valve of

peculiar construction, and the float sinks, drawing

the wick over the roller, so that a fresh surface is

continually being used in the burner. The leaking

oil may either escape into the water to calm the

waves, or fall into a detachable vessel to be used

over again. A lamp of this type will work without

attention for three months at a time.
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ECONOMIZING THE ILLUMINANT.

It is obvious that a beacon which burns during the

day will waste its light ; and that, if matters can be

so arranged that the flame is extinguished when not

wanted, great economy will be effected. In the case

of petroleum lights the periodic turning down of the

flame is not at present feasible ; but a gas flame

lends itself readily to the control of automatic

apparatus.

Clock Control.—The gas passes through a valve

which is connected with the wheel train of a clock,

and is opened or shut at sunset or sunrise. In the

more elaborate kind of clock two trains are used,

acting in combination, to make allowance for the

lengthening or shortening of successive days. This

increases considerably the economy of working, as a

simple train left unadjusted for months at a time

has to be set to suit the shortest day of the period.

Control by Daylight.—No mechanical control can,

however, allow for variations in the strength of

daylight. On dark mornings and evenings the light

may be required much longer than when the sky is

clear. Mr. Gustav Dalen of Stockholm has intro-

duced a " sun valve " which automatically opens the

gas supply when the intensity of the daylight falls



Fig. 91.—Pintsch gas beacon on fixed supports. Note vertical

cylinder in centre.
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below a certain standard. It is a very simple

mechanism, consisting of three vertical copper rods

plated with highly-burnished gold, arranged equidis-

tantly round a central copper rod coated with lamp-

black. One end of the blackened rod is attached to

a plate screwed to the three bright rods ; the other

to a lever operating the gas valve. Now, if two

rods of the same metal, the one light-reflecting, the

other light-absorbing, be exposed to daylight, the

second will expand more than the first. Conse-

quently, as the daylight strengthens, the blackened

rod gradually lengthens out ; and at nightfall it

slowly contracts. By means of an adjusting screw

the valve can be set to any degree of sensitiveness.

Whatever be the means of control, a small " pilot
"

light must be kept burning constantly to ignite the

burner when the main valve is opened after having

been shut.

AUTOMATIC LIGHT SIGNALS.

We have now seen how permanency and economy

are secured, and so may proceed to a brief review of

the methods used for giving a light an " occulting
"

or " flashing " character.

A petroleum light may be made to drive an oc-

culting screen (see p. 181) by means of a fan arranged
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over the burner. The hot air currents rising from

the flame rotate the fan, which is geared to the

screen. As the strength of the current depends to

a certain extent on the heat of the atmosphere, this

Fig. 92.—The Trinity House yacht Irene. This vessel precedes the

royal yacht on all ceremonial occasions, and also acts as relief ship to

lighthouses and lightships when required to do so. The Trinity Brethren

use her for tours of inspection.

system does not give quite regular occultations.

An alternative is to use dry cells and a tiny electric

motor controlled by a governor to rotate the screen

or the whole apparatus ; in the latter case a flashing

characteristic is given to the light.
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Gas lights are made to flash by turning the flame

up and down by automatic machinery, using the

power of the compressed gas while expanding to the

burning pressure. This system has the advantage

of economizing gas in a remarkable degree, as the

flashes are much shorter than the dark periods. An

acetylene "flasher"of 300 candle-power, giving flashes

of J second duration alternating with dark periods of

2f seconds duration, and fitted with a Dalen sun-

valve, will run a whole year at a cost of less than £3.

The flame-flashing system is of course applicable

only to " fixed " lights. If it be desired to con-

centrate the rays into powerful beams, a revolving

apparatus and constant burning flame must be

employed. Here again the power of the gas itself

is turned to account. In the Pintsch system the gas,

after having its pressure reduced, is led into a

small motor containing two chambers which take the

gas in and expel it to the burner alternately. Each

chamber is closed at one end by a flexible diaphragm,

connected with a small crank on a rod carrying a

friction wheel which rotates a plate fixed on the

vertical spindle of the fighting apparatus.

In another case a somewhat similar motor also

serves to keep the clock driving the extinguishing

valve fully wound up.



CHAPTER VIII.

SOUND WARNINGS AT SEA.

The effect of fog—Explosive signals—Bell buoys—Combined lighting

and bell buoy—Whistles—The fog-horn—The siren—The dia-

phone—Trumpets—Range of sound—Submarine signalling

—

Bells for lightships—Electric submarine bell—Hand-operated

bell—Submarine bell buoys—Apparatus for receiving sub-

marine signals.

NOTHING brings home to one so completely

the limitations of one's senses as does a

really thick fog—especially a thick fog at night. The

impenetrable and impalpable wall of mist imposes a

feeling of helplessness which has a decidedly ludicrous

side. People get lost within a stone's throw of their

homes ; wander round in circles ; realize how ex-

tremely imperfect is their knowledge of familiar

landmarks ; and finally, if of an impatient temper,

become very angry at being thus befooled by a

cloud that has strayed from its proper place in

the upper air.

But their plight is enviable as compared with that

of a sea captain whose ship is enveloped in an opaque
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mist. Delay may be extremely serious ; while to

continue his course brings with it the risk of collision

with other vessels or, if he be near land, with rocks

or sand banks. Even if he slows down, currents may

take his ship into danger. His eyes are practically

useless, and he must depend on his sense of hearing.

To assist fog-bound mariners several kinds of

sound-making devices are used : the gun or ex-

plosive, fired at regular intervals ; the bell, struck by

hand or rung automatically by mechanism or the

action of the waves ; the whistling buoy ; the fog-

horn and the siren. The first is carried on all

vessels, the last on many ; explosives and bells are

used on isolated lighthouses ; fog-horns and sirens

at land stations.

EXPLOSIVES.

Explosive signals are generally made from light-

houses and lightships by igniting electrically, at regu-

lar intervals, gun-cotton cartridges hoisted on a mast

above the lantern, far enough away from it not to

shatter the glass. Each cartridge contains a quarter

of a pound of explosive. Successful experiments have

been conducted with rockets which carry a charge

aloft and fire it at a great height, from which the

sound travels obliquely downwards further than it

could penetrate fog horizontally.
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The most recently invented explosive signal-maker

is the acetylene " gun." This uses compressed

acetylene, which is admitted into a chamber, mixed

with air, and fixed by an electric spark. The gas and

the spark are controlled by clockwork mechanism,

which causes the signals to be repeated at regular

intervals as long as the gas supply lasts.

BELLS.

The bell which the good Abbot of Arbroath set

up on the Bell Rock was probably one of ordinary

type, with a free-swinging clapper. The bell with

which the modern bell buoy is equipped is a more

elaborate and reliable device. Close to the outside

of the bell, at two, three, or four points round its

circumference, are fixed radial tubes, each containing

a heavy metal ball. In whatever direction the bell

may tilt, one of these balls will roll down its tube

and strike the bell, or the end of a plunger which

transmits the blow, and is immediately drawn out

of contact by a spring, so as not to muffle the note.

THE COMBINED LIGHTING AND BELL BUOY

turns the compressed gas to double use. A lantern

is mounted on the top of a pyramidal framework
(1,831) 14
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surmounting the buoy, and a bell fixed some dis-

tance below it. On leaving the cylinder in the body

of the buoy, the gas is led to a regulator, which

reduces its pressure to about 15 lbs. per square inch,

and thence passes through an inlet pipe (Fig. 93)

into a valve chamber, B. A valve in B allows the

gas to get behind diaphragm C and push it down-

wards, compressing spring D. The rod E, attached

to C, has fixed to it at the lower end a flat-bottomed

piece F (shown in solid black), which presses against

the square end G of a rod H, connected to the bell

clapper. As G is forced down by H it is pulled by

the link L towards the right, and presently slips

from under F, and is drawn quickly upwards by

spring K—which has been extended meanwhile

—

and brings the hammer head smartly against the

tappet T, which strikes the bell. At the same mo-

ment the valve in B is reversed, allowing spring D
to push the diaphragm upwards and expel the

charge of gas through the outlet pipe to the burner

of the lamp. When F has been fully raised by the

diaphragm, spring S draws G under F again, and

everything is ready for the next admission of gas.

The hammer and all other working parts are entirely

enclosed, and, though easily accessible for repair and

adjustment, cannot be injured by sea water.



Fig. 93.—Section of the Pintsch bell which is mounted on a light

buoy and operated automatically by the gas passing to the burner.
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Fig. 94.—Section of Pintsch whistling

buoy.

The usefulness of the

ordinary bell buoy is

restricted by the fact

that during foggy

weather, when its sig-

nals are most needed,

the sea is generally

calm, and therefore

least able to ring the

beU. The Pintsch

" automatic " just de-

scribed keeps on ring-

ing, whatever the

state of the sea may

be. On lighthouses

and at shore stations

large bells are some-

times rung and struck

by hand or by an

automatic electric or

compressed-air appa-

ratus. But speaking

generally, the bell is

not a very satisfac-

tory instrument for

signalling, since it has
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comparatively small " carrying " power unless of

very large size.

WHISTLES

are not much used, except on steamships and on the

automatic whistling buoy, which is also in most

cases a light-buoy as well. The method of blowing

the whistle is shown in Fig. 94. A large cylinder A,

open at the bottom, passes through the centre of the

buoy. Near its upper end it is closed by a plate D,

from which a pipe runs to the whistle W, throwing

out a branch to a chamber V, containing an air valve.

In calm weather the water rises inside A to the same

level as that outside the buoy. Should a wave come

along, the buoy is lifted on its crest and the water

inside A sinks relatively to the diaphragm, and,

acting like a piston, draws in air through the open-

ended pipe P1 and valve V. When the wave has

passed the buoy sinks, the air space inside A is

decreased, and the surplus air is expelled by the

water through the whistle.

Like the swinging bell-buoy, this type cannot be

relied upon to give audible warning in calm, foggy

weather ; but, on the other hand, the whistle costs

little to fit and nothing to work.
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THE FOG-HORN AND THE SIREN.

These are by far the most efficient of fog-signalling

devices yet introduced.

The jog-horn resembles, on a very large scale,

the ordinary motor horn sounded by a reed—a tongue

of thin metal almost closing an opening of equal

size, and fixed at one end only. The trembling of

the reed causes the air to pass in a very quick suc-

cession of puffs, which set up strong vibrations in the

large metallic trumpet attached.

The siren also has a large trumpet, but it employs

a different method of producing air-vibrations.

Fig. 95, 6, shows one form of apparatus. Compressed

air enters by D into a small chamber at the base of

the trumpet. Plate B is fixed, and has a number of

axial slots in it (see Fig. 95, b). Another plate, A,

has similar openings, but is mounted on a spindle C,

and revolves at a very rapid rate. Every time the

openings in the plates correspond, a puff of air passes

into the trumpet. If there are, say, ten slots in each

plate, and A revolves 2,000 times a minute, a musical

note corresponding to 20,000 vibrations a minute

will be emitted.

The disc spindle of the siren represented in Fig. 95, b,

is turned by an electric motor at the speed required



(a) V>)

Fig. 95.—Vertical and horizontal sections of (a) a cylindrical siren,

and (b) a disc siren.

to give a certain note, immediately air is admitted.

The moving disc can, however, be made self-rotating
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if placed on the outer side of the fixed disc, and if the

slots are cut obliquely, somewhat after the fashion of

those in a steam turbine. A disadvantage of this

method is that the moving disc takes some time to

get up speed, and the note is not produced crisply.

Another kind of siren (Fig. 95, a) uses a fixed and a

rotating cylinder, with longitudinal slits instead of

discs. Otherwise the principle is exactly similar.

A siren can be given two or more notes, to sound

separately or together. If discs are used, there may

be an outer band of, say, ten perforations and an

inner band of twenty perforations. Assuming a

constant speed, the second will give a note an octave

above the first. In the case of the cylindrical siren,

the same principle is applied to sections of the

cylinders. Any one set of perforations may be

thrown out of or be brought into action by a

perforated shutter sliding over the fixed plate or

cylinder. When the openings in the siren and the

shutter correspond—and only then—air can pass.

If the shutter is arranged to close one series of

perforations while opening the other, a simple

movement will change the note over. Since the

duration of the blasts, the duration of intervals of

silence, and the pitch of the note are all adjustable,

it is easy enough to give to a siren a " character
"
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as distinctive as that of a flashing or occulting light.

Thus, sirens may sound low and high notes alter-

nately or in groups, separated by equal or unequal

intervals. The control is in many cases automatic

clockwork, kept wound by the pressure of the air

used.

THE DIAPHONE

is closely allied to the siren, but its action is some-

what different. The working parts consist of two

cylinders, one sliding inside the other. Both have

a number of parallel slits cut in them circumferen-

tially. The moving cylinder is vibrated to and fro

very rapidly by the force of the compressed air, which

escapes through the openings in periodic puffs. The

sound emitted is extremely powerful, more so than

that of the siren ; and the note very pure, as it

adjusts itself automatically to the natural note of

the trumpet.

Horns, sirens, and diaphones are worked in some

cases by steam, but more generally by air compressed

into receivers by steam or oil engines. The usual

working pressure is about 25 lbs. per square inch
;

higher pressures do not give correspondingly better

results. The main receivers are kept full of air

compressed to 100 lbs. to the square inch when the

siren is not working, so that a start may be made at
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any moment while the engines are being got into

motion. From the main receivers the air passes

through a reducing valve to a sounding receiver

placed close to the siren, which may be a long way off.

As a rule, two engines and compressors are installed,

to prevent the siren being put out of action by a

breakdov/n.

TRUMPETS

used on sirens and fog-horns are of very large size,

5P
ranging up to twenty feet

in length. The shape pre-

ferred in this country has

a large bell mouth like

that of a gramophone

horn. The straight hori-

zontal trumpet is perhaps

most common. Fig. 96, a,

represents a vertical trum-

pet with turned - over

mouth ; Fig. 96, 6, a

mushroom trumpet which

63) (b)

Fig. 96.—Siren trumpets.

distributes its sound equally in all directions.

RANGE OF SOUND.

A powerful siren may be heard, under favourable

conditions, at a great distance—twenty miles or
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more away. Unfortunately, air is by no means an

ideal sound-carrier, owing to the existence of atmos-

pheric currents and layers of different density, and to

the influence of wind on the travel of sound. Careful

tests have proved that there are soundless zones

in the atmosphere. For instance, though a siren

might be heard clearly by two persons two and

twelve miles away, a third person directly between

them but, say, six miles from the siren, might hear

nothing. This phenomenon is most noticeable during

fogs, when sound signals have most to be relied

upon, as light signals are then of small use.

SUBMARINE SIGNALLING.

A really satisfactory system of signalling in fog

would, therefore, seem to demand either some form

of light ray that will not be arrested by vapour, or the

use of a medium other than air for transmitting

audible signals. A fog-penetrating light of the kind

needed has not been discovered yet ; but we have

in water a most excellent and consistent carrier of

sound.

Water is over eight hundred times denser than air,

consequently sound travels through it much more

quickly—4,700 feet per second as against 1,100 feet

per second. Currents do not diminish its sound-
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carrying capacity to any appreciable extent. There-

fore a sound communicated to water can be picked

up at considerable distances by a suitable receiver

immersed deeply

enough to be un-

affected by the sur-

face movements of

the waves.

The science of sub-

marine signalling has,

after passing through

the usual preliminary

stages of experiment

—with which we will

not concern ourselves

—entered upon a

practical and useful

career. Thanks to the

kindness of the Submarine Signal Company, we

are able to give a detailed description of the

apparatus now employed for sending and receiving

sound signals under water.

The transmitter is in almost all cases a bell, sunk

well below the surface and struck by a hammer

operated either by the hand, compressed air, or

electricity under human control, or automatically

Fig. 97.—Receiving a submarine

sound signal.

{Photo, The Submarine Signal Co., Ltd.)
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by movements of the waves. The receiver is a

special form of microphone immersed in water and

connected with a telephone ear-piece.

BELLS.

The standard bell weighs 220 lbs., is about 15

inches in diameter, and gives 1,215 vibrations per

second.

A lightship bell is suspended over the vessel's

side on davits and submerged for use to a depth

of 18 to 20 feet. Compressed air is used to work

the hammer. On the ship are a compressing engine,

reservoirs for storing the compressed air, and valves

for controlling it. To the bell is attached a large

case (see Fig. 98), the lower part of which forms a

supplementary reservoir, while the upper part con-

tains the operating mechanism. This consists of

A, a large diaphragm or plate forming the moving

end of a concertina-like air-tight chamber ; B, a

small ball valve by which air can escape from this

chamber ; C, a valve which admits air to the cham-

ber from the supplementary reservoir ; D, a small

diaphragm which opens C.

Two pipes connect the bell with the air and control

system. One of these, E, runs from the main

reservoir of the ship to the small reservoir ; the
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other, F, from a code valve, G, to valve B and

diaphragm D.

To send a signal, G is depressed. Air rushes

through F from the main reservoir to D, and moves

_, it, so opening C, and

j allowing air to pass

from the supplemen-

tary reservoir to the

underside of A. A
|

rises, pulls on a rod,

1 and brings the ham-

| mer smartly against

I the bell. When the

code valve is raised

again, the top end of

pipe F is put in com-

munication with the

Fig. 98.—Submarine bell and operating outer air, and the air
apparatus being lowered from a lightship.

under A escapes

through F by the ball valve B—which was

pressed firmly against its seat by the air which

operated D. A spring brings D back into its place

and closes C ; and the main diaphragm, pull-rod,

and hammer resume their original positions under

the influence of gravity and that of a spring. We
hope that the reader will be able to gather from this
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brief description that pipe F alternately serves to

admit air to the small valve-controlling diaphragm

D, and to carry out the same air as well as that which

moved the big diaphragm.

The mechanism is then ready for the next stroke.

By operating the code valve, from thirty to thirty-

five strokes per minute can be made.

THE ELECTRIC SUBMARINE BELL.

If a bell has to be operated from a lighthouse or

a shore station, it is suspended from a heavy steel

tripod lowered to the bottom by a ship provided with

the proper tackle. In this case the bell is left in

place and worked electrically. A chain, attached to

the tripod and buoyed at the upper end, enables

tripod and bell to be lifted for repairs' or removed if

necessary.

The generating station ashore contains two sets

of steam or oil engines, dynamos, switchboards, and

rotary time switches for regulating automatically

the frequency of the blows struck upon the bell.

A stout, well-armoured cable, enclosing two power

and two telephone conductors, runs from the station

to the bell. The operating mechanism includes (a)

a number of electro-magnets
;

(b) a soft iron disc ;

and (c) a train of rods connecting the disc with the
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hammer. When the rotary time switches are set in

motion, the power circuit is periodically closed and

broken at certain fixed intervals. Every time con-

tact is made, the magnets pull the disc towards

them, and bring the hammer against the bell. Im-

mediately after the stroke the circuit is broken, and

the hammer falls away by its own weight.

The telephone installation enables the operator

to assure himself that the bell is working properly.

THE HAND-OPERATED BELL,

designed for use on pierheads and breakwaters, is

worked by hand. A lever compresses a spring and

releases it, causing the hammer to be brought against

the bell with an unalterable amount of force. The

operator cannot control the strength of the blows,

but only their frequency, so that every signal has

the same carrying power, which is an essential

feature of the system.

SUBMARINE BELL-BUOYS.

The operation of man-controlled bells of course

involves considerable expense in wages and power

generation, and as a consequence such bells cannot

be installed at all points where a warning bell would

be of great service. This has led to the introduction
(1,831) 15
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of the bell buoy. The bell and its ringing mechan-

ism are attached to the bottom of a rigid framework

about eighteen feet long, suspended from a large

can buoy. An important part of the mechanism

—

enclosed in a square case of stout iron having no top

or bottom—is a large horizontal paddle or vane,

attached at one side to a shaft which passes through

two water-tight glands into the chamber containing

the gear (Fig. 100). When the buoy bobs up and

down on the waves, the pressure of the water on the

top and bottom of the vane causes it also to make

up and down movements. The shaft on which it

rocks is geared to a crank shaft in such a way that

the latter is turned in one direction only by both

upward and downward movements of the vane.

Every half-turn of the crank shaft compresses a

strong spring connected with the bell hammer, and

suddenly releases it, causing the hammer to strike

the bell. The larger the waves are, the more

pronounced are the movements of the vane, and the

more quickly is the spring compressed. But the

strength of the blow is the same under all conditions.

In an ordinary sea the bell rings about fifteen times

per minute ; in the calmest weather several times a

minute. A bell buoy does not send code signals

to establish its identity—though no doubt matters



Fig. 100.—View of a submarine bell buoy. The upper sketch

shows the vane which actuates the striking mechanism.
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could be so arranged that it might do so—but its

continuous ringing enables ships' captains to test

their receivers in clear weather and become familiar

with their working and the position of the buoy.

THE RECEIVING APPARATUS.

This consists of two cubical iron tanks fastened

against the inside of the ship, each filled with water

and containing two microphones. Wires run from

the microphones to telephone ear-pieces in the chart

room. There is no direct connection between the

tanks inside and the water outside the ship, for the

skin of the ship is itself a good conductor of sound.

The correct placing of the tanks is of great impor-

tance. They must always be below water level,

even in rough weather, as otherwise the continuity

of the signals would be interrupted ; and near

enough to the bows to " look forward," to enable a

bell's signals to be picked up when the vessel is

heading for it. Care has to be taken that the

positions selected are not opposite the points on

the skin where the bow wave breaks.

Every receiver is connected through a switch

with both of the ear-pieces. To locate a bell, the

listener moves the switch so as to put the port and

starboard microphones alternately through to \m



Fig. 101.—Tank inside ship's skin containing the microphones

which receive submarine signals.

{Photo, Submarine Signal Co., Ltd.)
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head apparatus. If the sounds come more dis-

tinctly from the port than from the starboard re-

ceivers, he knows that the bell is on the port side ;

Fig. 102.—Receiver of submarine signalling apparatus.

{Photo, Submarine Signal Co., Ltd.)

and vice versa. If the ship is now turned off to port

until both sets of receivers give equal results, she

must be heading direct for the bell. We may take

this opportunity to correct the mistaken belief that
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the operator uses one ear for each set—the left ear

for the port and the right ear for the starboard

—

and by " cutting out " one ear, as it were, decides

the bell's direction. This course would evidently

make no allowance for possible partial deafness in

either ear ; whereas the system adopted—of con-

necting both ears with the receivers on one side only

of the vessel—is not open to this objection.



CHAPTER IX.

LIFEBOATS AND THEIR WORK.

Characteristics of the lifeboat—Development of the lifeboat—The
Royal National Lifeboat Institution—Types of lifeboat—Self-

righting boats—Uncapsizable boats—Relieving valves—The
propulsion of lifeboats—The motor lifeboat—Equipment of a

lifeboat—Launching the lifeboat—The lifeboat at work

—

Regaining the shore—Our lifeboat service —Rocket life-saving

apparatus.

THE ship that goes ashore in a heavy storm is

in most cases doomed, whether sand or rock be

beneath her keel. To go aground at all she must

be in shallow water, wherein waves break and are

transformed from mere forms of motion into powerful

battering rams, which pound the ship's side, keep

raising her and banging her against the bottom, and

carry away her gear, including her boats. The

rescue of the ship may be out of the question, but

humanity forbids that men, women, or children

should be left to perish, without effort to save

them. Gallant deeds unnumbered have been done

by men sallying out from the shore, regardless,
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though well aware, of the terrible risks they run, in

the endeavour to bring succour to the shipwrecked ;

and one of the most glorious chapters in the annals

of the sea is surely that which has the lifeboat as

its theme.

A century or so ago the crew and passengers of a

wrecked ship had a much smaller chance of being

saved than they have to-day. This was not due to

lack of courage among longshore folk, but merely to

the absence of boats suitable for rescue work. A boat

that might bob like a cork safely on huge waves of

the open sea would be, unless specially built for the

purpose, unable to pass through the surf breaking

on the beach. Hence the development of the life-

saving boat, and the formation of lifeboat societies

in all the great maritime countries of the world.

Now, if you sat down and made a list of the points

which a boat should have to fit it for the tremendous

work of succouring the shipwrecked, you would

probably argue thus :

—

First, it must be strong, as it has to stand an

unlimited amount of knocking about when leaving

or regaining the shore, hovering round the wreck,

and battling with the waves.

Second, it must be a good " goer "—whether

propelled by oars, sails, or mechanical power—and
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handy to steer. This means that it requires careful

design, as regards its shape, to give speed.

Third, it must be well suited for moving through

surf without being swamped.

Fourth, it must be buoyant and unsinkable.

Fifth, it must be stable—difficult to upset.

Sixth, it should empty itself if filled with water, as

a water-logged boat, even if it did not sink, would be

almost unmanageable.

These are all fairly obviously necessary qualities,

but the incorporation of them all in a single boat

was a slow process, extending over many years.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LIFEBOAT.

In 1785, one Lionel Lukin, a coachbuilder in

Long Acre, London, took out a patent for an " un-

immergible " boat, with a large gunwale of cork, and

with side and end air-cases. In the following year

he fitted a coble with these devices. Lukin aimed

at producing a boat which would be safer to use in

a rough sea than a boat of the ordinary type, and

probably had not developed the idea of a life-saving

craft. However, since the coble in question actually

did useful service in saving life from shipwreck,

Lukin deserves credit for taking the first practical

step towards the evolution of the lifeboat.
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Three years later—in 1789—William Wouldhave

discovered the secret of making a boat self-righting,

and laid it down that a craft used for rescue work

must be specially designed for that work alone.

The model which he produced had high stem and

stern and a large air chamber in each (Fig. 103).

Fig. 103.—Wouldhave's model of a self-righting lifeboat.

When turned upside down in the water it righted

itself promptly.

Two important qualities—stability and buoyancy

—had now been brought together ; but the first

real lifeboat, built as such by Henry Greathead in the

same year, had no air chambers and was not self-

righting. Nevertheless it was in use for forty years,

and saved hundreds of people without losing a single

member of the crew, so must have been a very sea-

worthy and efficient craft.

Greathead built a second lifeboat in 1798, and

many more during the five years following, all of

his original type. In 1807 Lukin comes on the scene
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again, with a sailing lifeboat having a much larger

range than its predecessors, which had been pro-

pelled by oars only. This innovation was one of

the greatest importance.

THE ROYAL NATIONAL LIFEBOAT INSTITUTION

was founded by Sir William Hillary in 1824, when

thirty-nine lifeboats were already in existence. Its

energetic committee at once set to work to improve

the service, but was much hampered by lack of money.

In 1849 the institution was nearly bankrupt. Then,

by a curious turn of fortune's wheel, a terrible

disaster came to its aid. A brig was wrecked off

Littlehampton, in Sussex, and the lifeboat which put

to her assistance was overturned, and twenty out of

a crew of twenty-four pilots were drowned. The

catastrophe aroused general sympathy, and, led by

Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort, the nation

rallied round the institution, which, under the

presidency of the Duke of Northumberland, now

went steadily ahead and absorbed all local lifeboat

societies. To-day it has a fleet of nearly 300 life-

boats, and an admirable organization, and can

boast of having saved over 50,000 lives.

To return to the boats. The revitalized institution

offered a considerable prize for the best model of a
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lifeboat, and this prize was won from a " field " of

280 competitors by Mr. J. Beeching, of Great

Yarmouth, who produced a model of a self-righting

boat with automatic valves for emptying out any

water that came aboard. A full-sized boat was built

to his design, and proved very satisfactory. The self-

righter of to-day is the Beeching boat in an improved

form.

The first steam lifeboat, the Duke of Northumber-

land, was put in service in 1890, and is now stationed

at Holyhead. She is built of steel, and propelled

by a jet of water pumped through an underwater

tube on the centre line open at both ends. The

jet is uneconomical as a method of utilizing power

;

but in the vicinity of the floating cordage and debris

which often surrounds a wreck, has an obvious

advantage over the propeller. Nevertheless, the

other three steam lifeboats owned by the institution

are all propeller-driven.

The latest development is the motor lifeboat, now

coming rapidly into favour in all countries. This

will be given special attention later on.

TYPES OF LIFEBOATS.

It is reasonable to suppose that by this time one

type of lifeboat would have proved itself superior to
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all other types and have been universally adopted.

But this has not happened, for the very good reason

that the conditions of launching and the physical

features of different coasts vary very widely, and

the boat must be designed to suit the locality and

circumstances in which it will do its work.

All lifeboats, however, share the qualities noticed

at the beginning of this chapter—they are very

strong, stable, and handy ; are unsinkable, and

free themselves of water quickly. Leaving steam-

driven boats out of consideration, most lifeboats

fall into one or other of two main classes—the self-

righting and the uncapsizable. A third and smaller

class is that of the light boats which if upset can

easily be turned right way up again. These are

much used on the eastern coast of the United States,

where the shore shelves slowly, and there is a wide

belt of surf through which a heavy boat could not be

launched. Large, heavy boats are used where they

can be got quickly into deep water from a slipway

or launch-carriage drawn down on to the beach.

SELF-RIGHTING BOATS.

A boat of this class will persist in turning right

way up if overturned. To use technical language,

she is in stable equilibrium only when her keel
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points downwards. To have this quality the boat

must be so designed that her centre of buoyancy

is well above her centre of gravity. The centre of

gravity is an imaginary point whereon, if pivoted in

the air, she would balance in any position ; and

the centre of buoyancy is an imaginary point on which

she would not tend to revolve if completely sub-

merged. If she turns over, the centre of buoyancy

is below the centre of gravity, and she will tend to

overbalance and regain her proper position.

Lash a couple of lawn-tennis balls to each end of

and on the same side of a wooden rod weighted on

the other side with sufficient lead to make the whole

float balls uppermost. Now pick up the rod between

two points repeatedly until you find the position in

which the points must be for the apparatus to balance

any way up. The centre of gravity will then be

between these points. Repeat the experiment,

holding the model below water. In this case balance

will not be established until the points are somewhat

nearer the balls than before.

Turning now to the diagrams of a self-righting

lifeboat given in Fig. 104, we find the heavy

keel corresponding to the lead weight, and large

air-tight chambers answering to the lawn-tennis

balls at bow and stern.
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AB is the level at which the boat floats. Most of

the weight is below this line ; the air cases are light,

and the air inside them weighs practically nothing.

But by far the greater part of the water-displacing

DECK PLAN

| : Q;

BODY PLAN MIDSHIP SECTION

Fig. 104.—Details of the self-righting lifeboat. BB, relieving

valves. H, drop keel.

parts of the boat are above this line, so if she upsets she

rolls, as it were, on the end cases, which struggle

to get out of the water and assist the heavy keel

to right her again.
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A self-righter has to pass special stability tests,

and be able to right herself with all her gear and a

weight equal to that of her crew on board, water

tanks empty, and mast and sails set (Fig. 105). The

emptying of the tanks is an intentional handicap,

as it brings the centre of gravity nearer the centre of

buoyancy ; and it hardly need be pointed out that

the sails passing flatwise through the water make

a very effective brake.

Considerably more than half the total number of

British lifeboats in use are self-righting ; and self-

righters form a large part of the French and American

life-saving fleets.

THE UNCAPSIZABLE BOAT.

This is built on lines somewhat different from

those of the self-righter, being wider in the beam

proportionately to length, and having smaller air

chambers at the ends. Fig. 106 shows sections of the

" Watson " boat, a very good example of this class.

The " Liverpool " type is very similar. The boat

is so beamy and well weighted below that it can

heel over on to its beam ends without upsetting
;

and so few are the instances of a boat of this

kind being overturned that the adjective is

well merited. Large boats for going far out to
(1,831) 16
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sea are generally uncapsizable rather than self-

righting.

DECK PLAN

BODY PLAN MIOSHIP SECTION

Fig. 106.—Details of a Watson type lifeboat. AAi, deck ; B, reliev-

ing tubes ; CC, DD, air cases ; G, water-ballast tank ; F, lead keel

;

HH, drop keels.

RELIEVING VALVES.

The device employed for ridding a lifeboat of water

and restoring its full buoyancy is very simple.

From the boat's deck—which, though lower than

the sides, is above the water line—a number of tubes
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about six inches in diameter run downwards through

the bottom. Near the top, covered with a grating,

of each tube is a relieving valve, which consists of a

circular plate pivoted on one side of the centre.

The smaller " half " is weighted, and normally over-

comes the larger half, which opens downwards.

When water enters the top of the tube it presses

equally all over the plate, and the extra pressure

on the non-weighted side overcomes the balance

weight and opens the valves, allowing the water to

pass through. As soon as the boat is cleared

—

and this happens in a remarkably short time—the

weight reasserts itself and closes the valve. Water

coming up the tube merely assists the counterweight

to keep the valve shut. A few boats have scuppers

in their sides to quicken the emptying process.

THE PBOPULSION OF LIFEBOATS.

Three means of propulsion are used—oars, sails,

and mechanical power. Oars alone are used in but

few boats ; nearly all have sails ; and the number

of those fitted with motors as the principal driving

force or auxiliary to oars and sails is rapidly in-

creasing, especially in the British Isles and the

United States.

The number of oarsmen in a lifeboat crew is ten
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at least. The oars are secured to the boat by-

lanyards, so that they may be thrown overboard

when sail is being set. Sailing boats usually have

two masts, pivoted at the bottom and quickly raised

or lowered. Sails are resorted to wherever possible,

to relieve the men of exhausting labour at the oar,

and keep them fresher for the actual work of rescue.

It would be practically impossible for a crew to pull

against a heavy sea and gale to a wreck far from

land.

Since as often as not the wind is blowing from

the wreck to the shore, a sailing boat may have to do

a great deal of tacking before she reaches the ship,

and much time may be lost. Mechanical propul-

sion has the great advantage of enabling a boat to

steer straight for its object. Steamboats are neces-

sarily heavy—too heavy to launch off a slipway or

the beach—and therefore must be kept at anchor.

This in turn presupposes a sheltered harbour, which

is not to be found on some of the most dangerous

coasts. For this reason, and on account of the high

expense of upkeep, steam lifeboats are not numerous.

THE MOTOR LIFEBOAT.

The problem of combining a powerful engine

with a reasonably light boat has, however, been
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solved by the introduction of the internal-com-

bustion motor, which, in proportion to its weight, is

far more effective than the marine steam engine.

Moreover, it will work if entirely enclosed in a water-

tight case. The Royal National Lifeboat Institution

now has in use, or on order, twenty-five motor life-

boats, many of them self-righting and all of large

size, from 40 to 45 feet long.

There have been several difficulties to overcome

in equipping a lifeboat with a motor. As the motor

must be entirely enclosed, and be kept enclosed all

the time the boat is afloat, it must work absolutely

automatically as regards carburation and lubrica-

tion ; and the carburetter must be of a type which

will not be put out of action by the rolling and even

the turning over of the boat. Again, should the

boat upset, the engine must stop itself, as otherwise

men thrown out would be unable to reach it when it

righted itself, and would be in danger from the whirl-

ing propeller. Thirdly, a light but extremely reliable

motor is essential, and it must be placed where it

will not interfere with the balance of the boat, or

render it less easily rowed or sailed. Lastly, the

propeller must be protected from damage.

All these difficulties have been met. The newest

boats have 60 h.-p. four-cylinder engines, developing
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a horse-power for every 35 lbs. weight. The engine

clutch, reversing gear, silencer, and oil tank are

enclosed in a water-tight case aft of amidships.

All shafts and rods for controlling mechanism pass

through water-tight glands. Petrol is fed to the

carburetter under pressure, and air reaches it through

a pipe leading from the hold, which receives it

through an automatic valve arranged to close

should the boat upset. A capsize also automati-

cally cuts off the ignition, leaving the engine

to be restarted when the boat has righted itself.

The propeller, just forward of the aft air chamber,

is protected by being placed in a tunnel open at the

bottom (Fig. 107) and running off forward towards

the keel to give the water easy access. Though this

reduces the propeller's efficiency, a speed of 7J knots

—quite sufficient for the purpose—can be main-

tained. A boat carries sufficient petrol to enable

her to travel at full speed for fourteen hours.

THE EQUIPMENT OF A LIFEBOAT.

The interior of a lifeboat equipped ready for in-

stant service may appear, to the eye of an uninitiated

beholder, very much " cluttered up '' with ropes and

other gear ; and provoke the wonder how the crew,

to say nothing of extra passengers, will find sufficient
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room. With regard to the second point, one may say

that the number of persons other than the crew that

can be accommodated ranges from twenty in the

small pulling boats to seventy in the large sailing

boats. As for the gear, it is indeed multitudinous,

Fig. 107.—Section of motor lifeboat, showing tunnel in bottom

for propeller.

but every single item of it serves a very definite and

necessary purpose. The following is a summary of

the articles carried in an ordinary sailing lifeboat.

The sails, made of the best quality of flax canvas

obtainable. They consist in most cases of a jib,

a fore lug, and a mizzen lug. The oars, of ash or

fir. Those for one side are painted white, those for

the other side blue, so that they may be easily

distinguished. All are attached to the boat by short
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ropes, to prevent them being washed away if torn

out of the hand ; or if deliberately cast overboard, to

make it easier to get sails up or approach a wreck.

Four spare oars are carried in every boat ; also

two boat hooks, two clasp knives, two hatchets,

a large axe, a boat's lamp with red and green shades,

twelve hand-lights or coloured flares, a flag or flags

for signalling, and a water vessel, provisions, com-

pass, and heaving stick.

The anchor is a very important part of the equip-

ment. It weighs from 60 to 112 lbs., according to

the size of the boat. Some of the large boats have a

second anchor. Associated with the anchor is the

cable, 363 to 720 feet long, 3 to 4 h inches in circum-

ference, and made of the best manilla. Wire rope,

despite its great strength, has one great disadvantage

—that it cannot be cut away quickly with an axe

in an emergency—and therefore is used only on

steam lifeboats, which carry special steel shears for

dealing with it should the necessity arise.

The sea anchor, or drogue, is, next to the anchor

itself, the most useful article aboard. It is a conical

bag of the strongest canvas, about four feet long.

The large end is sewn round a hoop two feet across,

from which three equally spaced short ropes run to

an eye, to which the drogue rope is attached. The
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purpose of the drogue is to check the boat when

running before a heavy breaking sea, and keep it

stern on to the waves. A small hole in the tip of

the drogue allows water to pass through and steady

the sea anchor itself. But for this hole it would tend

to swing wildly from side to side under the pull of

the rope. Should a boat broach to—that is, swing

sideways on to breaking waves—she will certainly be

swamped and probably overturned. The drogue, by

preventing this, when properly used has saved a

great number of lives.

To get the drogue aboard the main rope is slipped,

and a smaller rope attached to the small end is hauled

upon. The drogue is then easily brought up to the

boat, point first.

Ropes.—These include the 120 feet bow heaving

line, of 2-inch manilla, with a grapnel for throwing

into the rigging of a ship, fastened to one end
;

a stern heaving line, of the same length and for the

same purpose ; the float lines, attached to the gun-

wale and reaching across the knees of each oarsman,

for him to clutch if the boat capsizes ; the coxswain's

lifeline and the outside lifelines, hanging in bights

outside the boat, from stem to stern.

Lifebelts.—The cork lifebelt is going out of fashion.

It is clumsy, uncomfortable, and loses some of its
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buoyancy by becoming water-logged. Its place is

taken by canvas belts stuffed with " kapok," the

fibre of a Javan plant. Kapok has much greater

sustaining power than cork, weight for weight, and

Fig. 108.—St. Agnes Lifeboat on launching carriage which runs

down rails on slipway.

{Photo by Gibson & Sons, Penzance.)

possesses the advantages of being warmer and more

comfortable to wear.

LAUNCHING THE LIFEBOAT.

Steam lifeboats must, by reason of their weight,

be kept at moorings in a sheltered harbour. The

majority of other lifeboats are housed on land, and
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have to be launched when needed. In some cases

a permanent incline is constructed from the boat-

house door to the shore, and the boat is run down on

greased skids. At a few stations there is an inclined

slipway from the house into deep water. The slip-

way is provided with rollers, over which the boat,

with her crew aboard, is propelled by her own

gravity, like the canoe of a water-chute, so that

launching is but a matter of a few seconds.

In nine cases out of ten, however, the boat has to

be launched from the shore of a launching carriage.

Diagrams showing a carriage in elevation and plan are

given in Fig. 110. It consists of (1) a forebody,

with small wheels and two sets of shafts
; (2) a

mainbody, with a pair of large, broad wheels, a very

strong axle, and a keelway. The last has rollers

down the centre, and on each side of it are bilge

pieces to steady the boat. In Fig. 110 the main

wheels are seen surrounded by " Tipping's plates,"

which automatically make a firm continuous track,

and are especially useful where sand has to be

traversed.

The boat rests on the carriage with its bows

towards the rear, and most of its weight on the main

wheels. On each side of the lower part of the stern-

post is a hook, over which is passed the eye of a
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rope running round a pulley at the rear end of the

keelway and back to a cleat or fastening at the

front end. These ropes are called the " launching

falls." A chain, passing through a hole in the keel,

and attached at each end to the keelway, prevents

Fig. 109.—Lifeboat being laimched from slip.

{Photo, E. Paul, Penzance.)

the boat moving on the carriage while being trans-

ported.

When word comes of a wreck, a team of horses is

harnessed to the carriage, and the boat is dragged to

the beach. The carriage is then turned round, and

run backwards into the water far enough to ensure

the boat floating. The crew being in their places,
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with oars unshipped and ready for action, the

launching falls are released, led up the beach and
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Fig. 110.—Details of launching carriage.

attached to the horses or manned by the many

willing helpers. The stern-securing chain is cast off,

and a launching stopper, or trigger, controlled by the

coxswain, now holds the boat. The coxswain watches
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the surf, and when his experienced eye tells him that

the proper moment has come, he trips the stopper

and gives the signal to launch. The falls, hauled

energetically up the beach, shoot the boat off the

ways, and the crew instantly strike with their oars,

while the falls automatically detach themselves

from the hooks in the sternpost. Every effort is

made by the crew to get clear of the surf as quickly

as possible, and to keep the boat endways on to the

waves. The great danger is that an approaching

heavy sea may bring the boat broadside on and

dash her back on to the shore or turn her end over

end. When the boat is clear of the surf, the sails are

set—if the wreck lies a considerable distance from

shore—to relieve the crew.

A FINE FEAT OF TRANSPORTATION.

It sometimes happens that a lifeboat has to be

transported several miles to a suitable launching

place, under very difficult conditions. A notable

feat was performed in January 1899 in connection

with the landing of the Lynmouth boat. A ship

was in distress off Porlock, and as surf on the

Lynmouth beach rendered a launch there impossible,

it was decided to take the boat—weighing with its

carriage several tons—over the hills to Porlock
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and put her on the water there. Now between

Lynmouth and Porlock the ground rises to a height

of 1,350 feet. To gain the plateau, the boat had to

be dragged up the precipitous incline of Countisbury

Hill, sheer enough to be a terror to cyclists ; to

leave it, it had to be lowered down Porlock Hill, which

is almost as steep as Countisbury—one in five

—

and much longer. A terrific gale was blowing ; the

road was in execrable condition, and, what was worse,

at places so narrow that the carriage could not pass.

The boat had therefore to be dismounted several

times and moved forward on rollers, while the

carriage was taken over the moor to the other end

of the "narrow," to await the boat. The labour

of all these manoeuvres in a regular hurricane must

have been prodigious
;

yet the journey of twelve

miles was accomplished in 10 J hours, and a launch

and rescue were made.

THE LIFEBOAT AT WORK.

The conditions under which lifeboats have to

succour distressed vessels vary so widely that the

tactics pursued are necessarily governed by the

requirements of the particular case. Whenever

practicable, the coxswain will bring his boat up to

the lee of the ship, to get such shelter as it provides
;

(1,831) 17
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but he has to keep a sharp lookout for floating

wreckage, which naturally would be on that side if

masts or other gear had gone overboard. A large

sailing lifeboat, going to a wreck on an outlying

shoal, in many cases will adopt other measures,

sailing to windward, and dropping an anchor (or

anchors) when six hundred to nine hundred feet

away. The cable is paid out, allowing the lifeboat

to drift down towards the wreck
;

great care, of

course, being taken to prevent actual contact

between the boat and the ship.

Sometimes it happens that the ship cannot be

approached on either side, and rescues must be

effected over the stem or bows, the rescued leaping

into the boat, or into the water, to be picked up by

willing hands. Again, it may be impossible to get

near enough to the ship to take any one off direct,

or to have any chance of rescuing those who throw

themselves overboard. In such a case the heaving

stick comes into service—a piece of springy cane,

2 feet long with a 2-lb. weight of lead fixed to one

end and a light line to the other. A practised

thrower can project this stick an astonishing dis-

tance. To the line are tied an endless rope, a block,

and a life buoy, which are got aboard easily if the

line passes over the ship. The rope being made
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fast to the ship by one block and to the lifeboat

by another, the buoy can be drawn to and fro,

bringing a passenger with it every trip. On Feb-

ruary 10, 1912, twenty-four persons were rescued

from the barque Pindos in this manner off Coverack,

Cornwall. Should the distance be too great for the

heaving stick to traverse, the resourceful lifeboat-

man tries other means of making a connection. To

take an instance. In the official report of the rescue

of the crew of the Egyptian by the Gorleston No. 1

lifeboat, the Mark Lane, on August 26, 1912, we

read :
" During the night . . . the crew of the

Mark Lane, undaunted by their previous experiences,

again proceeded to the steamer to try to save the

imperilled men. This time they located the steamer,

but the heavy seas and shallow water made it im-

possible for the boat to get alongside. Communica-

tion was effected by means of a bladder, floated to

the ship on the end of a rope ; this was made secure ;

the men then climbed down a rope over the vessel's

stern, and were hauled through the water into the

lifeboat."

Besides saving life, the lifeboat is sometimes able

to save the ship as well. If overtaken by a storm

when to windward of a shore or shoal, a sailing ship

will drop her anchors. If they hold she may be able to
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ride out the storm in safety. Should they " drag "

—

that is, fail to get a bite—her plight is a perilous one,

and she fires her signal gun, and sends up rockets, if

it be night, to show that she is in distress. A case

of this kind came recently under the writer's own

notice. A brig overtaken by a north-east gale in

Cardigan Bay was dragging her anchor and drifting

on to the dreaded " Patrick's Causeway." The

nearest lifeboat—nine miles away—put out to her

aid ; but when she was reached, captain and crew

refused to quit her. The lifeboat, being itself un-

able to check her movement, therefore went in

search of aid, and luckily found a steam trawler

which got the brig in tow when she was but a couple

of hundred yards from the causeway, and brought her

to a safe anchorage under the lee of St. Tudwall's

Island. The lifeboat was out from 4.30 p.m. till

9.30 a.m. the following morning—seventeen hours

—and during all that time its crew were exposed to

the fury of a biting north-easter and a heavy sea.

REGAINING THE SHORE.

This is often the most dangerous part of a life-

boat's journey, especially if a gale be blowing on-

shore. Should the launching place be dangerous

for landing, she may run for a more sheltered spot,
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miles away perhaps. But in many cases the crew

must make a landing through a heavy surf—a work

which demands great skill and absolute cool-headed-

ness. When the boat is running before big rollers,

the rudder is replaced by a steering-oar, which has

Fig. 113.—The Lizard lifeboat being beached.

(Photo, E. Paul, Penzance.)

a much greater leverage, and every care is taken to

prevent the boat being carried along on the front

of a wave. Should the bow get in a hollow, where

the water is comparatively still and offers resistance,

while her stern is high on the travelling crest behind,

the boat may be turned over endways. Accordingly,

when a wave overtakes the boat and shows signs of
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" carrying " her, some of the crew backwater if

she is being rowed bow first, or make a few forward

strokes if she is brought in stern first—a practice

often adopted in surf. The drogue, to which we have

already referred, is particularly useful in such cir-

cumstances. On a flat shore the boat is kept end

on to the sea until fairly aground, when the crew

jump out and drag her in, assisted by the waves.

If the beach is steep, on the other hand, she is put

hard at it and at the last moment turned half-way

round, for the surf to throw her sideways up the

beach, where ready helpers will be waiting to haul

her quickly out of harm's way.

The return of the boat on to its carriage is effected

by removing the forebody and allowing the front

part of the keelway to touch ground. The boat is

easily hauled bow first up the incline thus formed,

by rope and block tackle, men on each side keeping

her steady until her bilge pieces rest on the ways

provided for them. When the boat is far enough up

to be almost balanced on the main axle, the fore end

of the keelway is raised and made fast to the

forebody, and the stern chain secured. Horses

are then hitched on to take the boat back to her

house.
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OUR LIFEBOAT SERVICE.

In conclusion we may give a few facts about the

lifeboat service organizations.

The Royal National Lifeboat Institution of the

British Isles is supported entirely by voluntary

contributions, and its boats are manned by volun-

teers. Wherever it can be shown that a boat is

needed and can be manned, there the institution

will station one. The local committee then elects,

from among resident fishermen, boatmen, or coast-

guardmen, a crew consisting of a coxswain (who

acts as captain), a second coxswain, and bowman,

all of whom receive small salaries, and as many men

more as the boat pulls oars—double the number if

possible. Payment is made only when services, which

include boat exercises, are rendered. The scales of pay

for rescue work are ten shillings to twenty shillings

for a day, and twenty shillings to thirty shillings for

a night, all members of the crew being paid equally.

The crew are consulted as to the choice of the boat

which they will have to man, to ensure their getting

a craft suited to the particular conditions under

which it will be used. The institution guarantees

that, whatever boat and gear be chosen, its quality

shall be of the best.
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Special privileges are accorded a lifeboat's crew

in regard to salvage work. Should a boat be launched

for the purpose of saving life, but it is found that the

master of a vessel in danger wishes to engage the

crew to save his ship, the crew are allowed to borrow

the boat for salvage purposes on condition that

they take reasonable care of it, and make good any

damage done, and pay the expenses of launching

and hauling up. If the salvage is effected, but the

money is less than the sum which would have been

received for saving life, the institution makes up the

difference ; on the other hand, if the attempt fails,

the men are paid as if they had gone out to save life

only.

Special rewards of money or medals are given to

persons other than lifeboatmen for saving or en-

deavouring to save the lives of those on craft wrecked

or in distress on any part of the coasts of the United

Kingdom. A special medal is awarded for con-

spicuous bravery.

The service, run on these lines, is at once very

efficient and economical. Though it must not be

supposed that plenty of help would not be forth-

coming even if there was no reward, the principle

is very properly recognized that men who risk their

own lives and the comfort of their dependants in
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saving the shipwrecked should be paid, and well

paid, for their services.

The lifeboat organizations of other countries are

modelled more or less closely on our own. The

United States, however, has a state-paid service of

professional lifeboatmen, who have to be specially

trained, and do nothing but lifeboat work. Different

conditions demand different systems.

ROCKET LIFE-SAVING APPARATUS.

Though this is not used by lifeboatmen, but is

under the direct control of the Board of Trade,

which has established a large number of rocket

stations all round our coasts, it may suitably be

described in this chapter.

The outfit consists of (1) a rocket machine, a slop-

ing frame with two folding legs in front, from which

are fired (2) rockets, attached by springs to sticks

9 feet 6 inches long. At the rear end of the sticks

are holes to take (3) rocket lines, about J inch in

diameter and 1,500 feet long. (4) A whip, or

endless rope, J inch in diameter and as long as a

rocket line. It is passed through a block furnished

with a rope for attachment to a mast. (5) The

hawser, a rope 1 inch thick, along which runs, on

a " traveller," (6) the breeches buoy, an ordinary



Traveller Block

Fig. 114.—The breeches buoy apparatus and its use. (a) Details

of apparatus, (b) Attachment of ropes to ship and buoy, (c) A man
coming ashore.
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lifebuoy with a pair of large canvas breeches attached

to its lower side (Fig. 114). (7) A triangle, or tripod,

of strong steel tubes for supporting the shore end

of the hawser ; and (8) an anchor for making it fast.

All this apparatus, together with various tools such

as spades, knives, and hammers, is carried on a

specially fitted cart or wagon.

USING THE APPARATUS.

The rocket machine is set up, with a box containing

a carefully coiled rocket line, directly to the rear.

The line is made fast to a rocket stick, and also to

the head of the rocket, after which the part near the

rocket is wetted to prevent the fiery " tail " burning

it through. Meanwhile the hawser tripod has been

erected, and the hawser and whip made ready.

As soon as preparations are completed, a rocket

is fired. The reaction of the burning charge against

the air is violent enough to draw the rope from its

box and carry it far out to sea. If the aim is good,

the line falls across the ship being succoured, and is

seized by those on board, who signal that they have

it. The land party then bends on the whip block

to the shore end of the line, and signals to haul.

Attached to the tail block is a large wooden label

giving instructions, in several languages, to secure
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the block by the tail rope well up the lower mast, or,

if the masts have gone overboard, to the most con-

venient substitute. When this has been done, the

whip is used to draw the hawser aboard. This is

labelled with directions to fix it a couple of feet

above the tail block of the whip and to disengage

the whip.

The shore party now passes the shore end of the

hawser through a block under the tripod, and draws

it taut by means of the anchor—sunk in the ground

—and a suitable purchase. The traveller, which runs

on the hawser, has the breeches buoy and the whip

made fast to it, and everything is then ready for

drawing the buoy to and fro between ship and land,

bringing passengers with it one at a time. One of

our illustrations (Fig. 115) shows the apparatus at

work.



CHAPTER X.

DIVERS AND DIVING.

The development of the diving dress—Early forms—Siebe's dress

—

Modern diving apparatus—Sending down a diver—Going below

—Working under water—Coming up—Caisson disease—Work-

ing at great depth—Special dresses—Self-contained diving

apparatus—Life-saving helmets—The diving bell—The air-lock

bell—Decompression chambers.

' I ""HE expansion of the world's shipping, and the

J- corresponding growth of docks, harbours,

and other works which fall under the heading of

marine engineering, has created the need for some

means of enabling men to stay under water and

work there for long periods at a time. Without the

diver's aid it would be very difficult to clean a

ship's bottom or repair it without dry-docking her

;

to blast rocks and remove wrecks and other bodies

which obstruct channels ; to lay the under-water

foundations of breakwaters and to fix moorings 5

and impossible to salve valuable property from a

sunken vessel, or conduct the operations which may

lead to her being brought once more to the surface

if conditions are favourable.
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The " natural " diver for pearl oysters and sponges

can, by long practice, hold his breath for a couple

of minutes maybe, during which he sinks, fills his

net, and regains the surface. But the effort is very

exhausting, and it is evident that none of the opera-

tions mentioned above could be carried out under

such primitive conditions.

But in this, as in many other fields of human

activity, necessity has led to inventions which over-

come man's natural disabilities. Diving apparatus

has gradually been developed on two different lines

—

(1) The Diving Bell, a submarine chamber with open

bottom, in which a man or men can work on the area

covered by the bell. A man's limbs are not hampered

under the bell in any way, but their sphere of action

is very limited. (2) The Diving Dress, which, though

impeding the wearer in some ways, allows him a

much greater range than the bell, and enables him to

do many things for which the bell would be absolutely

useless—such as the exploration of sunken wrecks.

We propose to take the diving dress first.

THE DIVING DRESS.

Old prints give us an idea of the crude inventions

—many of them never put to a practical test—which

aimed at keeping a man supplied with fresh air
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while under water. First we see represented a

helmet, with its bottom edge drawn tightly round

the wearer's neck, and a pipe leading from its crown

to the surface, above which the mouth is held by a

floating bladder. This must have been a perilous

form of headgear, as any imperfection in the neck

joint, or the washing in of water down the tube,

would have made things very uncomfortable for the

diver ; and under the most favourable conditions

the air supply could not have been adequate, owing

to the absence of natural or forced circulation.

An improvement on this primitive device took the

form of a head and body dress attached to the

lower end of a leather tube of large diameter. The

tube was lashed to a pole which reached to the

surface, and carried a platform whereon the diver sat.

The lower end of the tube was expanded into an

air chamber, having glass windows in it through which

the diver could get a limited view of his surroundings.

This cumbersome apparatus was never used, so far

as we know.

The first practical diving dress is that of Kleingert,

introduced at the end of the eighteenth century.

It consisted of tight-fitting leather breeches and

sleeves, attached by air-tight joints to a dome-

topped cylinder enclosing the diver's head and body
(1,831) 18
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(Fig. 116). Two pipes connected the cylinder with

the upper air. Through one of these the diver

inhaled by the mouth ; through

the other he exhaled by the

nose. A serious attempt has

here been made to separate

pure from vitiated air ; but the

difficulty of drawing and ex-

pelling air through small tubes

made it impossible to work with

the apparatus in deep water.

The inventor therefore went a
Fig. 116 -The earliest

furth and ided ^
practical diving apparatus. r r

(By permission of Messrs. diver with a large air reservoir
Siebe, Gorman, <fc Co., Ltd.)

which went down with him and

supplied him with air at a pressure corresponding to

that of the water outside.

SIEBE S DRESS.

In 1829 Augustus Siebe invented the direct pre-

decessor of the present diving dress. It included a

metal helmet and shoulder plate, to which was

attached a water-tight jacket tied round the waist.

Air was forced—mark this great improvement—by
a pump into the helmet, and escaped under

the lower edge of the jacket. Thus the diver
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had on him what was in effect a small portable

diving bell.

The " open " dress, as it is called, was very

efficient, but bad one great defect. If the diver

stooped or fell, the air escaped from the dress, and,

water rushing in, he was in imminent danger of

being drowned if not hauled at once to the surface.

Moreover, the diver could not regulate the pressure

of the air inside the dress.

To overcome these and other defects, Siebe made

many experiments which resulted in the " close
"

dress now, in a considerably improved form, uni-

versally used.

MODERN DIVING APPARATUS.

This consists of seven parts :

—

(a) A helmet with corselet.

(b) A waterproof diving dress.

(c) A length of flexible air tube with metal

couplings.

(d) A pair of weighted boots.

(e) A pair of lead weights for breast and

back.

(/) A lifeline.

(g) An air pump.

The Helmet (Fig. 117) is made of stout beaten
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copper, tinned inside and out. At the front is a re-

movable circular window, and at each side a fixed one

Fig. 117.—A diver's helmet and corselet. OV, outlet valve ; RW,
removable window ; H, hook for weight cord ; NN, wing bolts ; P1

,

strap ; P2
, edge of breastplate ; KK, studs to carry weights.

of oval shape. All the glasses are f inch thick. Some

helmets have a fourth window in the crown, to enable

the diver to look upwards while standing upright.
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Air enters the helmet through a non-return valve

at the back. The outlet valve is on the right-hand

side, and is operated by a spring, the tension whereof

can be adjusted by the diver to alter the pressure

inside the dress.

Air is led from the inlet valve through passages

which discharge it over the three windows (Fig. 118),

so that it shall not blow upon the diver's head, and

shall assist to keep the windows free from condensed

moisture.

To the right of the front glass is situated a tele-

phone transmitter, and in the crown a receiver.

A switch is arranged under the front window for

the diver to press with his chin and " ring up " his

attendants. The tap seen on the outside is provided

for the sucking in or expulsion of water. It has the

inelegant, but suggestive, title of " spit cock." The

hooks on either side of the neck are to support the

cords holding the back and front weights.

The Corselet, like the helmet, is of tinned copper.

Its edge is strengthened by a strong metal band,

through which projects upwards a number of studs

spaced to pass through holes in stout metal straps

having the same outline as the corselet. Wing

nuts on the bolts can be screwed down to bring

straps and corselet into hard contact with the edge
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of the rubber collar of the diving dress, which is

pinched between them.

Fig. 118.—View of inside of diver's helmet. A, inlet valve ; B, tele-

phone connection for cable ; C, regulating outlet valve ; D, telephone

transmitter ; E, chin contact for ringing bell ; F, segmental rings to

engage with corselet ; G, telephone receiver ; H, air-ways from inlet

valve, with outlets over glasses.

(By permission of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, & Co., Ltd.)

To the two studs on the front of the corselet

are attached the breast weight and the Lifeline
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which the diver uses for signalling, and by which

he is lowered and pulled up. Telephone wires are

usually incorporated with the lifeline.

At the bottom of the helmet and top of the corse-

let are rings with screw threads on the inside and

outside respectively. The threads of each are cut

away on alternate eighths of the circumference (see

Figs. 118 and 119). To connect the two parts to-

gether, the helmet is dropped on to the corselet and

turned through an eighth of a circle. The threaded

parts engage one another, and a water-tight joint is

made between the rings.

The Diving Dress is fashioned out of sheet india-

rubber, sandwiched between and firmly stuck to

two layers of strong tanned twill. It has an inner

collar of the same material, to come up round the

neck, and an outer one of vulcanized rubber, which

is caught between the edge of the corselet and the

screwed-down straps. The cuffs, of vulcanized rub-

ber, press tightly on the wrists, and are reinforced by

strong external rubber rings.

The ordinary dress has rather baggy legs, which,

when the dress is inflated, blow out like those of the

circus policeman. In some dresses provision is

made for lacing up the leggings so that they press

closely against the legs as far as the thighs, leaving
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very little room for air to get into. The reason will

be given on a later page.

Fig. 119.—Corselet of diving dress. Note metal strap and bolts

for securing the neck of the dress.

{By permission of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, <k Co., Ltd.)

The Air Pipe is made up of 30-60 feet lengths,

fitted with air-tight couplings at each end. It is, of

course, able to stand much higher pressures than

those to which it will be subjected in use, to allow
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a good " margin of safety ;
" and is, as regards its

weight, of two kinds
—

" sinking " and " floating."

The first is used near the surface, to prevent the

pipe getting caught by things that might damage it

;

the second near the diver, to relieve him of weight.

The top end of the pipe is attached to the Air

Pump, which in general principles resembles the ordi-

nary piston water pump driven by a rotated crank and

connecting rod, and may be single-acting or double-

acting, single-cylinder, twin-cylinder, three-cylinder,

or four-cylinder, according to the extent of the duties

it has to perform. Two divers will, of course, need

more air than one, and the rate at which air must

be delivered increases with depth owing to its more

highly compressed condition. A cubic foot of " free
"

air forced into a bladder 33 feet below the surface

would occupy only half a cubic foot ; at 66 feet, only

one third of a cubic foot ; at 99 feet, only one

quarter of a cubic foot ; and so on. But the diver

requires the same volume of air to breathe at all

depths. It follows, therefore, that, as he descends,

the pump will have to be worked faster and faster

to maintain a proper supply ; and as the resistance

becomes steadily greater, the work of the men at

the pump grows heavier and heavier.

The Boots which a diver wears are weighted with
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Fig. 120.—Diving dresses fully inflated with air. The one on the

left has laced-up legs, that on the right is of the usual pattern.

(By permission of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, & Co., Ltd.)

lead or brass, and scale about 16 lbs. each. It is

necessary that they shall be heavy to counteract

the buoyancy of the lower part of the dress, and
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enable him to assume a horizontal position without

risk of his legs being pulled up.

SENDING DOWN A DIVER.

As diving is for the most part conducted from a

boat, we will assume that in the case to be described

a boat is used as the base of operations. The " crew "

will consist of men to propel and look after the boat,

one or two men to work the pumps, and an attendant

for each diver.

On reaching the scene of work, the boat is an-

chored and an iron ladder several feet long is let

down, hooked at the top over the gunwale, and

made fast by lashing. A strong rope, called the

shot-rope, having a heavy iron weight at the lower

end, is sunk near the ladder till it touches bottom

and is secured. Near the weight, or " sinker," is

spliced-in the " distance cord." The purpose of

these ropes will be explained later.

Meanwhile, the diver is preparing for a descent.

First he puts on a thick woollen guernsey, pants,

and long stockiugs, with a flannel suit or two over

them if the weather be cold, as he must be well

insulated from the diving dress—which has the

same temperature as the water outside—if he is to

keep himself warm. He may also don a close-
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fitting woollen cap, and a shoulder pad to prevent

the corselet chafing.

He is now ready to get into the dress, which he

enters feet first through the neck. An assistant

helps him to get the neck over his shoulders, and his

hands through the arms and rubber cutis. He then

sits down for the inner collar to be tied round his

neck, the corselet made fast to the outer collar by

means of the bolts and straps, his boots laced on,

and the helmet, with front window open, secured

to the corselet. The air pipe is brought up under

his left arm, the lifeline under his right arm, and

both are lashed to the corselet. The last addition is

that of the chest and back weights, which are sus-

pended by a cord passing over the hooks on the

helmet and kept close up to the body by a cord

round the diver's waist. These weights, 40 lbs.

each, are fixed after the diver has got on to the

ladder.

Thus equipped, the diver carries a weight of about

175 lbs. in air, which, added to his own weight,

would cause him to sink like a plummet if he fell

in the water with his dress uninflated. The dress is,

however, so loose that if only moderately expanded

it displaces a weight of water equal to that of

itself and diver combined, and if fully blown out
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would bring the wearer to the surface and make

him float there like a cork.

GOING BELOW.

The pump having been turned a feAv times to

assure the diver by an inrush of air that it is working

properly, the front glass is screwed up, and the

diver is completely cut off from direct communica-

tion with the outer air.

The attendant now pats the top of the helmet as

a signal that the diver is to descend, and the diver

takes hold of the shot-rope with his left hand and

legs, and adjusts the outlet valve with his right hand

to the proper tension, holding his head under water.

When the adjustment is correct, he waves his hand

and slides down the rope, regulating his speed with

hands and legs. If working in deep water, he will

go down as fast as the air supply permits. The air

pressure must be sufficient to blow the dress away

from his chest and allow the breathing movements

to be easy. By screwing up the outlet valve he can

increase the pressure to suit his requirements, but if

the supply is insufficient he will soon feel the effects

of " bad air ;
" it is therefore evident that the speed

at which he can descend comfortably must depend

in large measure on efficient manning of the pumps.
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The attendant pays out the lifeline as the diver

requires it, keeping it just not taut, but always

under control. This is very important, for, if the

diver were accidentally to let go of the rope and fall

suddenly, the water pressure would overcome the

air pressure, blow the air out of the dress into the

helmet, and give the unfortunate man's body a

severe squeeze.

The ideal conditions require an air supply in-

creasing steadily with depth, and a valve so adjusted

that the dress is loose over the chest, and does not

displace quite so great a weight of water as the

total weight of diver, dress, and attachments. An

experienced diver will under favourable conditions

descend 180 feet in 90 seconds.

On reaching the bottom the diver gives one pull

to his lifeline as a signal to those above. He then

undoes the " distance line," which, like the clue

which Theseus took with him into the famous

labyrinth, will guide him back to his starting-

point, provided that he keeps hold of the free end.

At all but moderate depths even clear water is diffi-

cult to see through owing to the want of light, and

a diver who had lost his distance cord might be

unable to find his way back to his shot-rope. The

precaution of using a guide is particularly important
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when a diver is working in or about a wreck or

among objects which could easily foul his lifeline

and air-pipe.

The distance-line is also very helpful when an

area has to be searched thoroughly. The diver,

letting the line out to its full extent, makes a com-

plete circle, examining the bottom carefully. He

then takes in a foot or two, and circles in the opposite

direction, so as not to keep winding the line round

the shot-rope.

The process is repeated until the whole area has

been well searched.

WORKING BELOW WATER.

By means of the telephone, or, if this is not used,

by a code of rope signals, the diver is able to give

directions to his attendants or receive the same

from them. The telephone, of course, has obvious

advantages, as by it may be conveyed information

which the most elaborate system of signalling could

not transmit ; and it enables two or more divers

working from a common base to keep in touch with

one another.

Self-contained electric lamps are used at depth

to assist the diver to search or do work ; but the

light they throw is largely absorbed by the water,
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so that the diver has to depend very largely on his

sense of touch. Tools are usually attached to him

by cords, to prevent their being lost or mislaid.

As he is very little heavier than the water he

displaces, the diver can move vertically very easily,

and jump obstacles which he could not possibly

clear on land. Also his lifting powers are consider-

ably greater in water than in air, the difference

being more marked when the specific gravity of the

object is almost the same as that of water.

This is a great help to him when he has to remove

merely waterlogged things from a wreck, but on

the other hand he is greatly handicapped by his

lightness. His pushing and pulling-down capacity

is very small unless he has a fixed object to thrust

against or anchor himself to ; and he has to move

slowly and deliberately, since the resistance of the

water is great and his foothold very insecure. Any-

body who has tried to walk fast in water up to the

waist will understand this, and will readily believe

that a diver, if standing upright, is unable to stem

even a slight current.

The diver finds it advantageous to crawl rather

than to walk, as in the first position he gets a better

grip of the bottom, offers less surface to the water,

and can see better where he is going.
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COMING UP.

A diver with a loose-legged dress has to be careful

about the air-pressure when he is working in a

recumbent or prone position. If his feet get too

high, the air will collect in the legs of the dress, and

draw his feet above his head. The air round his legs

is then " trapped " by the pressure outside being

less than at the escape valve, and he may find him-

self rising helplessly to the surface. Now, though a

quick ascent is less dangerous than a sudden fall, it

may have very unpleasant effects—even serious

effects if the rise be great. The air pumped into the

dress penetrates all the tissues of the body. The

oxygen is used up and expelled ; but the nitrogen

is partly absorbed, until the blood becomes charged

with it as " soda " water in a syphon is with car-

bonic acid gas. The amount of nitrogen taken in

increases with the pressure and the time during

which the pressure lasts. As the diver rises through

the water his blood gives off the nitrogen quickly,

as soda water does gas when allowed to escape

from the syphon ; but the tissues yield it up very

slowly, especially those round the joints.

A quick ascent, by suddenly reducing the pressure,

allows the nitrogen in the tissues to expand more
(1,831) 19
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rapidly than it can escape, and causes agonizing

pains at the joints, and, in extreme cases, paralysis

or even sudden death ; so that being " blown up "

is a real danger.

The trouble described, commonly known as

" caisson disease," attacks people other than divers

who work in high-pressure air, and is avoided only

by care in " decompressing " slowly. The diver

ascending from deep water comes up slowly on the

shot-rope, halting at certain depths for specified

periods, which increase in length as he gets nearer

the surface. The longer he has been under water

the longer must the stoppages, and therefore the

total time of ascent, be. Thus, after 15 minutes'

work at 100 feet, a diver will come up quickly to

within 20 feet of the surface, rest 3 minutes, ascend

10 feet, rest 5 minutes, and then come out. If,

however, he has been below at this depth for half

an hour, he will halt 5 minutes at 30 feet, 10 minutes

at 20 feet, and 15 minutes at 10 feet ; and, though

the period of work is only twice as long as in the

first case, the ascent will be three times as long.

The difference becomes much greater at extreme

depths. To take an instance. At 200 feet a diver

would not work as a rule longer than 12 minutes,

and the ascent will occupy 32 minutes. But should
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circumstances compel him to prolong his stay to

more than an hour, he must come up very slowly,

spreading his ascent over 4 hours—a very tedious

business ! Should a man be blown up, he must at

once be sent down again to the depth whence he

came, to restore the pressure. But prevention is

better than cure, hence the use of the laced-up

leggings (Fig. 121) to which reference has been made

on an earlier page. As the lacing keeps the dress

close to the legs, the air-space is made too small to

float the feet and so start a " blow-up."

WORKING AT GREAT DEPTHS.

Exceptionally good physique is required to fit a

diver for work at depths of over 150 feet, and a cool

head to extricate himself from awkward situations.

The exploration of deep-lying wrecks for treasure

demands special qualities, including courage, since

the risks of getting entangled are considerable, and

it would be difficult for a second diver, even if very

efficient, to give assistance. As a matter of fact,

however, accidents are of rare occurrence.

The greatest known depth at which divers have

done practical work with safety is 210 feet, where

the pressure is 93 lbs. to the square inch. Among

the finest diving exploits we may quote those of
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Fig. 121.—Back view of diving dress with legs laced up.

{By permission of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, & Co., Ltd.)
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James Hooper, who removed a cargo from the

Cape Horn at a depth of 201 feet ;
of Lambert, who

retrieved £90,000 of gold

from the Alphonso XII. in

160 feet off Grand Canary ;

and of A. Erostarbe, who

brought up silver bars to

the value of £10,000 from

the Skyro, sunk off Cape

Finisterre.

To make things easier

for divers at great depths,

and to do away with the

need for slow decompres-

sion, several forms of pres-

sure-resisting dresses have

been designed. One of

these is shown in Fig. 122.

The helmet is very similar Fig. 122.—Special pressure-resist-

, ,

.

. , ing dress for use at great depths.
to the ordinary type, but

(By permission of Messrs. Siebe>

the corselet extends nearly Gorman
>

& Co
->
LW)

to the waist to form a body-piece. Between this

and a copper thigh-piece is a flexible dress sup-

ported internally by strong springs. Similar flexible

parts enclose the legs and the arms.

To prevent the feet being driven up towards the
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body by pressure on the soles, the inventor uses

jointed rods.

The air pressure inside the dress is considerably

less than that of the water outside, and the dress has

therefore to be able to stand the difference. As air

evidently could not escape from the helmet against

a high water pressure, the outlet valve delivers into

a floating tube reaching upwards towards the surface.

The pressure in the dress will be that of the water

at the depth where the upper end of the tube is
;

and the diver adjusts it by letting the tube rise or

drawing it down. The weight of the suit is about

400 lbs.

SELF-CONTAINED DIVING APPARATUS.

This renders the user independent of pumps and

air tubes, and gives him greater freedom of action.

Though not usable at depths greater than 50 feet,

it is very convenient for exploring flooded mines

and tunnels. It played a very prominent part

during the construction of the Severn Tunnel, en-

abling diver Lambert to travel 1,200 feet through a

submerged heading and close an open valve which

had prevented the heading being pumped dry.

Lambert was under water on this occasion for 90

minutes.
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The dress (Fig. 123) is of the usual kind, except for

the special helmet. The back weight is replaced by

a tank containing caustic soda and two cylinders

Fig. 123.—Side (left) and back (right) views of the self-contained

diving dress.

(By permission of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, & Co., Ltd.)

filled with a mixture of air and oxygen compressed

to 1,800 lbs. to the square inch. As he descends,

the diver opens a valve in one of the cylinders and

inflates his dress to the correct extent. The air

exhaled from the mouth passes through a tube into
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the chemical tank, where the carbonic acid is re-

moved from it and oxygen is restored. It then

returns to the helmet to be used again. The action

of the chemical is, however, limited, and the com-

pressed charges in the cylinders must be called upon

to keep the air supply sufficiently fresh. One

charge will last the diver for a couple of hours or so.

LIFE-SAVING HELMETS.

More simple than the self-contained diving dress

is that designed for enabling men to escape from a

sunken submarine boat, or to enter chambers filled

with poisonous gases or smoke.

The need for an apparatus of this kind has been

made evident by the many terrible disasters that

have overtaken submarines, leaving men to die a

lingering death. When a submarine is breached

by collision she immediately begins to sink, as her

buoyancy is very small. Should the leak be greater

than the pumps can cope with, her fate is sealed :

she goes to the bottom. The men in her may not be

drowned forthwith, if the hole is near the bottom,

as air will be trapped above it. But the gas given

off by the accumulators when sea water reaches

them makes the air bad for respiration, and, even

if the cylinders of compressed air are turned on,



Fig. 124.—Man equipped in combined jacket and helmet, ready-

to escape from submerged submarine.

(Photo, Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, & Co., Ltd.)
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it is only a question of time when breathing will

become impossible.

To escape by merely opening the hatches, holding

breath, and bobbing up to the surface is impracticable,

as the water rushing in would prevent any one getting

out, and by the time the vessel was full, everybody

in it would be drowned.

To solve the problem the submarine must contain

(1) chambers wherein the men can take refuge when

the boat is filled, and (2) easily-donned apparatus

which will allow them to leave the refuge and pass

out through the hatches.

In Fig. 125 we show the section of a submarine

having at each side an air-trap open at the bottom

only, so as to act as a diving bell. In the trap are

hung a sufficient number of combination helmets

and dresses to supply all the crew. The outfit

illustrated by Fig. 124 consists of a helmet large

enough to allow the head free movement, a jacket

long enough to reach to the thighs, and an air-

purifying cylinder attached to the front of the

jacket.

The dress can be put on in thirty seconds without

assistance. A stout belt buckled lightly round the

waist secures it in place, and the wearer then has his

head and body enclosed in what is practically a
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small diving bell. He now passes under the air-lock,

taking care not to stoop too much, and finds his

way to the hatch, through which he ascends rapidly

Fig. 125.—Men leaving a sunken submarine in life-saving dress.

(By permission of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, & Co., Ltd.)

to the surface. As he rises, the air imprisoned in his

dress expands and assists him, any surplus blowing

under the belt. When he is afloat he first inflates

with his mouth an air-belt forming part of the dress,

and then opens the window in the front of the helmet.
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The air imprisoned in the dress itself is now released,

and he would sink but for the buoyancy of the

lifebelt.

It should be understood that the dress would not

be of any use at very great depths, as the water

would crush the body exposed to it ; but since

accidents to submarines generally occur in shallow

water, there is very good reason for making it part

of a submarine's equipment.

THE DIVING BELL.

For work such as the preparation of under-water

foundations the diving bell is much used. Modern

types are roomy, have windows in the top or sides

to admit daylight, and electric lamps to give artificial

light, and are fitted with telephones. The ordinary

or " Smeaton " bell—so named after its inventor,

the famous lighthouse builder—is a rectangular,

floorless chamber built of well-riveted steel plates

stiffened by internal frames. Chains running from

four points on the top meet in a ring or rings

over the centre. The bell is raised or lowered by a

crane mounted on a stage, pier, or barge, as the case

may be, the lifting-hook being passed through the

ring or rings mentioned.

Air is pumped into the bell through a valve at the
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top, Avhich corresponds to the inlet valve of the

diver's helmet. Provided that the pressure be

slightly greater than that of the water at the bottom

of the bell, water will not rise inside the bell, and

any surplus air will escape

under the bottom edges. Ik

The weight of the bell must Y
of course be sufficient to j?

allow it to sink when blown MM
quite empty. /^smsmLft^JI^St^^^

During ascent and de- / ^*§JjjLljjj§j|P \

scent the men sit on seats 1^^ ^4
round the inside, which can

be folded back when not

in use. On reaching the

bottom they get off and

move about and work as

in a small chamber above ^
ground. The labour of Fi8- 126—External view of a

Smeaton type diving bell.

muscular exertion increases

with depth, and frequent rests are necessary during

deep-sea work. Voices sound thin and metallic in

the dense air, while noises produced by blows are

much exaggerated. But companionship, freedom

of movement, and good illumination render the

working conditions on the whole less burdensome
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than those which the dress diver has to put up

with.

THE AIR-LOCK BELL.

This has a large tubular shaft, a yard or so in

diameter, running from the top to well above water-

level. Inside the shaft is a ladder by which the men

(REMOVABLE WEIGHTS)

Fig. 127.—View of the inside of a Smeaton diving bell.

climb in and out ; and at the top is an air-lock to

make it possible to pass into the bell without letting

the compressed air escape. A man who wishes

to descend enters the lock through the outer door,

makes it fast, and turns a valve which admits air

gradually from the shaft until the pressures of the
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lock and the shaft are equal. He can then open the

inner door, and, after closing it, descend the ladder.

To leave the bell the process is reversed. The air-

lock does away with the need for raising the bell

when the men cease work, or when tools or materials

are needed. Some have a separate lock and tube

Fig. 128.—Section of a two-chamber diving bell. The right-hand

compartment is entirely enclosed, and the pressure can be maintained

in it when the bell is drawn to the surface.

(By permission of Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, & Co., Ltd.)

through which to send down materials or remove

the " spoil " excavated. But every addition neces-

sarily makes the bell more cumbersome and difficult

to handle.

DECOMPRESSION CHAMBERS.

It may happen that, owing to bad weather blowing

up, a bell may have to be raised too quickly to give
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proper time for " decompression "
; or that the bell

is used in water so deep that the necessary slowness

of raising would hinder operations. Some diving

bells are therefore constructed as shown in Fig. 128,

wherein chamber A is the ordinary open-bottomed

Smeaton bell, and B an entirely closed-in de-

compression chamber. Each compartment has an

air-pipe, g, h, in connection with its own pump. In

partition c is a door d, opening into B.

When the bell is about to be lifted, the divers pass

from A into B and close the door. The bell may

then be lifted out of the water. By means of valve

/, the occupants of B let the air pressure down

slowly until it is the same as that outside. They

can then open the door and get out.
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CHAPTER XI.

SALVAGE WORK AT SEA.

Salvage vessels—Methods of raising sunken vessels—The diver

—

Applying patches and pads—Lifting a sunken ship—Raising the

Taranaki—Lifting a wreck in shallow water—How H.M.S.

Gladiator was salved—Getting ships off rocks—Dispersing

wrecks.

SALVAGE VESSELS.

OALVAGE work is carried on under so widely

^ varying conditions, that it demands the use

of special vessels equipped with great quantities of

gear and machinery of all kinds. The hull of such

a ship is generally of wood, which will stand more

knocking about than steel plates without leaking.

Below decks are storerooms filled with powerful

purchase blocks, hydraulic jacks, slings, shackles,

manila and steel ropes, rolls of canvas for making

pads, oakum to fill pads with, cement, steel plates,

wooden planks for patches, and so on. The work-

shops will contain forges, lathes, drilling machines,

and pneumatic tools, rock drills, and other time-
(1,831) 20
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saving devices—the last being of great importance.

In other parts of the ship we shall find air-com-

pressors and portable pumps driven by steam-

engines or internal-combustion motors ; electric

light generating plant ; and a fine array of diving

equipment, line-

throwing guns, heavy

anchors, etc. On

deck the most notice-

able objects are the

steel masts, each

supporting the jibs

of two or more

powerful steam der-

ricks capable of lift-

ing up to perhaps

forty tons apiece.

Air Pipe

—
~.~'

Hook _
*--« Bo/ts

—"^

T—-
-

Fig. 129.—Diagrams showing a closed

hatchway and pipes rigged for emptying

a sunken ship by pumping.

Finally, the vessel is provided with powerful

propelling engines, to enable her to move about

quickly and on occasion take a rescued ship in tow.

The salvage steamer is, in short, a combined store,

workshop, and tug, ready to supply any part or assist

in the performance of any operation which her

resourceful commander may find necessary for

effecting his progress.
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RAISING SUNKEN VESSELS.

Speaking generally, there are three ways of getting

a sunken ship afloat : (1) Closing her up so that

more water cannot enter, and pumping her dry ; or

forcing the water out by compressed air, so that she

rises by her own buoyancy. (2) Lifting her by means

of pontoons or other buoyant objects attached to her

by strong cables. (3) The first two combined ; the

ship being lifted and got into shallow water by the

second, and floated by the first.

The course to be followed will necessarily be

decided by the conditions. In deep water the

pumping-out process would subject the vessel

—

supposing that she could be made sufficiently water-

tight—to so great pressure from the water outside,

that lifting by external means is preferred. In

shallow water, on the other hand, it may be com-

paratively easy to stop leaks and pump out ; or,

if the deck openings cannot be made staunch, to

extend the bulwarks or coamings of hatchways to

above water-level by temporary box-like caissons of

timber.

THE DIVER.

Whatever course be adopted, the diver will play

an important part in it. He must be trained to the
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Fig. 130.—Section and plan of a caisson built up from a sunken ship's

hatchway to above water-level.

work and show a great deal of resource. On him

falls the duty of surveying the wreck, taking care-
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ful notes of its position on the bottom, removing

top-hamper, getting tackle into place, exploring the

interior to close port-holes and other openings, and

of stopping fractures and holes in a ship's hull.

Patching leaks is carried out in various ways,

according to the nature of the leak and the time

available. The diver's first task is to remove, by

blasting, any outward-turning edges of plates round

the opening, so that whatever is applied outside

may " bed-down " flat.

If time is not of great importance, the following

method is often used. A movable stage is rigged

level with the bottom of the fracture or hole, for

the divers to stand on while working. A bolster

of stout canvas, well filled with oakum, is placed

vertically on the sound plates on either side. On

the bolsters are laid horizontal stout timber planks,

a foot wide and four to five inches thick, in contact

with one another. Each is secured in position by

long bolts with hooked ends to catch over any

convenient part of the metalwork of the ship, and

threaded at the other end to take a large " butterfly
"

screw outside the plank. The pressure of the screws

on the planks flattens out the bolsters and makes the

joints watertight on the vertical edges of the patch.

When the patch has been completed—the planks
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being applied from the bottom upwards—the joints

between the planks are caulked with oakum or

covered with battens nailed on outside.

In some cases a pad is prepared above water and

applied in one piece. The divers measure off the

Shell
^j/plafing

ZSfliui

nmnn^r i

Fig. 131.—-Section and plan of a pad stopping a leak in a ship's skin.

fracture and decide the positions and length of the

bolts required. Planks of the proper length are

bolted together edgeways, and a long bolster is nailed

all round the edge on the face which will be next the

plates, and bolt holes are drilled where indicated

by the divers. The pad is then weighted, lowered,

and made fast. (Fig. 131.)

Another form of pad is a mattress backed with
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planks set small distances apart and all stapled to

stout cables, which are passed under the vessel and

drawn tight at the ends. The inward pressure of

the water when the interior is pumped out assists

to keep the pad up against the plates.

A more difficult and tedious job is the affixing of

steel plates over a leak, as bolt holes have to be

drilled in the hull by pneumatic tools and a template

to be made very carefully to show their exact position.

The plate (or plates, if the hole is a very large one)

is drilled to match the template, and bent to the

curves of the hull. If it be impossible to get at the

spot from inside to pass the bolts through, a special

kind of bolt is used with a head which can be pushed

through the hole from the outside and then " tum-

bles " so as to form a T, which cannot be withdrawn.

LIFTING A SUNKEN SHIP.

If a vessel has sunk in water deep enough to

cover her masts at low tides, her position may have

to be established before any other work can be

done. This is effected either by sweeping the bot-

tom with a cable attached to two boats, or by sending

down clivers. The place is then marked by buoys.

The next business is to procure a number of

specially constructed pontoons with a total buoy-
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ancy sufficient to carry the full weight of the ship.

The type of pontoon now generally used has a

central well, through which the lifting cables are

passed to powerful steam capstans on the deck,

and sound water-tight compartments, which can be

flooded or emptied at will. Each cable is made up

of several strands, each composed of many steel

wires laid together, and has a breaking strain of

nearly 300 tons. If the vessel lies with her stern

and bows not sunk in the sand, the cables can in

many cases be got under her by " sweeping." Two

steamers, with a loop of cable trailing on the bottom

between them, go full speed ahead on either side of

the wreck, and so drag the cable forcibly under her.

They then back and advance repeatedly until it has

worked along into the desired position, which is

decided by the divers. If, however, sweeping

proves impracticable, a passage is cleared beneath

the keel by means of an air-jet or water-jet, and a

small chain passed through to " lead " a lifting cable

attached to its end.

When enough cables have been got under, they are

hove taut to the pontoons at low tide. As the tide

rises, the buoyancy of the pontoons lifts the wreck

from the bottom, and allows it to be moved into

shallower water. At next low tide the cables are
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shortened, ready for another lift. This process is

repeated until the sunken craft gains water shallow

enough to permit of her being patched—if breached

—and pumped out.

Should the rise and fall of the tide be too small

to be turned to account in this way, the pontoons

are sunk till almost awash, by letting water into

some of their compartments, the cables are made

taut, and the water is pumped out again. The

pontoons rise in the water, lifting the wreck. The

effect is the same as that of a tidal rise, though the

lifts may not be so big. This method was employed

by Colonel Gowan for clearing Sebastopol Harbour,

where there is practically no tide, of the wrecks of

ships sunk during the Crimean War. One of these

vessels, the Vladimir, weighed—including the mud

which filled it—5,000 tons. The engineer built four

huge pontoons, each displacing 140,000 cubic feet,

and harnessed them to the vessel by means of

chains of 2 J-inch iron.

RAISING THE " TARANAKI."

About forty years ago the screw steamer Taranaki,

of 229 tons, sunk in 105 feet of water in Queen

Charlotte's Sound, New Zealand, was raised in

this manner. Between the ship and the shore
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was a steep bank, covered by only twenty-one feet

at high tide, over which she had to be lifted : the

existence of this bank increased greatly the difficulty

of moving her. Four large pontoons were built,

moored two on each side of the wreck, and connected

by twenty-two stout beams, each consisting of two

parallel pieces five inches apart. Near each end of

every beam a large lifting rod hung down through the

central slit, so that there were forty-four rods in all.

Each rod was composed of several removable and

adjustable links, and had a hook at the bottom for

passing through a porthole of the ship, and at the

top a large nut, which pressed on a plate supported

by the beam. When the rod had been made fast

to the ship, the screwing-down of the nut tended

to draw the ship upwards. To make a lift, all the

nuts were turned in rotation until about two feet of

the screwed threads on the top links projected.

Simultaneously the pontoons were emptied. These

operations took place on the rising tide.

When the vessel had been towed till it grounded

again, the pontoons were lowered, the nut screwed

back, and a link in each rod removed or shortened

to make things taut. Successive lifts brought the

gunwale of the ship up to the cross beams, which

were then packed up, until the portholes could be



Fig. 132.—Bridge £-mile long built trom Lundy Island to H.M.S.

Montague to assist salvage operations.

(Photo by Gibson and Sons, Penzance.)
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reached, and the leak, the cause of foundering, be

stopped up. Eventually the Taranaki was pumped

out and found to be in good condition. The total

of the vertical lifts was ninety-two feet, and the

greater part of it was effected by the screws.

LIFTING A WRECK IN SHALLOW WATER.

Assuming the wreck to have reached, or to have

sunk in, shallow water, one of two courses will be

adopted by the salvers. They will either make her

water-tight and pump her dry, or, if there is a breach

which cannot be got at, seal her decks and portholes

and expel the water by means of compressed air.

In the first case the divers apply patches, as

already described, and close every path to outside

water. Decks and hatchways are supported by

vertical baulks to counteract the water pressure

which will fall on them when the pumps get to work.

Then the suction pipes are fixed, and air pipes to

admit air brought up to above water-level (Fig. 129).

If the compressed-air method is employed, great

care has to be exercised to stop all leaks, as air

escapes much more readily than water through very

small openings. Moreover, the staying of the decks

is more difficult, as the air pressure tends to burst

them outwards, and the beams give no assistance
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beyond the holding power of the rivets attaching the

deck to them. So stout baulks of timber or steel

beams are laid over the decks and fastened at each

end to the sides of the ship's skin ; and the same

principle of strengthening has to be applied to

hatchways, funnel openings, etc. When the necessary

preparation has been completed, air is forced into

the ship, the water escapes through the breach, and

the ship rises and floats.

HOW H.M.S. " GLADIATOR " WAS SALVED.

A good example of the raising of a large vessel

from shallow water is afforded by the case of H.M.S.

Gladiator, a 6,000-ton cruiser, which was rammed in

the Solent by the liner St. Paul during a snow blizzard

on April 25, 1908, and sank on a shelving beach.

Immediately after settling, she turned over on to her

breached side, with her masts pointing towards

the shore.

The Admiralty entrusted the floating of the ship

to the Liverpool Salvage Association, which sent to

the spot three of its special salvage vessels, and a

number of lighters, pumps, and other plant. The

problem to be solved was a very difficult one, as the

wound was too large to be stopped up, even if it

could have been reached. Moreover, owing to the
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steepness of the bank on which the Gladiator lay,

and the strength of the tidal currents, there was a

danger that at any time she might be carried into

deeper water.

The salvage gangs began by removing all heavy

movable fittings and equipment, such as guns,

funnels, and boats. They then blasted away the

portion of the steel plating which had been turned

outwards by the collision and, by digging into the

sand, acted as an anchor. Powerful steam pumps

were now rigged to empty the water-tight compart-

ments and increase the buoyancy of the ship. As

a further measure, huge cylinders, called "camels,"

50 feet long and 12 feet in diameter, were prepared

and sunk close to the deck of the vessel, and made

fast to it by means of steel cables three inches thick.

The salvers also erected on shore two very powerful

steam capstans, based on a 900-ton foundation of

concrete, from which chains ran to the bow end of

the cruiser.

When all preparations had been completed, the

pumps emptied the compartments of water, while the

" camels " were cleared by compressed air, and the

combined efforts of the winches and several steam

tugs were exerted to drag the Gladiator—now con-

siderably lightened—parallel to the shore.
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The next task was to turn her over on to her keel.

As she lay in the position shown in Fig. 134 A, with

her masts pointing towards the beach, the righting

effort must be applied from the seaward side. Two

great tripods were erected on the ship's upper side,

and ropes passed over them from the masts to a

couple of boats moored by seven-ton anchors and

provided with powerful winches. Meanwhile two

more camels (c, in Fig. 134 A) were fastened by cables

to the port side to prevent the ship coming over too

far to port when righted ; and on the unsubmerged

bilge keel were piled 250 tons of pig iron.

The pull of the hawsers gradually turned the

Gladiator into position B (Fig. 134), and the tripods

were then removed.

It then became necessary to build a cofferdam

on the deck to well above water-level. This task

was carried out by divers. Large pumps emptied

the water from the cofferdam and interior compart-

ments, while the C1
cables of the starboard camels

were shortened to bring them nearer the keel.

Further hauling brought the masts vertical, as

shown in Fig. 1 34 C.

Two salvage boats now made fast to the starboard

side of the Gladiator, and a third to the port side.

By dint of incessant pumping it was possible to keep
(1,831) 21
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her just afloat. Two tugs took the strange flotilla

in tow, and, preceded by a guard of torpedo boats,

brought her into Portsmouth Harbour, where she

was allowed to ground again while further lightening

of her hull was done. Two days later the Gladiator

found herself safely berthed in dock. Sad to say, her

injuries proved to be so extensive as to render her

not worth repairing, and instead of going into com-

mission again the cruiser passed into the hands of

the ship-breakers. This fact does not, however, in

any way lessen the credit due to those who so success-

fully carried through this remarkable salvage feat.

GETTING SHIPS OFF THE ROCKS.

If a vessel gets aground, she must be patched up if

damaged ; then be lightened, so as to float higher in

the water, by the removal of some of her contents,

which will probably include the engines and boilers.

Should the hauling power available fail to move her,

it will be necessary to decrease her draught still

further with the aid of pontoons.

The refloating of H.M.S. Howe in 1892, after she

went on the rocks off Ferrol, Spain, is probably the

greatest exploit on record in this particular line of

salvage. The ship—displacement, 10,300 tons

—

struck a reef which pierced her double bottom.
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To get her adrift, the penetrating point of rock had

to be blasted away a small bit at a time. The hole

was then covered by large plates and the water

pumped out. The Neptune Salvage Company, of

Stockholm, which effected the salvage, has raised

and rescued ships worth, even in their damaged

condition, over £6,000,000. The unfortunate battle-

ship Montague, which impaled itself on the rocks off

Lundy Island in 1906, fared worse than the Howe,

for after £200,000 had been spent in a determined

attempt to float her, a storm broke her up.

We now come to a couple of curious bat interesting

cases of ship salvage, resembling one another in that

on each occasion only part of the ship was saved. In

the autumn of 1898 a large steamer, the Milwaukee,

went ashore near Peterhead, and jammed her bow so

firmly on to the rocks that it was impossible to

float the vessel as a whole. The after part of the

vessel was, however, uninjured, so an effort was

made to detach it from the fore end. Belts of

dynamite cartridges were exploded round the shell

of the ship, which was successfully cut through just

forward of the machinery space. The transverse

water-tight bulkhead aft of the line of separation

now became the " bows." The salved part was

towed to the Tyne, where Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and
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Kg. 137.—Salved portion of s.s. Milwaukee in dry dock. The
plates were twisted by the explosives used to cut her in half.

(Photo, Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and Wigham Richardson.)

Richardson—the original builders of the ship

—

constructed and fixed on a fresh fore part. So

accurately was the work done that the dimensions
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of the renovated Milwaukee were exactly as they

had been, and her gross tonnage only six tons more.

This ship has since been used continuously in the

North Atlantic trade without showing any signs of

weakness.

The White Star liner, the Suevic, met with a similar

mishap off the Lizard, and she too was deprived of

her bows by dynamite. The recovered part was

towed to Southampton, and prepared for new bows,

which were built at Belfast by Messrs. Harland and

Wolff and sent across to the Solent to be joined on.

DISPERSING WRECKS.

If a sunken ship obstructs a much-used track

and cannot be removed as a whole, she must be so

dealt with that no part of her shall foul other vessels

passing above. All removable and accessible things

of value are taken out by divers. Then follows

blasting with some powerful explosive.

In the case of a wooden ship, two or three hundred

pounds of blasting gelatine or dynamite is made up

into parcels of a few pounds each and distributed

about the interior. All the packages are provided

with detonators, from each of which insulated wires

run to main electric cables 400 feet long. The upper

ends of these cables are joined up to a magneto



Fig. 138.—Salved portion of s.s. Milwaukee, with damaged plates re-

moved, ready for new bow.

(Phvto, Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and Wigham Richardson.)
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current-generator, which, when everybody concerned

has retired to a safe distance, is put in action to

ignite the explosives. The enormous and sudden

pressure put upon the water inside the ship bursts

the wreck open in all directions. Much of the

wreckage floats to the surface at once. Should any

large parts be left, they are broken up by a few

light charges of explosive.

An iron or steel ship is much more difficult to

disperse, as riveted metal plates cling together even

when burst open. A different method is therefore

employed—that of cutting the plates by means of

explosives packed in long tubes. Dynamite and

blasting gelatine are so instantaneous in their action

that they need not be confined in order to shatter an

object which they touch.

The canvas used for the tubes is cut into long

strips twelve inches wide and made waterproof by

repeated coatings of india-rubber solution. When

dried, it is well dusted with wood ashes or some

other material which will prevent it sticking together

internally, and each length is sewn up along the

edges, being filled with explosives as the sewing

proceeds. Finally, the ends are sealed, and a rope-

like charge is ready.

The charges are fixed by a diver in the angles
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Fig. 139.—Old and new parts of s.s. Milwaukee afloat before being

joined together. This is probably the only instance of the two ends

of a floating ship pointing in the same direction.

between the decks and the sides and bulk-heads.

Every charge is secured by weighting and tying so
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that it cannot shift, and is connected with the

electric exploding circuit. The long sausages of

dynamite, etc., ignite practically instantaneously

from end to end, cutting through adjacent beams

and plates like so much paper, and generally opening

the vessel out. Deck after deck is treated in the

same manner. Specially heavy beams and parts,

such as the bow and stern frames, may require large

concentrated charges to themselves : and it may be

necessary to insert tubes of explosive under the

bottom to cut it across and lengthwise. But eventu-

ally the ship will be dismembered sufficiently for her

parts to distribute themselves over the bottom of the

sea or to be hauled up and removed.



CHAPTER XII.

THE HARVEST OF THE SEA.

Value of the World's fisheries—The increase of steam fishing vessels

—Classes of fish—Valuable fish—Great fishing ports—Methods
of catching fish—Trawling—The beam and the otter trawl

—

The steam trawler—The trawl at work—Cleaning, sorting, and
storing the fish—Drift nets—Drifting for herring—Seine fishing

—Fixed nets,

THE sea confers two especially great benefits on

mankind. First, it is a road which costs

nothing to keep np, and over which merchandise

can be moved much more cheaply than on land.

Second, it provides, free for the catching, an in-

exhaustible supply of wholesome food in the shape of

fish. The sea belongs to everybody, and if you have

the luck to catch a fish, no one can dispute your

right to it, unless you happen to be fishing on a

large scale within three miles of the shore of a

foreign country, when the three-mile-limit law may

get you into trouble.

Sea fishing, so far as the experience of most of us

is concerned, is limited to the use of a line with one



Fig. 140.—Steam carrier loading boxes of fish from trawler's boats,

for transport to Billingsgate Market.
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or two baited hooks attached to it—the holiday

aspect of the business. The " take " is, as often as

not, woefully small, not enough to pay for the boat

hire ; and if this method alone were employed to

supply our dining-tables, fish would be an extremely

expensive luxury, instead of a common and fairly

cheap article of diet.

In this chapter I am going to tell you something

about sea fishing as a big industry, and the procedure

of catching fish by the ton and bringing them to

market.

SOME FIGURES.

A few figures will serve to show the importance of

the harvest of the sea. Its actual gathering occu-

pies, in the United Kingdom alone, over 100,000

men and boys ; the preparation, packing, and dis-

patch of the fish after it reaches land employ many

more tens of thousands of men, women, girls, and

boys. The weight of an average year's catch is some

23,000,000 cwt. ; its value when landed, about

£11,000,000, and this must be doubled by the time

it reaches the final purchasers.

The United States runs us very close in the mat-

ter of value of catch. Then come Canada, with

£7,000,000 worth; France, with £6,700,000 worth;

and Norway, with nearly £3,000,000 worth. Ger-
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many, Denmark, Russia, Japan, China, and other

countries have important fisheries, probably totalling

more than those previously specified. Though,

thanks to the impossibility of following them every-

where and tracking them down by eye, fish cannot

be exterminated like, say, bison on land, the can-

stant fishing of the same areas naturally has reduced

their number seriously in some localities. To find

fish in payable quantities, many of our fishing vessels

now go far afield—to the Faroe Islands, Iceland, the

White Sea, Morocco, and even to Newfoundland.

These vessels are not the picturesque smacks of our

little fishing ports, but steamers of good size, well

equipped with mechanical gear and carrying a large

store of ice wherewith to keep caught fish fresh

during the long return voyage. These power-driven

craft cost a large sum of money to purchase and

maintain—a fact which has brought about great

changes in the industry, the small owner being

gradually replaced by the wealthy corporation run-

ning a large fleet ; though many sailing craft are

still owned by their skippers or by small capitalists.

Statistics show plainly enough that the supremacy

of the sail fishing smack is over, and that the steamer

and motor boat are rapidly gathering in the trade.

In England and Wales alone over 2,000 steam
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fishing boats and 250 motor boats were registered

in 1912. The motor is much more popular in Norway

and Denmark than among our more conservative

fishermen. As the Norwegians use motors in nearly

3,000 of their boats, and the Danes motors in nearly

2,000 boats, we may assume that these engines do

their work very satisfactorily. When it comes to

making port with a catch in calm weather or against

adverse winds, the auxiliary motor scores heavily

over sails. It must be very exasperating to the

master of a becalmed sailing craft, with a hold full of

fish, to see a rival slipping by him under the power

of an insignificant engine tucked away somewhere

out of sight ; and we can understand him deciding,

after one or two such experiences, to adopt a more

reliable means of propulsion.

CLASSES OF FISH.

Statistics of sea fisheries divide " fish " into two

main classes : (1)
" wet " fish, which include all

that we regard as fish proper—with fins and tails

;

and (2) shellfish, which the layman does not con-

sider to be fish at all. Crabs, lobsters, oysters,

winkles, mussels, etc., are in this second class.

" Wet " fish are further subdivided into (a)

pelagic, and (b) demersal. Pelagic fish spend most
(1,831) 22
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of their time at or near the surface. They are

represented by herrings, mackerel, pilchards, and

sprats. All other fish of any importance are de-

mersal—that is, live at or near the bottom : cod,

bream, haddock, soles, plaice, whiting, mullet,

dogfish, turbot, brill, etc.

The pelagic varieties roam about, or migrate, in

vast shoals. Though their movements are some-

what irregular, there are certain seasons of the year

at which these fish are most likely to visit our shores
;

consequently the fisheries in these cases are " sea-

sonal," whereas demersal fish, with few exceptions,

do not roam so widely, and therefore may be cap-

tured all the year round.

VALUABLE FISH.

The most valuable fish, price for weight, marketed

in the United Kingdom—the " prime " kinds—are

brill, soles, and turbot, which in 1912 fetched

£3, 10s. 4d., £6, 12s. 4d., and £4, 10s. lid. per cwt.

respectively. Halibut at £3, lemon soles at £2, 7s. 9d.,

and red mullet at £2, 16s. 4d. are the most ex-

pensive of the inferior sorts—known collectively as

" offal."

The herring is, however, the most important by

far of the British sea fish. This toothsome kind,
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" fresh," smoked as " bloater," or smoked and split

as a " kipper," makes up nearly half the total value

of our fisheries. The Scotch and English herring

fisheries divide the bulk of the spoil pretty evenly

between them.

Next to herring in total value come in order cod,

haddock, plaice (all over £1,000,000), hake, soles, and

halibut.

In France, cod is the leading fish, and the oyster

runs it close. Norway boasts the largest cod fisheries.

Portugal leads in sardines ; the United States lands

yearly over £3,000,000 of oysters ; and Canada over

£2,000,000 of salmon (caught in the mouths of the

big Columbian rivers) and £1,000,000 of lobsters,

which, like salmon, are " canned " for export.

But the British herring heads the list in pounds,

shillings, and pence ; all the world comes to us for it.

GREAT FISHING PORTS.

The chief fishing port of the United Kingdom

is Great Grimsby, on the estuary of the Humber.

Its fleet includes over 500 large steam vessels, which

scour the North Sea, and visit Iceland and the Faroe

Islands. In 1912 the Grimsby trawlers brought to

port 1,344,743 cwt. of cod, 653,879 cwt. of haddock,

330,580 cwt. of plaice, and 449,114 cwt. of herring,
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besides a million and a half cwt. of other kinds of

fish. So rapid has been the growth of the industry

here that the amount of fish put on rail in a single

day often exceeds that of a whole year's catch half

a century ago. In one week nearly 4,000 tons have

been dispatched from the quays. The organization

for docking and unloading boats, and handling,

packing, and loading fish is brought to a fine art at

Grimsby.

Hull, on the same river, is another very important

fishery centre, which also deals mostly in demersal

fish ; but in point of quantity it is outclassed by the

two great herring ports of England, Yarmouth and

Lowestoft, which put ashore 2,500,000 and 2,000,000

cwt. (in round figures) during 1912—the large bulk

in both cases being herring.

On the south coast, Newlyn, in Cornwall, the great

mackerel port, takes first place ; and on the west

coast, Milford and Fleetwood, with their enormous

landings of hake.

Aberdeen is the fishing capital of Scotland. Its

trawlers bring in " white " (demersal) fish from the

North Sea, Iceland, and Faroe Islands, and its

drifters herring. As a herring port, however, it is

eclipsed by Lerwick, Fraserburgh, and Peterhead.
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METHODS OF CATCHING FISH.

Nearly all " wet " fish are caught either with

hook or with net.

Hook Fishing.—In some fisheries hooks are used

mainly on long lines let down to the sea bottom.

One long line measures forty fathoms (240 feet),

and has attached to it, by short and much finer

lines, about a couple of dozen hooks. To form a

" string," any number of long lines up to two hun-

dred may be tied end to end ; so that a string of

maximum length will extend for eight miles and

carry 5,000 hooks.

The hooks are baited preferably with whelks, if

available, or with pieces of cuttle-fish, pilchard, or

mackerel. The baiting of a " string " is a long and

expensive operation. As the lines are baited, they

are coiled neatly with the hooks laid on trays in the

middle, so that they will run out in order without

fouling one another. The " liner " sails—or steams

—across the tide while dropping the lines, so that

the current may carry the hook lines clear of the

main lines. An anchor is attached to the end of

every line to keep it steady ; and a buoy at the ends

of the string and at intervals of one mile, to mark the

position.
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When the string has been down some hours, the

" liner " gets hold of one end and gradually picks up

the whole again. The fish as they come aboard are

thrown into different compartments on deck, or,

if strong and lively—this applies specially to cod

—

into a well in the middle of the vessel communicating

with the sea outside. The live fish are transferred

in port to floating chests, where they are kept till

required for market. Many of these chests may be

seen at Grimsby, Harwich, and other ports, where the

water is uncontaminated by sewage.

The hand line is used in the North Sea and on the

Banks of Newfoundland for cod and halibut, and

elsewhere for whiting, pollock, bream, and mackerel.

The line is weighted at the bottom, and carries two or

three hooks at the same or different levels. Except

for mackerel, the boat is anchored. As mackerel do

not take a stationary bait readily, but will dart at a

moving bait, the boat is kept moving at a speed suffi-

cient to prevent the plummet touching the bottom.

In good seasons enormous numbers of cod are

taken by the hand fine off Iceland and Newfound-

land, where the fish, if biting greedily, are captured

as fast as a man can bait and let down his line. A
single fisherman will catch several hundred in one

day when his luck is "in."
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The netting of sea fish is effected for the most part

with four kinds of nets—the trawl, the drift, the

seine, and the trammel—the character and use of

which we will now notice in order.

TRAWLING.

The trawl proper is a large bag net, tapering from

the mouth to a point at the rear or " cod " end.

The mesh is about four inches square near the mouth,

but diminishes to less than two inches at the point.

Most trawls have a funnel-shaped net attached to the

inside, with its smaller and open end turned towards

the " cod." The fish which enter the trawl pass

through the flapper into the cod end, and if they

try to escape, find themselves trapped in the pocket

between the trawl and the flapper. The principle

is practically the same as that of the common wasp

trap.

The Beam Trawl.—The older form of trawl has its

mouth held open by a large beam, which is attached

to the top edge and is kept from contact with the

ground by a large iron, somewhat like the runner of

a sledge, at each end. The ground rope is of steel

wire—usually weighted by winding some old net

round it—and considerably longer than the beam,

so that it assumes a semicircular shape when the
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apparatus is in motion (see Fig. 143). The warps or

ropes by which the trawl is towed are fastened to

the trawl irons.

The Otter Trawl.—As the beam, to be sufficiently

strong, must be thick and heavy, it imposes a limit

of about forty-five feet on the width of the net, and

is a clumsy thing to handle. Consequently, though

still used by small craft—mostly sailing-boats—it

has been superseded on big steam trawlers by the

larger, lighter, and handier "otter" trawl. Two

drawings of this are given in Fig. 143. The foot-rope

is the same as in a beam trawl, but the place of the

beam is taken by a stout steel wire headline attached

at each end to another board, constructed of stout

planks and iron fittings, and measuring nine by four

to five feet.

The boards are connected with the warps by four

short chains, the pull on which keeps the boards

vertical and at an angle to the direction of move-

ment. The oblique thrust of the water on the inner

surface of the boards forces them outwards and

holds the mouth of the net open. This kind, of

trawl has a mouth up to one hundred feet wide, and

of four hundred square feet area.

The foot-rope of the trawl, scraping along the

bottom, disturbs any flat or other fish that it may
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meet with, and makes them rise in an endeavour to

escape. But as the upper top edge of the net,

whether supported by a beam or a head-rope, is

considerably in advance of the foot-rope, escape in an

upward direction is cut off, and the fish finds itself

up against a wall of net, which, if followed, conducts

it through the flapper into the prison behind.

A trawler carries two trawls, one on each side,

but uses only one at a time.

A special form of trawl is used to catch herring at

certain seasons when they live near the bottom.

It is of very large size, and has a smaller mesh than

the ordinary trawl ; and may be used in mid-water,

not scraping along the bottom.

THE STEAM TRAWLER.

The modern first-class steam trawler is an iron

vessel 120 feet long and of 200 tons burden. Her

bows are carried high up like those of a torpedo

destroyer, and given a wide " flare " or outward turn

at the top, to prevent seas coming aboard in rough

weather. Somewhat aft of amidships rises a super-

structure carrying the wheelhouse. Just in front of

it is a powerful steam capstan for hauling in the

two trawl warps, which run from it to gallows at the

side near the bow and stern. The positions of these
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Fig. 144.—Details of a steam trawler. Bottom left, an otter board

stowed by its gallows. Bottom right, an otter board being hauled

up to its gallows.
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and other details are shown in the plan of a trawler's

deck given in Fig. 144. It will be noticed from this

illustration that the vessel has two masts, and can set

two triangular sails and a jib to take advantage

of a favourable breeze.

The foredeck can be divided into " fish pounds "

by slipping boards into vertical grooves in the

vessel's bulwarks and into uprights projecting from

the deck. Between the pounds is a series of hatches

through which fish is passed down to a number of

compartments or bins in the hold.

When ready for a long voyage the trawler will

have fifty tons or more of coal aboard, and five to

six tons of ice for preserving the " catch." Her

crew is made up of captain, mate, two engineers, a

stoker, three deck hands, and a cook. The skipper

and mate are usually paid a percentage of the catch

value ; the others, fixed wages with perhaps a per-

centage in addition. The system varies in different

ports.

THE TRAWL AT WORK.

When the scene of operations has been reached,

soundings are taken if there is any doubt as to the

depth, and preparations are made for " shooting "

the trawl. The two ends of the headline are attached

to the otter boards, housed at the gallows, and
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a warp passing from the winch through various

" fair leads " is hooked on to the chains of the

board. The net having been thrown into the water,

the trawler goes full speed ahead, paying out the

warps—stout steel cables an inch thick—until a

length equal to about three times the depth of the

water is trailing astern. The speed is then reduced

to from two to three miles an hour.

The time during which the trawl is kept at work

will depend upon the quality of the fishing. If fish

is scarce and luck has been bad, the skipper may keep

on for six hours or more ; if he has been making good

catches, he may "haul " the trawl a couple of hours

after shooting it. The boat is stopped and the

steam winch set going to wind in the warps—

a

business that will occupy fifteen to thirty minutes.

The otter boards are drawn up to their respective

gallows and secured. The net is then gathered in

by the united efforts of the crew, who make use of

detachable ropes running from the otter boards to

the cod end. When the cod is near the surface the

buoyancy of the fish in it suddenly brings it to the

surface (see Fig. 145). A rope is now made fast to the

net and passed over a block on one of the masts to

the winch, which soon brings the " cod " and its

burden over the fore part of the deck. One of the,
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hands then loosens a rope at the tip of the net, and

the " take " empties itself by gravity (Fig. 146).

CLEANING, SORTING, AND STORING.

Now follows the work of separating the " rubbish
"

from the good fish, and the cleaning and classifying

of the latter. Most varieties of fish have their

" insides " removed at once, as when deprived of

these now useless organs they keep better. Long

practice makes the men very expert at " gutting
"

the fish. Each fish is flung, after being cleaned, into

one of several pounds or compartments, its destina-

tion depending on its kind and size. " Prime

"

fish is kept apart from the inferior sorts, collectively

known as " offal "—though they include haddock,

plaice, and cod ; and big fish are separated from

small fish. It may be remarked here that a fisher-

man's standards of size are much higher than those

of the amateur, and he will toss into a " small
"

compartment specimens which a seaside line fisher

would be very proud to catch.

After cleaning and a good washing with a hose

comes packing in the holds. The so-called " boxes "

for the fish are really rows of large bins on either side

of a central gangway. The front of a " box " is

formed by slipping boards one after another into



Fig. 146.—Emptying the trawl of a load of ten tons of cod.

(Photo, ** Daily Mirror,")

(1,831) 23
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vertical grooves on each side, as the interior is

filled.

First, the floor of the box is covered with a thick,

layer of broken ice. On the top of this the fish are

packed neatly to a depth of a foot or so, and covered

over with another layer of ice. Then come more

layers of fish and ice alternately till the box is full

or all the fish have been stored away.

DRIFTING.

The drift net is used to catch pelagic fish—herring,

mackerel, pilchards, and, in some localities, hake

and cod. A single net may be from twenty to sixty

fathoms long, and from two to four fathoms deep
;

and its mesh of such a size as to allow a well-grown

fish of the kind that it is intended to catch to get its

head but not its body through. The drift-net is

intended not to enclose the fish but to trap them.

On striking the net a fish tries to force its way

through : if too large to succeed, it will at any

rate get its head through the mesh, and the gill

covers act like the barbs of an arrow to pre-

vent it freeing itself again. For this reason the

drift net is known as a " gill " net on the other

side of the Atlantic. A mackerel net has a

mesh of about 1J inches ; a herring net, one of
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an inch ; and a pilchard net, one of rather less than

an inch.

The net is held vertically by the buoyancy of

corks and buoys attached to the upper edge acting

against its own weight and that of a " sole rope
"

running along the lower edge. The distance of the

top of the net from the surface is several fathoms

for pilchards and herring, but only a fathom or two

for mackerel.

A number of nets are fastened together end to end,

to form a " fleet " which may measure over a mile

from end to end. All the nets are attached by

short lines to a warp or " messenger " rope hanging

below them. This rope is used to haul them in by,

and also prevents their being lost if cut through by

a passing vessel (Fig. 148).

The nets are " shot " at night, being passed into

the sea over the vessel's quarter as she goes slowly

ahead. When all are overboard some extra warp

is paid out, and its end made fast to the bow. A
sail set on the mizzen mast keeps the boat's head to

wind. As the large hull of the boat offers more

surface to the wind than the buoys, the boat drifting

to leeward keeps the fleet of nets extended. Every

now and then the net nearest the boat is examined

to ascertain how the catch is proceeding.
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A drift net is used at night, and preferably on a

moonless night, as the fish cannot then see the

treacherous wall of string which crosses their path,

and swim full speed into it.

HAULING IN.

When examination of the test net or the increasing

pull on the warp and bobbing of the floats suggests

that the time for gathering in the " fleet " has

arrived, the crew haul in the warp till the first net is

at the ship. Some of the men then lean over and

gather the nets in one by one, while others shake

the snared fish out of the nets on to the deck. The

end nets, which were shot first and are taken out last,

will probably be most heavily laden ; in fact, it

sometimes happens that the weight of fish in them

tears them adrift from the " fleet."

If time allows, the nets will be shot again, and the

first take be transferred to the fish-holds, and sprinkled

with salt if the home journey be a long one.

The steam drifter which goes far from home will

carry a supply of ice, wherewith to keep the fish fresh

until the holds are full, after several days' fishing.

The ordinary sailing drifter will head for port as soon

as dawn appears, or hand her cargo over to a steam

carrier.
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On the Newfoundland Banks a fixed gill net of

large mesh is used to catch cod during the later

months of the year. It is weighted so as to sink to

the bottom, and has corks along the upper edge

to hold it upright. It is hauled up by lines running

to buoys on the surface. Salmon is caught in a

similar net used in the same way at the mouths of

the Eraser and Columbia rivers.

SEINE FISHING.

The third important kind of net, and perhaps

the most ancient of all, is the seine. The ordinary

seine is a simple " flat " net of fine mesh, very deep

at the middle, which is called the " bunt," and taper-

ing off considerably towards the ends, called the

wings. A large seine may be 600 feet long and

60 feet deep in the bunt. The top edge is buoyed

with corks which keep it at the surface, the bottom

edge weighted with lead.

The seine is generally used close to land, its

purpose being to encircle a shoal of fish and bring

it into water shallow enough for the net to touch

bottom at all points. When a shoal is sighted,

the seine boat—usually propelled by oars—puts

out, accompanied by two smaller boats. These last

take the ends of the net and row in a circular course
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in opposite directions with the net as it Is paid out

from the big boat, so as to head the shoal off from

the open sea. When all the net is out, the ends are

brought together to the seine boat, which has mean-

while moved in towards the shore. If the shoal is

a very large one, extra nets, called " stops," are

fastened to the ends of the main seine, to prevent

the fish escaping round the ends, and to enlarge

the space enclosed.

At the end of this first operation the shoal is

completely encircled, but there is still a way of

escape open under the net. So with all speed the

net is drawn towards the shore.

As soon as the net touches bottom the doom of the

fish is sealed, for it does not occur to them to jump

over the top.

The next business is to get the fish out of the

water. To effect this, a small but very deep

" tucking " seine is shot inside the other, and its

lower edge pulled under the fish by means of ropes

and raised to the surface. The fish thus imprisoned

are baled out with baskets.

The seine is much used for the Cornish pilchard

fishery, and sometimes makes phenomenal catches.

" On one occasion, in the early seventies of the

nineteenth century, as many as 24,000,000 fish, or
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8,000 hogsheads, were enclosed at one haul. Un-

fortunately this immense quantity of pilchards was

too heavy to remove from the nets until it had

rotted. It was, in consequence, never utilized as

food, but was finally carted away for manure." *

A smaller kind of seine, the " ground " seine, is

worked off the shore. One end is kept on the

beach, and a single boat shoots the net on a semi-

circular course, bringing the other end back to land.

The nets are then drawn together and the net

pulled ashore.

The Norwegians use seines for catching herring

in shallow water bays. The fish is frightened into a

bay, the entrance to which is then closed by a

seine, trapping the shoal as securely as may be.

The seine also plays a part in the capture of the

tunny, a huge mackerel ten feet or more long, and

over a thousand pounds in weight, which is taken in

large quantities off the coast of Sardinia, Sicily, and

Spain. The net is in this case from one to two

miles long, and hauling it ashore requires the services

of many strong horses. The fish are killed with

harpoons, and then boiled down for their oil or cured

for food.

* " The Sea-Fishing Industry of England and Wales," by F. G.

Aflalo.
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FIXED NETS.

Reference was made on an earlier page to the

fixed gill net used for salmon. Another variety is

the trammel, which consists of a fine-mesh net set

in a straight line with a large-mesh net close to

it on either side. The three between them make

up a kind of net sandwich, the large-mesh nets

representing the bread and the small-mesh the meat.

The middle net is longer and deeper than the other

two, and hangs in loose folds. The nets are weighted

and buoyed to stand upright on the sea bottom.

When a fish encounters the trammel it passes

through the near large-mesh net, and is entangled in

the small-mesh net. If it darts forward and carries

a part of the middle net through the farther net,

it traps itself securely in the bag which it gathers

round it.
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The harpoon gun.

A MONG the inhabitants of the ocean the whale

-**. rightly takes first place in popular estimation

on account of its huge bulk, which is larger than

that of any other living creature of present and

prehistoric times of which record exists. Even if

we could call back to life the monstrous lizards which

once roamed the primeval globe, the whale would

easily hold its own in the matter of size, with its

length of sixty to eighty feet in the largest species,

and an almost disproportionately great girth of

head and body.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WHALES.

Like its relatives, the porpoise and dolphin, the

whale is distinguished from fish—which include the
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sharks—by several very important physical char-

acteristics. In the first place, it is a warm-blooded

mammal "which suckles its young. Secondly, it

cannot exist without atmospheric air, and, though

able to stay below the surface much longer than any

land animal, is obliged to come to the surface at

intervals to breathe—a necessity which costs it

dear when whale-hunters are about. Thirdly, its

tail, instead of being vertical, is set transversely

and moved up and down for propulsion. This

arrangement is no matter of chance, for its hori-

zontal tail enables a whale to come to the surface

easily to breathe, and sink again when it has refilled

its lungs. A fish, on the other hand, does not require

to rise and sink with the same rapidity or frequency.

Fourthly, its skin is scaleless, smooth, and in some

cases extremely thin. A sperm whale's skin, for

instance, is so delicate that it can be scraped away

with the finger-nail. Below the skin is a loose layer

of tissue, and under that again a very much thicker

layer enclosing particles of fat, the whole forming

the " blubber " which takes the place of the hairy

coat of other mammals and retains the heat of the

body. In fish the flesh is separated from the skin

by but a very slight layer of fat, a fact which makes

fish so valuable an article of diet.
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The eyes of a whale are very different from those

of a fish, being small and set well down the side of

the head : its ears are tiny—mere holes in the skin.

If we could trace the history of the whale back

through countless centuries, we should probably

find its ancestors to be amphibious animals, able to

live both on land and in water, like the crocodile

and alligator of to-day. The reason for this belief

is that the whale's skeleton (see Figs. 149 and 151)

includes bones which correspond to those of the

shoulder-blade, upper-arm, forearm, and fingers of

land animals, and rudiments of what was evidently

a hind limb. The fore limbs have in course of time

become flattened, so that a whale's flappers can

easily be thought by the ignorant person to be

merely fins.

WHALEBONE WHALES.

The whales fall into two great classes, the Whale-

bone Whales and the Toothed Whales.

Right Whales.—Chief among the first class are the

" right " whales, the Greenland, North Atlantic,

South Atlantic, and North Pacific whales. All

these are distinguished by their immense heads,

occupying more than one-third of the total length

(see Fig. 149)—which may be anything up to 60

feet—the huge spoon-shaped lower jaw, and the
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narrow upper jaw.

To the edges of

the latter are

attached an enor-

mous number of

vertical plates of

baleen, or whale-

bone, set very

close together, and

edged with innum-

erable fine hair-

like processes.

They extend from

the back of the

jaw-bone almost

to the front, and

range up to 12

feet in length in

a large whale, so

that when the

creature's mouth

is wide open the

baleen forms a

thick curtain on

each side. Nature

has provided in
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this, as in countless other instances, an apparatus

which exactly meets the owner's needs. The

baleen whales have very restricted throats, and

must therefore feed on small creatures such as the

minute crustaceans which swarm in the districts

which they make their feeding

grounds. These animals are too

small to be worth swallowing

singly : many thousands are re-

quired to make a respectable

mouthful for Leviathan. When

feeding, he opens his huge mouth

Fig. 150.—Front and side views of the Greenland whale, showing

the curiously shaped upper jaw and the baleen plates.

and fills it with food-charged water, which passes

under the loose ends of the baleen plates and

through the unscreened part at the very front of

the jaws. This opening is apparently closed by the

tongue while the mouth is shut and the water
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expelled again between the baleen sieve. Myriads

of crustaceans are thus trapped.

The right whales have enormous lower lips, which

can be turned outwards to uncover the baleen plates

when the mouth is shut, or closed against them and

the upper jaw.

The right whale is hunted for its blubber and

whalebone. The latter at one time fetched very

high prices, as much as £1,500 per ton having been

paid. Since a large specimen will yield over a ton of

whalebone as well as 25 to 30 tons of oil (extracted

from the blubber), the hunting of right whales has

been extremely profitable in periods when the

demand for bone and oil greatly exceeded the

supply.

The female right whale is larger than her mate.

As a class these whales are sociable, moving in

" schools," and inoffensive, timid creatures. The

eyes of the right whales are so disposed that they

can see best behind, and whalers therefore approach

from directly in front.

Blow-holes of Whales.—The baleen whales have two

blow-holes or nostrils in the top of the head ; the

toothed whales have only one, usually placed right

in the front. The nostrils are furnished with flaps

which close when the whale is under water, and
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prevent water entering its lungs. A baleen whale

" blows " vertically, a toothed whale in a forward

direction. This is a fit place for correcting those

readers who believe that a whale " spouts "—that is,

ejects columns of water when it comes to the surface.

Of course, it cannot do so any more than we can.

If it begins to " blow " or empty its lungs before its

nostrils are quite clear of the water, some water may

be flung up with the discharged air, but this liquid

does not come from the whale's interior. The

condensation of the moisture in the warm breath

when it enters the colder atmosphere is responsible

for the jet of vapour which some artists, with more

imagination than knowledge of physiology, have

represented as beautiful symmetrical fountains.

The Rorquals or fin-whales—so named on account

of the small fin on the back—constitute the second

important sub-class of baleen whales. As will be

seen from Fig. 151, the head is not nearly so large

proportionately to the body as that of the right

whales, and the shape is more tapering and graceful.

Rorquals yield little oil and whalebone, so that

until recently whalers set small value on them.

Their great size, however, makes them interesting.

The blue rorqual attains a length of 85 feet, and

is the largest of known living creatures. The
(1,831) 24
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common rorqual is some-

what smaller, but specimens

70 feet long have been cap-

•- tured.

§ TAe Humpback is closely

2 related to the rorquals, and

tf f like them has a wrinkled chin

g .8 fej and throat, which can be
ej a: so

£,l! | expanded to draw in water

o
*j | ^ and closed again to eject it.

Its most characteristic fea-

O O *

su-
tures are the huge nippers, in

1 some instances from 10 to 12
S • cq

§ ° «Sol feet long. This whale is a

1 13) |
very active and sportive

I creature, warranted to give

I any harpooner a good run for

°^ creature, warranted to give

o ® ~
a his money.

Itf
THE TOOTHED WHALES.

This class includes the

sperm whale or cachalot, the

beaked whales, the grampus

or killer, the narwhal, the

dolphins, and the porpoises.

None of these have baleen,
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but all are provided with

teeth in one or both jaws.

The Sperm Whale (Fig. 152)

is an enormous creature,

attaining a length of 60 feet

—this applies to the male,

which is much larger than

the female. The teeth of

the lower jaw are several

inches long, those of the

upper small and undevel-

oped. Thanks to its teeth,

the cachalot is able to

catch and devour the squid

and cuttlefish which form

the chief items in its bill

of fare ; and its capacious

gullet allows it to swallow

easily at one gulp masses

of food as large as the body

of a man. That the sperm

whale attacks cuttlefish of

the largest size is evident

from the dimensions of the

dismembered parts which

are ejected by a harpooned
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whale during its dying

flurry. In his famous

book, " The Cruise of the

Cachalot," Mr. Frank

Bullen describes the pick-

ing up of parts of a

cuttlefish's tentacle, " as

thick as a stout man's

body," which has been

thrown up by a dying

cachalot. " To what

manner of awful monster

this portion of limb be-

longed, I can only faintly

imagine. For the first

time it was possible to

understand that, contrary

to the usual notion of a

whale's being unable to

swallow a herring, here

was a kind of whale that

could swallow, well, a

block four or five feet

square apparently ; who

lived upon creatures as

large as himself, if one
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might judge of their bulk by the sample to hand
;

but being unable, from only possessing teeth in

one jaw, to masticate his food, was compelled to

tear it in sizable pieces, bolt it whole, and leave

his commissariat department to do the rest." (See

Fig. 153.)

The sperm whale has a very thick coating of

blubber, from which sperm-oil is extracted, and in

the top of its head, above the upper jaw, a curious

receptacle or case filled with pure oil. This is liquid

at the temperature of the living animal, but when

cooled throws to the top a solid substance called

spermaceti, which is in great demand for high-class

candles and ointments. A large cachalot will yield

900 gallons of head oil and 4,500 gallons of blubber

oil. Another, and infinitely more valuable, product

of this whale is ambergris, which is formed in the

intestine. It has the peculiar property of intensifying

the strength of perfumes, though almost odourless

itself, and therefore is in great demand by scent-

distillers, who will give for it more than its weight in

gold. The adult bull cachalot is a more formidable

fighter than the right whale, and will sometimes

turn on and attack a pursuing boat.

The Narwhal and Killer.—The first is characterized

by the tusk or tusks which the male of the species
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possesses. In most cases only the left tusk develops,

the other being concealed in the jaw ; but now and

then a specimen with two tusks is found. The length

of a tusk is anything up to about eight feet. Its

use is properly that of a weapon of defence against

larger foes, or of offence against its own kind ; it

certainly is not employed for procuring food, which,

in the case of the narwhal, consists of fishes, small

Fig. 154.—An octopus. The sperm whale feeds on the largest

squids and octopuses.

cuttlefish, and Crustacea. Instances are on record

of a narwhal charging a ship and piercing its side.

The killer, or grampus, is a fierce brute which

preys on warm-blooded animals of its own kind

—

porpoises and dolphins—and seals. It hunts in

packs, and, when other quarry fails, will even attack

large right whales : the sperm whale is too for-

midable an adversary. When dealing with a big

whale, it springs out of the water and comes down

on its victim's back, administering a terrific blow.

This manoeuvre is repeated until the poor whale,
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which has meanwhile been worried by other killers

hanging on to its lips, is stunned, and can no longer

protect the huge tongue upon which these sea-wolves

feed greedily.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WHALES.

The Greenland or Arctic right whale is confined

to the North Polar seas. In the past it was hunted

so extensively as to be almost exterminated. The

black right whale is found, under different names,

in the North Atlantic, the South Atlantic, and North

and South Pacific Oceans. It avoids both the cold

waters of the polar regions and the warm currents

of the equatorial seas. The rorquals are very widely

distributed, being found even in the Mediterranean.

Whales caught in the seas surrounding the British

Isles are rorquals in most cases. The humpback

inhabits the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The

cachalot is most numerous in warm waters, but in

summer travels far north and south.

WHALING.

The fishermen of the Basque provinces of Northern

Spain are credited with setting up the first extensive

whale fishery. It is certain that as early as the tenth

century they sallied out from Bayonne, Biarritz,
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and other ports, hunted the Atlantic right whales,

and brought back whale oil and whalebone to be

marketed throughout Europe.

Shakespeare's reference to " parmeceti " as good

for bruises, and Milton's mention of " grisamber "

(ambergris) suggest that the bold Biscayans did not

hesitate to attack the more formidable cachalot.

This industry they managed to keep to them-

selves till early in the seventeenth century, when,

as a result of the explorer Henry Hudson bringing

back from Spitzbergen an account of the innumerable

whales seen in the polar seas, the Greenland whale

fishery was opened by enterprising British whalers.

In those days the relative importance of whale-

oil was far greater than it is now, because mineral

oils had not been discovered, and the traffic in some

of the vegetable oils now available had not been

begun. The English were therefore anxious to have

a monopoly of the Arctic whale fishery ; but the

Dutch and Spaniards, our commercial rivals, natur-

ally objected to this, and the bad blood created led

to actual fighting, in which the English were beaten.

It was then agreed to divide the Spitzbergen coast

up among the different claimants, and that each

should confine his activities to the region allotted

to him. Whatever the reason may have been, the



Fig. 155.—The look-out on a whaler. " There she blows.'
(Photo, " Daily Mirror.")
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English lost interest, and allowed the Dutch to get

control and retain it for a century. In 1680, which

marked the zenith of their activity, the Dutch had

over 14,000 men engaged in whale-hunting. In

1732 the British Government made an effort to

recapture the trade by offering a bounty of twenty

shillings per ton on the burthen of whaling ships, and

the next year doubled the rate. The effect of these

measures was soon seen in the creation of a large

whaling fleet, with bases at London and other

English and Scotch ports. The Greenland whale was

so thoroughly hunted by British whalers—the Dutch

retired after the war of 1770—that by 1825 the

industry began to languish through lack of whales

to hunt, and is now of very limited extent.

THE SPERM WHALE FISHERY.

The sperm whale fishery opens its history in the

closing years of the seventeenth century, when the

New England seamen fitted out vessels specially for

hunting the cachalot. The industry proved so

lucrative, owing to the high prices paid for sperm

oil in England, that the Americans were well content

to leave the right whale fishery to us while they

scoured the Atlantic for cachalot. The War of

Independence, by putting an end to the import of
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sperm oil, compelled us to get supplies for ourselves.

The Government stepped in again and offered large

bounties to vessels which would engage in sperm

whaling. Many ships were fitted out in British ports,

and sent into the Atlantic, where, a few years later,

the supply of sperm whales fell off so seriously that

enterprising whalers passed round Cape Horn to

seek fresh fields. In this way the North and South

Pacific whale fisheries were opened up, to be pro-

secuted vigorously by British and American whalers,

the latter hunting right whales in the Behring

Straits during spring and autumn, and sperm whales

farther south in the Sea of Japan during the winter

and summer. The American Civil War was a great

blow to the sperm fishery, which languished for many

years afterwards. In fact, in the 'seventies of last

century it looked as if the days of whaling were

numbered, owing to the scarcity of big whales and

the increasing expense of capturing them ; and, so

far as the United Kingdom is concerned, whaling is

now almost an industry of the past.

During the last fifteen years, however, there has

been a marvellous recovery, for which the Norwegians

were responsible. About thirty years ago a famous

Norwegian whaler, Svend Foyn, introduced the

large bomb harpoon fired from the bow of a steamer.
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This deadly weapon made it easy to gather in whales

of all kinds. When, at the beginning of this

century, a world-shortage of oils and fats began

to show itself, the Norwegian whalers decided to

reap a harvest, and, when laws passed by their own

Government, in the interest of inshore fishermen, for-

bade their using Norwegian coasts, sent their ships

far afield to the coasts of South Africa, to South

Georgia, an island 500 miles south-east of Cape Horn,

and to the South Shetlands, about 300 miles due

south of the Horn and off the edge of the Antarctic

Continent. In 1906 the Norwegians had £215,000

invested in whaling outfits ; by 1912 the capital had

increased to £2,173,000, and there were at work in

the Southern Seas 169 whale-fishing vessels and 36

floating factories for dealing with whale products.

Of the 23,000 whales taken in 1911, 17,500 at least

were secured by companies operating in the Southern

Ocean. The value of the oil alone has been returned

at over £2,500,000. But success is bringing its own

retribution, for already the whale fisheries are show-

ing signs of exhaustion ; and not those of the sperm

and right whale only. To the modern whaler every

kind of whale is worth attention. His predecessor

was interested only in oil and whalebone ; the

disciple of Svend Foyn, like the pig-killer of Chicago,



Fig. 156.—The harpoon gun with harpoon in position.

Fig. 157.—Ready to fire.

(Photos, "Daily Mirror.")
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sees value in every part of the dead whale. It may

yield little oil and baleen, but its bone and flesh

—

formerly wasted—are now turned to account as

fertilizers for the soil. Hardly a scrap of material is

thrown away.

WHALE FISHING, OLD STYLE.

The old-fashioned whaler was a very sturdily built

wooden vessel of 350-500 tons gross register, with

three masts, all square-rigged, or with square sails on

the foremast and mainmast and fore-and-aft sails

on the mizzen. Though not beautiful to look upon,

she was an excellent sea boat, and able to stand an

unlimited amount of knocking about. At the water

line she had in many cases bands or fenders of very

hard wood as an extra protection in event of colliding

with ice floes. She carried six to eight whale-boats

suspended from davits, each of them about twenty-

seven feet long and furnished with five oars for

rowing, a long sweep for steering, a mast and sails,

harpoons, ropes, etc.

The hold of a whaler contained many large iron

tanks, holding 200 tons each, or a much greater

number of enormous 350-gallon casks, called tuns,

according to whether she were engaged in the right

v/hale or the sperm fishery. The Greenland whaler
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made comparatively short trips, and stowed the

blubber into the tanks, leaving the boiling-down

till she reached port again.

Owing to the partial putrefaction of the blubber,

the oil obtained therefrom was anything but sweet.

Sperm whalers, on the other hand, made voyages

lasting upwards of three years, and therefore

carried with them the " try works " needed to boil

the blubber as soon as obtained. The try works

consisted of enormous metal pots set amidships in

brick furnaces, below which were shallow iron tanks

filled with water to prevent the deck being burnt.

The furnaces were heated with the waste tissues

from which the oil had been extracted ; and the oil

was run through pipes into the casks below decks,

where it kept sweet indefinitely, and therefore would

fetch higher prices than oil obtained from rancid

blubber.

HUNTING THE WHALE.

On a whale being sighted, the ship drops her boats,

each commanded by a ship's officer, and with a

skilled harpooner in the bows. As a whale can

swim much faster than a boat can be rowed, it must

be approached with caution until the boat is within

harpooning distance—five or six yards away. Now
just a word about the hand harpoon, which will first
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be used. The front part, or shank, is a rod of \ -inch

soft iron about 20 inches long, fitted into a 6-foot

pole. To the front end of the shank is attached, by

a stout steel pivot, a large barb, called the head,

which for use is pinned back against the shank by a

small wooden peg. When the harpoon has entered

the whale's body and is subjected to the pull of the

rope, the barb shears through the peg and stands

at an angle to the shank, effectually preventing

withdrawal.

On being harpooned, the whale may make off

along the surface, or dive, or make frantic efforts to

free itself from the weapon buried deep in his flesh,

or, if a fighter, may turn on his tormentors. The

oarsmen are ready for any emergency—to turn,

twist, back-water, and otherwise manoeuvre their

boat to keep it and themselves clear of the mighty

tail flukes. If the whale dives, the rope—of best

manilla, \\ inches in diameter and 1,800 feet long

—

flies out of the tubs in which it is coiled. Before

the rope is all paid out, the whale will probably

find that the pressure is becoming too great to be

borne, and will begin to rise again ; but sometimes

it happens that two or even three boats may have

to join their lines before he comes to the surface.

As soon as he reappears efforts are made to get more
(1,831) 25
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harpoons into him, for every boat that makes fast

increases the drag, which may be made much greater

still by attaching sea-anchors to the ropes. When

the poor brute is tired out, the coup de grace is

administered with a bomb lance fired from a gun,

or with a hand lance driven into the spinal column,

if he be not already so sorely wounded as not to

require this final stroke.

Sometimes the whale—and this applies specially

to the cachalot—gets even with its enemies, demo-

lishing a boat and its crew with a single blow of its

tail or working destruction with its huge jaws. But

so skilled are the whalers that the fight is much more

one-sided than it would be did the whale realize its

tremendous strength and meet cunning with cunning.

FLENSING.

The dead whale is towed to the ship or ashore

to be flensed or deprived of its blubber. If to the

ship, the whale is made fast alongside, and a platform

rigged up on which stand the men who, armed with

keen-edged blubber-spades, detach long spiral blankets

of fat weighing a ton or more each. The body is

slowly rotated, as the cutting proceeds, by a hook

and windlass. The blankets are slung aboard, cut

up and boiled, or stowed below for future treatment.
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The head of a sperm whale has to be detached and

got on deck before it is dealt with. The spongy mass

of the snout is removed and sliced up, then the

" case " or cistern in the top of the head opened for

the liquid spermaceti to be baled out in buckets.

THE NEW WHALING.

The method of hunting just described is still

followed in a limited degree, but not by the up-to-

date whaler. He will have nothing to do with the

old sailing ship, and uses instead a fast twin-screw

steamer of 100 to 150 tons displacement, fitted up

with steam windlasses and carrying in her bows the

deadly harpoon gun (Fig. 156) which has revolu-

tionized the industry. This weapon is a large edition

of the swivel gun sometimes carried on a whale-boat.

The gun itself weighs a ton or so ; the harpoon

rather more than a hundredweight. The harpoon

has two or more big barbs (see Fig. 160) which expand

inside the whale's body, and takes with it a bomb

fired by a fuse a few moments after the harpoon

strikes ; also a rope stout enough to wind the whale

to the surface if it sinks. A charge of one pound of

powder is used to project the harpoon. If fairly

struck, the whale is doomed. He cannot break the

rope ; the ship cannot be overturned like a boat

;
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and towing a ship is exhausting work. And the

chances are that the terrible wound inflicted by the

harpoon and bomb combined will kill the whale

outright. Should he die under water and sink, a

steam winch is set to work (see Fig. 159) to haul the

carcass up ignominiously, and the body is inflated

by means of an air pump to render it buoyant.

~y///"f

Fig. 160.—Sketch showing the parts of the gun harpoon. A, Shank,

weighing 1 cwt., inserted into the gun as far as the front end of the

slot. B, Ring, travelling in slot. C, Line, 1,000 yards long. The first

200 yards of it will stand a pull of 20 tons. D, Hinged barbs, held

together by lashing G, which is pushed off when the barbs enter the

whale's body and allows the barbs to open. E, Shaft. F, Cone, 14

inches long, screwed to the shaft. It weighs 12 lbs., is hollow, and

charged with gunpowder, which is fired by a friction fuse connected by

a wire passing through a hole in the shaft to the lashing.

The captured whale is towed to a shore factory

or to one of the floating factories which accompany

a fleet of whalers, and there despoiled of its blubber,

which is boiled down, while its flesh, bones, and skin

are turned to useful account. Any and every kind

of whale is attacked without mercy. The sporting

character of the old whaling has disappeared ; for

the new method bears to the old about the same

relationship that shark-fishing bears to fishing for
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salmon with a fly ; and has proved so terribly

successful that, unless whalers can agree among

themselves to limit the slaughter, or restrictive

legislation is brought to bear upon them, there looms

the dismal prospect of whales—at least some species

—being exterminated before many more years have

passed.

We say dismal advisedly, for surely the extinction

of the largest mammals—creatures which do harm

to nobody—were too high a price to pay for the

temporary commercial advantages which their de-

struction may confer on mankind.

In conclusion, the reader is advised to visit the

Whale Room at the Natural History Museum,

South Kensington, and to spend an hour among the

splendid exhibits to be seen there. These include

complete skeletons of the sperm whale, the black

right whale, the rorqual—with half-models in

plaster built on one side—and many small-scale

models and interesting parts of full-grown specimens.

Note.—Figs. 149, 151, and 152 are reproduced from the " Guide to

Whales, Porpoises, and Dolphins," by kind permission of the trustees

of the British Museum.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE OCEAN : SEA WATER.

Sea water—Its constituents—Its density—Ocean depths—Oceanic

survey—The sea floor—Shingle, sand, and mud—The oozes

—

Red clay—Dissolution of lime at great depths—Ocean pressures

—Slight compressibility of water—Its effect on sea-level

—

Deep-sea fishing—The heat of sea water—Variations of tem-

perature—The penetration of light.

THE water that falls from the clouds as rain on to

the land is partly retained and used by vegeta-

tion, partly absorbed by the ground, and partly left

free to work its way down by gravity over the

surface of the ground. This remark applies to rain-

fall as a whole, for what happens to cloud water in

any particular part of the continents will necessarily

be governed by local conditions.

All of us realize the enormous eating-away power

of running water. The smallest brook runs through

a clearly denned bed, which has been furrowed out

in the course of many centuries. Boulders and

pebbles on the bed are rounded and polished, showing

clearly that the water has carried away part of the
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bodies out of which they have been fashioned. In

some parts of the world—in Colorado and China,

for instance—we find a mighty river brawling

through deep precipitous channels which it has

gradually carved for itself in comparatively loose

material ; in others we see hard rocks cut through

in the same manner.

Now, the action of rain water is twofold—mechani-

cal and chemical. When moving fast it catches up

small particles of solid matter, and bears them along

with it in suspension until the motion becomes so

slow that settlement is possible. If a river over-

flows its banks, a considerable amount of deposit

will always be found on the inundated ground when

the water recedes. The Nile affords the finest

example of the deposit of silt in this manner. In

mid stream, where the current is strongest, the par-

ticles are kept moving, and may be carried eventually

right out to sea, or be dropped just before entering it

to form the " deltas " which are found at the mouths

of the Nile, Mississippi, Ganges, and other great

rivers.

One can easily understand that soft earth must

be worn away by water. But what about hard

rock, such as granite and limestone : why should

these be affected ?
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Well, imagine water flowing over a sugar con-

tinent. It would soon eat away channels by dis-

solving the sugar and carrying it off in solution.

The same action takes place in the case of rocks,

though very, very much more slowly. The rain

water, which in its fall through the air has taken

to itself oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, and other

gases, has the power of dissolving the substances of

which rocks are composed, as well as some of the

constituents of what is commonly called " earth "

—

to a great extent decayed and powdered rock.

In its passage over its bed, therefore, a river will

pick up calcium, potassium, magnesium, sodium,

and other elements separate or combined with

sulphur, chlorine, carbon, and oxygen to form

soluble salts. The hardest rock cannot withstand

chemical action when a water-borne element with

an affinity for the constituents of that rock comes

along.

We may, then, picture the rivers of the world

transferring annually from the continents to the

oceans a vast amount of matter in visible and in-

visible forms. The ocean itself is a great laboratory

wherein substances are brought together and react

on one another, and are seized upon and turned to

account by the myriad forms of organic life.
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THE CONSTITUENTS OF SEA WATER.

An analysis of sea water shows that it contains on

the average about twenty-seven parts in a thousand

of sodium chloride, or common salt ; and, in much

smaller quantities, sulphates of calcium, magnesium,

and potassium, and calcium carbonate. In spite of

the continuous contribution by river waters of salts

of various kinds at the rate of some thousand millions

of tons annually, so vast is the quantity of chemicals

already dissolved in the oceans—one may safely

assume that the common salt alone would bulk to

five or six million cubic miles—that there is no

perceptible increase in the salinity of the water.

It is quite possible that the proportion of some

chemicals does not increase, and may even decrease,

owing to their being used up by animal and vegetable

matter. Thus, carbonate of lime is constantly with-

drawn to form the shells of the myriads of tiny

creatures which build up coral reefs or live and die

in deep water ; seaweed takes up iodine ; and so on.

The elements of common salt—sodium and chlorine

—

alone do not seem to find a use, and this accounts

for the intense saltness of sea water though com-

paratively little chlorine and sodium are brought

into it by the rivers of the world.
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DENSITY OF SEA WATER.

If you fill a tumbler to the brim with fresh water

and drop into it a spoonful of salt, the salt will be

dissolved without adding appreciably to the bulk of

the water. This means that the density of the liquid

has been increased considerably. Coming to actual

figures, we find that, bulk for bulk, sea water is

about 2 J per cent, heavier than fresh—that is to

say, a vessel which would just hold 100 lbs. of fresh

water would hold 102 J lbs. of sea water. The greater

density of salt water makes it much more easy for

bathers to float in it than in a fresh-water lake or

river.

OCEAN DEPTHS.

How does the ordinary person regard the seas and

oceans which cover so large a part of the globe on

which we live \ Primarily, we venture to think, as

surfaces, sometimes calm, sometimes troubled and

furious ; now climbing the shore, now receding
;

here blue or green, there gray or whitened by foam.

When crossing the ocean he cannot but be impressed

by the feeling of vastness aroused by the sight of

water reaching away in every direction to the horizon.

As a traveller he is most concerned with the distance

between two points on the ocean's surface—that at
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which he is, and that for which he is making. He
takes it for granted that the water is very deep,

but, as he has no desire to make the acquaintance

of the ocean's bed, he probably devotes very little

thought to it.

If, however, the ship were stopped and a sounding

made, his interest would be quickened as the plum-

met-loaded wire ran out minute by minute, and the

pointer crept round the dial showing in fathoms how

far the plummet has travelled. The reckoning of

depths by thousands of fathoms instead of by

hundreds of feet would make him realize more fully

than before the vast volume, as opposed to the

expanse, of the ocean.

Taking the oceans and salt-water seas together,

they cover about T
7

o of the earth's surface, and have

an area of 140,000,000 square miles. Their average

depth has been calculated at 2,000 fathoms (12,000

feet). If the earth's surface were smoothed down

by throwing all the projections into the depressions

and generally levelling it up, the salt water would

suffice to cover it to a depth of two miles.

The greatest depth yet reached by the sounding

lead is in the " Swire Deep " near Mindanao in the

Philippine Islands, where 32,000 odd feet—rather

more than 6 miles—of wire ran out from the sounding
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machine before bottom was touched. If mean tide

level is made the starting-point for measurements

both up and down, we find that the summit of

Mount Everest—the highest point on the earth's

surface—is 3,000 feet nearer it than is the lowest

point of the ocean bed.

If it were possible to submerge Mount Everest in

the Swire Deep, there would be a condition of things

which the illustrator shows in Fig. 162.

The Pacific, besides being the largest, is the

deepest of the oceans, the only one in which depths

exceeding 5,000 fathoms have been recorded. The

Atlantic comes next in depth, then the Indian

Ocean.

OCEANIC SURVEY.

The sounding machine (see p. 107) has given us

such knowledge as we have of the ocean bed, as

regards both its contours or irregularities in the

vertical direction, and its nature.

Many thousands of soundings have been taken in

all the oceans and carefully recorded. From these

maps have been prepared, and year by year more

and more details will be added. It is already possible

to get what is probably a very accurate idea of what

one would find were one endowed with the power of

travelling along the floors of the oceans and the
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ability to see clearly at all depths. On the whole,

submarine slopes are very gentle, far more gradual

than the gradients of the Alps, Andes, and Hima-

layas. A little thought will show that this is to be

expected, for the sea floor, though covered by water,

is not exposed to the eating-away action of swiftly-

running streams, alternations of heat and cold, and

other physical agencies which have produced our

rugged mountain ranges. The constant deposition

of matter from the water has gradually filled up

depressions and rounded off submarine peaks.

In some places, indeed, where volcanic action has

been most pronounced, the sounding lead has

encountered regular precipices ; but such features

are exceptional.

An interesting example of submarine ups-and-

downs is encountered between Senegambia on the

West African coast and Mexico. The bottom

falls steadily westwards for 300 miles to a depth of

15,000 feet, then rises more abruptly to elevations

which culminate in the Cape Verd Islands. These

passed, it falls away gradually to 22,500 feet, and

rises again to the great central plateau which runs

north and south between the Old and New Worlds

for some thousands of miles at a depth of about

1,000 fathoms. On the west side of this the ground



Fig. 163.—The Brooke Sounder, used for obtaining samples of the

sea bottom at great depths. The tube C is hollow-ended. On the

left the sounder is seen descending ; in the centre, striking the bottom.

The links being " upset " by the slackening of the lowering cable and
the pull of the weight, the weight is released, and leaves the tube free

to return to the surface.

(1,831) 26
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falls away in switchback fashion to a depth of 25,000

feet just east of the Windward Islands ; and then

rises by stages to 10,000, 7,000, and 5,000 feet, until

finally Mexico is reached.

Vast as is the volume of the oceans—over

300,000,000 cubic miles—it bulks very small beside

the solid earth, which occupies 200 times as much

space. As the earth is 2,000 miles in diameter, the

proportionate thickness of the watery coating which,

after a smoothing over, would envelop it is almost

negligible : one may compare it with the film of

moisture which would cling to the skin of an orange

dipped into a bowl of water.

THE SEA FLOOR.

Turning from the appearance of the sea floor to its

constitution, we find that close to land it is covered

with the material which the ceaseless action of the

waves has detached, and by matter carried out to

sea by rivers. Where the shore is rocky there will

be boulders, shingle, and sand ; where soft, mud.

In water deeper than 600 feet waves and surface

currents have little effect, consequently the larger

shore deposits mentioned above will not be found

therein ; though some of the finer stuff stirred up by

the waves will have settled here, also detritus carried
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out by rivers. The material is so finely divided

as to form mud—blue, red, green, or gray—inter-

mingled with shells and other remains of once living

creatures.

As the depth increases mud gives way to the

oozes. The Globigerina Ooze, which covers nearly

50,000,000 square miles, is made up largely of the

limy shells once inhabited by tiny creatures that

moved in the water near the surface. Under a

microscope these shells are seen to have very definite

and beautiful shapes (Figs. 164 and 165). Mixed with

the organic remains is clay in proportions which vary

in different localities. Another widely distributed

ooze is named after the Diatoms (tiny seaweeds),

the flinty skeletons of which have settled to the

bottom.

In the greatest depths the bed is of red clay, com-

posed mainly of chemical compounds of aluminium

and iron, and of decomposed pumice stone, flung out

by volcanoes and deposited from the surface. Mixed

with these are the teeth of sharks and the earbones of

whales, and, in some districts, a considerable pro-

portion of the flinty remains of diatoms and related

organisms. The red clay area is calculated at

50,000,000 square miles.

The absence or rarity of calcareous (limy) remains
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Fig. 164.—Foraminifera from the sea bottom, in all stages of growth.

Magnified 30 diameters.

(From a photo-micrograph by Arthur F. Smith.)

at great depths seems mysterious in view of the fact

that the water above is known to swarm with the

same living creatures which give rise to the ooze. It
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V &
Fig. 165.—Highly magnified Foraminifera. Some of these tiny shells

are shown in section.

(From a photo-micrograph by Arthur F. Smith.)

would seem as if the very depth acts as a kind of

immaterial sieve which prevents a calcareous deposit.

This is indeed the case.

Sea water contains carbonic acid gas, which is a

powerful solvent of lime. The inhabitant of the

shell when alive abstracts lime from the water and
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uses it to keep the shell in good condition, but after

its death the corrosive power of the gas and other

chemicals in the water gets the upper hand, and the

shell is eaten away while, now deprived of the power

which kept it afloat or suspended, it settles slowly

to the bottom. The effect of the sea water in-

creases with depth and pressure, and it thus happens

that in water more than 3,000 fathoms deep a shell

is dissolved either before it reaches the bed or soon

afterwards. In shallow water, where the shells are

not much affected during their descent, they are

covered up by their own kind and so protected,

and the continual addition of layer after layer will

gradually raise the bed at the rate of perhaps an

inch in ten years. The hard enamel of sharks' and

whales' teeth, and the material of whales' earbones,

are able to resist the action of sea water for long

periods ; and the fact that they are most frequently

dredged from the red clay is due to their not being

covered up by other material, as happens in the oozes

and muds.

OCEAN PRESSURES.

At sea-level a pump with perfect valves and piston

will such up water from a depth of about 32 feet. If

the vertical distance between piston and source of

supply be increased, the water will rise no farther.
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The reason is simple enough. The pressure of the

atmosphere is 14' 7 lbs. to the square inch : the

pump draws the air away from above the water,

which therefore rises until the column of water is

high enough to balance the pressure of the atmos-

phere. If a very long glass tube, having an internal

bore of exactly one square inch area, were plunged

vertically in the sea till its upper end was level with

the surface, and the top were then sealed, it could

be withdrawn 33 feet before the water would begin

to separate from the top inside. Could we now cut

off the tube at water-level, and catch the contents

of the above-water portion and weigh them, we

should find their weight to be 14*7 lbs.*

This, then, is the average pressure at the ocean's

surface.

Our bodies are subjected to a total external

pressure of some 16 tons, but having always been

used to it we are unaware of its existence.

From what has been said above it will easily be

deduced that, if an object be submerged in water,

a pressure will be put upon it in addition to the

normal atmospheric pressure, and that the pressure

* The height of the water column and the weight of the water are

those given by average atmospheric conditions. On different days

they would be found to vary, according to the changes of atmos-

pheric pressure—as shown by the barometer.
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will increase proportionately to the depth of sub-

mersion. Thus, at 33 feet, 14" 7 lbs. will be added;

at 66 feet, 29*4 lbs. ; and so on. Roughly speaking,

every 2£ feet of water adds 1 lb. of pressure per

square inch.

An easy sum will show that in the greatest depth

of the ocean (32,000 feet) the pressure on a sub-

merged object is 6J tons per square inch. At half

this depth stout glass tubes, empty, but sealed at

each end and lowered on a wire, have been crushed

into dust by the enormous weight of the water above.

Some people think that the density (that is, the

weight per cubic foot) of water increases with its

depth, and that therefore an object very little

heavier than water at the surface will sink until the

weight of the liquid it displaces is exactly the same

as that of the object itself, and then remain sus-

pended, unable to rise or fall. The first supposition

is correct, but the conclusion is quite wrong. Water

is compressible, but so very slightly so that water

which occupies 100 cubic feet at 32,000 feet below

the surface would fill only 105 cubic feet at the

surface. Now, substances which weigh less than or

about the same as water per cubic foot—cork, wood,

etc.—are porous and can be penetrated by water

under high pressure. Therefore, if a block of wood
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is loaded sufficiently to just sink, it will go on

sinking in any depth till it reaches the bottom ;

for as the pressure increases the water will penetrate

its cells, drive out or compress the air they con-

tain, and reduce the total displacement. The

tendency then is for the wood to sink faster and

faster the farther down it gets.

In the case of substances impenetrable to water

—

metals, for instance—they are so much heavier than

water that, if solid, they settle quickly.

Hollow metal objects filled with air, but heavier

than water, will be burst inwards by the pressure,

and then it is merely a case of solid metal against

solid water, as before. The fact of the matter is

that anything which can sink in a pond will sink

to the uttermost depths of the ocean ; and that any

ship which ever foundered went straight down to the

bottom. In imagination we may follow the sad fate of

a sinking steamship. At first, owing to water-tight

bulkheads and many air-retaining objects inside her

hull, her descent may be slow. But soon the bulk-

heads, decks, doors, etc., are burst in, water enters,

and the balance is tipped further against the ship.

At a greater depth her boilers collapse, as if struck

by a mighty hammer, and the buoyancy is further

reduced by the extent of the steam space in them.
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Gradually every non-metal object is compressed or

penetrated by the water, until at last she reaches her

last berth on the ocean bed.

There are two interesting things to note in con-

nection with the pressures at depth. First, that the

compressibility of water, very small as it is, affects

sea-level considerably, for, if the effect of gravity were

suddenly removed, the general level of the ocean

would, owing to the expansion of the water, rise

150 to 200 feet, covering vast areas of land now well

above high-water mark. Second, that some kinds

of fish are able to live at very great depths, specimens

having been dredged from 2,000 fathoms (12,000

feet). While being drawn to the surface these fish

burst, and when brought aboard present a very

curious appearance, their eyes hanging from their

sockets and their digestive organs from their mouths,

through which they have been forced by the expan-

sion of the air bladder.

THE HEAT OF SEA WATER.

Water takes in and gives out heat very slowly

—

far more slowly than earth, rocks, and most solid

substances.

On a hot summer's day the surface of the sea will

show a rise of temperature of perhaps only a couple



Fig. 166.—Some deep-sea fish. The depths at which the fish were
caught are given in fathoms, (a) Paraliparis fimbriatus. Eastern
Pacific, 1,772 fathoms, (b) Chiasmodon niger, with larger fish of the
same species in its stomach. North Atlantic, 1,500 fathoms, (c)

Malacostus Indicus. Philippine Islands, 500 fathoms, (d) Gastros-

tomies bairdi. Atlantic coast of Noith America, 400-2,200 fathoms,
(e) Bathypterois longicauda. Southern Pacific, 2,550 fathoms. (/)

Giganticus vanhoffeni. Indian Ocean, 1,200 fathoms, (g) Sylopthal-

mus paradoxus. Indian Ocean, 1,000 fathoms. The eye stalks are
characteristic of the young fish.
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of degrees, while the rocks on the shore may become

quite hot to the touch. The air heated by contact

with the warm earth rises and is displaced by colder

air from over the sea, and a sea-breeze springs up.

At night, on the other hand, the earth cools much

more rapidly than the sea, and the flow of air is

now from the land, causing a land-breeze. This in

calm weather when what we call " winds " are not

blowing. The circulation of air to and from the sea,

and the fact that the south-west and west winds reach

us after traversing the vast expanse of the Atlantic

Ocean, have a great effect on the climate of these

islands, keeping it far more equable and free from

the extremes of heat and cold which are common in

continental districts far removed from salt water.

In the middle of the Sahara the thermometer often

shows 130° Fahrenheit at midday and several degrees

of frost at night. In Canada and the United States

the summer is intensely hot, but the winter cold very

severe.

Turning now to the oceans, we may safely assume

that the greatest daily variation of surface heat does

not exceed one degree, and that the greatest annual

variation is less than 50 degrees—in many parts only

a few degrees. The highest surface temperatures

are found in the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, bodies of
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water exposed to a fierce sun but almost landlocked,

so that free circulation is somewhat impeded. In

the North Atlantic the thermometer sometimes shows

only 25 degrees.

Below the surface, changes of temperature are

small, but the heat of the water becomes less as

depth increases, except in the polar regions, where

masses of ice keep the water near or below freezing-

point. Taking the oceans all together, and striking

an average, the temperature will be found to fall

rapidly for the first 100 fathoms (600 feet), but less

rapidly during each succeeding 100 fathoms. At a

depth of 2,000 fathoms the average temperature is

only about 35 \
° F., or but little above the freezing-

point of fresh water. Bottom temperatures range

from 30° in the Antarctic to 70° in shallow waters

of the Pacific ; but wherever water is very deep,

whether near the Poles or the Equator, it is very

cold. It has been calculated that more than four-

fifths of the waters in the ocean have a temperature

below 40 degrees.

THE PENETRATION OF LIGHT.

The surface of water acts like a mirror, and reflects

many of the light rays which strike it.

The distance to which those that enter it will
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penetrate depends chiefly upon the amount of

matter present, since every particle of solid matter

acts as a screen. In turbid water a diver may find

himself in darkness a few feet below the surface;

in very clear water he may be able to see quite

easily at a depth of 150 feet.

Scientific tests of light-penetration are made with

the aid of photographic plates arranged in an in-

genious piece of apparatus.

This consists of three parts : (1) a cubical inner

box, with openings in the top and each of the sides
;

(2) a cubical outer box quite closed in except at the

bottom, and of such a size as to fit closely over the

first box
; (3) a long vertical frame in which the

two cubes can slide.

The inner box is loaded with plates and covered

with the outer box in the dark-room, then fitted in

the top of the frame, where both are secured by

catches. The frame is then attached to a cord and

lowered to any depth desired. A " messenger

"

sent down the cord releases the inner cube,

which falls to the bottom of the frame, clear

of its covering. When the time of exposure

has expired, another messenger is sent down to

release the outer box, and allow it to fall on

to the inner, and protect the plates again The
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whole apparatus is then hauled up for the plates to

be developed.

This photometer—light-measurer—has proved that

light penetrates in some parts of the open ocean to

a depth of about 3,600 feet, or more than two-thirds

of a mile. Experiments with filters which strain out

all rays but those of a desired colour show further

that blue rays have most penetrative power, and red

rays least. Here may be found an explanation of the

blue colour of deep, clear water—it absorbs all but

the blue rays. The pure blue of the sky is due to the

same cause—though in this case air and ether are the

absorbents. Where green, yellow, or brown is pre-

dominant, the colour is given by matter in solution

or suspension in the water.



CHAPTER XV.

TIDES AND OCEAN CURRENTS.

The law of gravity—Gravity v. centrifugal force—Sun tides and moon
tides—Spring tides and neap tides—Moon v. sun—Remarks on
tides—Height of tidal waves—Tides and winds—Bores

—

Oceanic circulation—The effects of winds—The " trades "

—

The Gulf Stream—Vertical circulation.

THE existence of the mysterious force which we

call gravity is proved so fully by the innumer-

able ways in which it governs our daily lives, our

very existence, that one cannot imagine anybody

disputing it. The law of gravitation is simply this

—

that every atom of matter in the universe exercises

some attraction or pull on every other atom, no

matter how far distant.

From a simple statement we pass on to further

investigation of this universal law. It has been

established by very careful and exact experiments

that the attractive power of a material body varies

directly as its mass, and inversely as the square of

its distance.
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Let us put this in more easily understood language.

Suppose, then, two objects, A and B, set at equal

distances from a third object, C. If A be twice as

massive—twice as heavy—as B, it will tend to draw

C towards it with double the force exerted by B.

If A were three times as heavy as B, then its pull

would be three times greater ; and so on. So much

for mass. In the next place, suppose A and B to

be of equal mass, but A to be one yard, and B
two yards, from C. One yard is only \ of two

yards. Multiply this fraction by itself—that is,

square it : \ X J = J . Turn J upside down, x»

Then, as 4 is to 1, so is the strength of A's pull

to that of B's pull : in other words, A pulls four

times as hard as B.

From this it follows that two bodies of unequal

mass will attract a third body equally if the distances

are so adjusted that what the lighter loses by smaller

mass it gains by greater nearness.

Turning from imaginary bodies to the sun, earth,

and moon, we may notice that the sun is 25,000,000

times more massive than the moon, but 389 times

more distant, and that if the necessary calculations

be made, the sun-pull on the earth will be found to

be 168 times greater than the moon-pull.

(1,831) 27
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GRAVITY V. CENTRIFUGAL FORCE.

If you tie a heavy object to a string and whirl it

round and round in the air, the string is drawn taut,

and you feel a pull on the hand holding the string.

This pull increases with the speed at which the object

moves. If a spring-balance were attached to the

hand end of the string, you would find that it would

be extended farther at, say, four revolutions per

second than at two ; or, if you kept the number of

revolutions per second the same, that it would in-

crease if the string were gradually lengthened.

This tendency of a revolving body to fly away

from the centre about which it rotates is called

centrifugal force. In mechanics it has to be reckoned

with, and affects the design of fly-wheels and other

rapidly revolving parts, since at very high speeds

its influence is prodigious. Thus, the tiny J-oz. blade

of a turbine making 30,000 revolutions a minute

exerts an outward drag of nearly 15 cwt. In

the universe it shares with gravity the task of keeping

the celestial bodies in their orbits. The earth draws

the moon towards it by gravity ; centrifugal force

draws the moon away from the earth ; and the

moon's orbit is a path in which these two forces are

in exact balance.
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Sun

Now, the weight pulled on the string as a whole,

the drag being concentrated at the point of attach-

ment. The string here represents very imperfectly

the opposing force of gravity, which, in the case of

the celestial bodies, must be regarded as an infinite

number of impalpable

cords connecting^ every

particle of the attracted

body with the centre of c

the attracting body.

We have seen already

(1) that the effect of

gravity varies with dis-

,~ v ., . . .» Fig. 167.—Diagram showing the
tance; (2) that Centrifu-

parts%layed by gravity and cen-

gal force varies with trifugal force in forming the tides.

speed. Let us see how these will act in com-

bination on the earth as it revolves round the sun.

We will imagine, for purposes of explanation, that

the earth is not rotating on its axis, but is keeping

one point A (Fig. 167) towards the sun as it moves.

Since matter at A is nearer to the sun than matter at

C, it will feel the force of gravity somewhat more

strongly. But because the path of which ab forms

a part is shorter than that of which ef is a part,

centrifugal force is less at A than at C. Therefore

gravity tends to get the upper hand of centrifugal
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force at A, while the reverse is the case at C.

So, were the earth a jelly-like substance it would

necessarily assume a somewhat oval or egg shape,

with its long diameter lying on a line passing through

the centres of earth and sun, owing to the excess of

one force or the other at the ends of this diameter,

as compared with the average of both in the path

of average distance and speed, cd.

In actual fact the earth rotates, but this does not

affect our conclusions. It merely requires us to

imagine the deformation to occur in those parts

which are successively presented to and turned away

from the sun, as if the earth were put in a stationary

egg-shaped mould and slowly twisted round on its

axis.

The solid earth may possibly be somewhat de-

formed by gravity and centrifugal force ; if it is, the

extent is inappreciable, owing to the density of the

matter of which earth consists. When we come to

the water lying on the globe's surface, the influence

of these forces is patent enough in the tides.

SUN TIDES AND MOON TIDES.

The earth makes one complete revolution on its

axis eastwards in a period called a day, divided into

twenty-four hours. Therefore a person standing on
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a rock in, say, the middle of the open Southern

Ocean would notice the water rise and fall on the faces

of the rock every twelve hours—that is, the times

of high tide caused by solar waves would be exactly

half a day apart. This statement assumes the non-

existence of the moon.

Next, we may leave the sun out of account and

Fig. 168.—Diagrams to show how the revolution of the moon round

the earth causes high tides to be more than 12 hours apart. In the

course of 24 hours the moon shifts its position relatively to a point

a on the earth's surface, the distance ab being about £$ of the cir-

cumference of the earth.

consider the moon only. While the earth is spinning

on its axis once in every twenty-four hours, the

moon is sailing round it from west to east through

space in an orbit which is completed in about 28

days. Consequently the moon advances relatively

to a point of the earth's surface £t °f its orbit every

24 hours (Fig. 168).
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If, then, an observer notes that the moon has

reached its highest point in the heavens at, say,

9 p.m. on Monday night, he must not expect to see

it at the same point on Tuesday night till
24 h

^
urs

= 50 minutes later—9.50 p.m. On Wednesday night

it will reach the zenith at 10.40 ; on Thursday, at

11.30 ; and so on.

The lunar day is therefore 24 hours and 50 minutes

(approximately) long, as compared with the 24-hour

solar day.

It follows that the spectator on his lonely rock

would, if the waves could be kept quite separate, be

aware of solar waves passing his rock every 12

hours, and lunar waves every 12 hours 25 minutes
;

the second series falling more and more behind the

first, or seeming to do so, for what actually happens

is that his rock takes longer and longer to catch a

lunar wave up after a solar wave has passed it.

It is evident that this difference in speed must

lead to periodical overlapping. At certain intervals

of time, when the moon is directly between the earth

and the sun (as in Fig. 169a), or the earth directly

between the moon and sun, the crests of the two

sets of waves will coincide, and we shall get the

highest tides, called the spring tides. Half-way

between the " springs " come the neap tides, when
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lines joining the centres of the sun and moon with

the centre of the earth contain a right angle, as in

Fig. 169b. At these times the crests of the solar

waves fill in, as it were, the hollows between the

Fig. 169a.—Relative positions

of sun, moon, and earth at
" spring " tides. (The same

effect is produced if the moon
is on the other side of the

earth, in line with it and the

sun.)

Fig. 169b.—Relative positions of

sun, moon, and earth at " neap

"

tides. The moon may be on either

side of the earth.

lunar waves. " Springs " occur at new moon and

full moon ;
" neaps " when the moon is half full

and half waned (at the ends of the first and second

quarters). As new moon or full moon approaches,
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the tides will rise higher and higher, and as gradually

diminish towards the " neaps."

moon v. SUN.

On an earlier page it is stated that the sun has

a much greater attractive power than the moon.

One would therefore naturally conclude that the sun

must be much the more powerful as a tide-maker.

But this is not the case, for in dealing with tides

we must admit into our calculations the attraction

of the earth for its own watery covering, and a

further law that the tide-generating power of a body

varies inversely as the cube, not the square, of the

distance. It is therefore necessary to have further

recourse to arithmetic. The sun is 389 times farther

from the earth than is the moon. We therefore have

to divide 25,500,000 (the mass superiority of the sun

over the moon) by 389 x 389 x 389. The answer

wdll show the moon to have about 2
J-

times more

tide-generating power than the sun.

As a consequence, the lunar waves are much larger

than the solar, and play a much more important

part in establishing the time of high tide. Therefore,

on the average, the interval between one high tide

and the next high tide will be about 12 hours and

25 minutes.
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We have used the words " on the average " with

a purpose, as the intervals vary considerably in

length, ranging from 17 to 43 minutes. So, on con-

sulting a tide-table, one must not be surprised to

find apparent irregularity. As an example, we

take the tide-table showing times of high water at

Liverpool during May 1914. ,

Morn. Aft. Interval. Morn. Aft. Interval.

H. M. H. M.
ay 1 2.22 2.45 12 23 May 17 4.56 5.34 12 38

12 24 12 38
3.9 3.38 12

12

29
36

, 18 6.12 6.48 12
12

36
33

„ 3 4.14 4.54 12
12

40
43

, 19 7.21 7.48 12
12

27
26

„ 4 5.37 6.20 12
12

43
41

, 20 8.14 8.39 12
12

25
23

„ 5 7.1 7.38 12

12
37
31

, 21 9. 2 9.23 12
12

21
20

„ 6 8.9 8.38 12

12

29
23

, 22 9.43 10.0 12
12

17

17

» 7 9.1 9.23 12
12

22
21

, 23 10.17 10.34 12
12

17
16

„ 8 9.44 10. 6 12

12
22
22

, 24 10.50 11.8 12
12

18
17

„ 9 10.28 10.50 12
12

22
22

, 25 11.25 11.43 12
12

18
18

„ io 11.12 11.36 12 24 , 26 — 0.1 12 18

„ 11 — noon 12

12

24
23

, 27 0.19 0.37 12
12

18
18

„ 12 0.23 0.46 12
12

23
23

, 28 0.55 1.12 12
12

17

19

„ 13 1.9 1.32 12

12
23
23

, 29 1.31 1.51 12

12
20
23

„ U 1.55 2.19 12
12

24
26

, 30 2.14 2.37 12
12

23
26

„ 15 2.45 3.13 12

12
28
31

, 31 3.3 3.30 12 27

„ 16 3.44 4.19 12

12
35
37

The average interval works out here at just over
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25 minutes. The variations are due to causes into

which we shall not enter, lest this chapter should

become too technical.

REMARKS ON TIDES.

High water may occur at very different hours at

ports within a hundred or two miles of one another.

We may ascribe these differences to the fact that

the progress of the tidal waves is much interfered

with by masses of land, round or between which it

has to make its way. Except in the great Southern

Ocean, the tidal wave has not a " clear run." The

Atlantic, for instance, does not start developing

tide on its own account until the line of attraction

is approaching the west coast of Africa. The tidal

movements in the Atlantic, and in the seas to the

north of it which it joins, are due mainly to side

waves thrown off northwards by the big waves of the

Southern Ocean after passing the Cape of Good

Hope. These waves have several thousand miles to

travel before reaching our shores, so that we do not

feel tidal effect till much later than would be the

case if there were an open ocean to the eastward,

instead of the continents of Europe and Asia.

It is found that the highest tides do not occur at

new and full moon, but one, two, three, or more
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days later, according to locality. Thus, on the

west of Ireland they are ordinarily three days behind

time, on the east coast of England four days later,

and at London a day later still. The tidal wave

coming in from the Atlantic strikes the south-west

coast of Ireland and divides, one part passing east-

wards into the English Channel and the Irish Sea,

the other, northwards round Scotland—after throw-

ing off a branch into the Irish Sea on the north

—

and into the North Sea. The tidal streams meet in

the middle of the Irish Sea and at the Strait of

Dover.

HEIGHT OF TIDAL WAVES.

As the term " wave " is associated in the reader's

mind with the rollers and breakers which he has

seen, it may be advisable to state that the tidal

waves of the open ocean are but swellings a few feet

high and hundreds of miles wide moving at a terrific

pace, but quite imperceptible by any one passing

over them. They must not be judged by their

effects on the shores of a shallow and narrow sea or

of an estuary. The shallowing of water causes the

wave to travel more slowly, and therefore to gain

height ; and if, in addition, the width of the passage

decreases, the tidal wave, being more and more

cooped in, becomes a moving mass of water which
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may attain an extraordinary depth. In the Bristol

Channel, which offers a funnel-shaped opening to

the tide, the range * at " springs " increases from

about 30 feet at Swansea near the mouth to 50 feet

or more at Chepstow, higher up.

The Bay of Fundy, to the south of the isthmus

joining Nova Scotia to New Brunswick, affords a

still more striking instance of the effects of con-

striction. Here the tidal wave, after its sweep

across the Atlantic, is trapped in a gradually shal-

lowing and narrowing gulf 150 miles long, and at

times rushes up it with a force which piles the water

to a depth of 70 feet above land exposed at low

spring tides. Yet in the open bay to the north

of the same isthmus the maximum rise is only 7

or 8 feet.

TIDES AND WINDS.

The height to which any tide rises may be modified

within wide limits by the wind. If a strong gale is

blowing on shore or up an estuary, it may raise the

level several feet at both high and low water ; while

an offshore gale will have the contrary effect.

Should a spring tide be assisted by a gale, the effects

on low-lying lands may be very disastrous, sea

* The " range " of a tide ia the vertical distance between low-

water and high-water levels.
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walls being overtopped and washed away—as hap-

pened in November 1898 in the estuary of the

Thames.

BORES.

Where the inflowing tide meets a mass of out-

flowing fresh water, a curious phenomenon, called

a bore, occurs. The most famous bore is that of the

Yang-tse-Kiang, which takes the form of a wall

of water 9 to 1 2 feet high surging up the river during

the flow of every tide. The tide water appears to

be checked by the outflow of the fresh water, and to

bank itself up in the mouth of the estuary until it

suddenly gets the upper hand and rushes forward,

headed by the wall-like wave, behind which is

broken water with breakers rising to a height of

30 feet above the level of the water in front of the

wave. After the passage of the bore the water

rises rapidly, and an 8 or 9 knot current develops.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to say that the

Yang-tse bore is treated with the greatest respect

by the shipping on the river ; and one can under-

stand the Chinese attributing to it a supernatural

origin and regarding it with superstitious reverence.

Bores on a much smaller scale are generated also

in the Severn, Seine, Hoogly, and some other rivers,

but only at spring tides, and not invariably even
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then. The exact conditions which govern their

formation are not yet fully understood.

OCEANIC CIRCULATION.

All the water of the ocean is in constant, even if

extremely slow, motion, circulating horizontally on

the surface and bottom, and vertically between them.

Surface circulation is due mainly to atmospheric

currents—that is, winds—the friction between the air

and the water causing the second to follow the first,

though at a much lower speed.

Vertical circulation is caused by water rising to

take the place of that pushed along the surface

by the winds ; also by difference in density resulting

from variations in temperature and saltness. As

surface currents are far more marked than those at

depth, we will begin with them, and to make a

proper commencement it is necessary to say some-

thing about

THE WINDS.

Since hot air is lighter than cold, it tends to rise

and make way for colder and heavier air. At the

equator, where the sun is very powerful, there are

strong upward currents all the year round. This

means that winds from colder areas blow with great

regularity towards the equator from north and
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south. These winds are commonly known as the

trade winds, or " trades," owing to the great help

which they give to sailing ships—in which, before

the introduction of steam, the merchandise of the

world was carried.

Now the earth rotates eastwards, and its circum-

ferential speed increases from nothing at the poles

to a maximum (about 1,000 miles per hour) at the

equator. Consequently the " trades," originally

travelling south and north, by checking the eastward

movement of objects on the world's surface, appear

to us to have a westerly movement as well—that is,

to blow from the north-east in the northern hemis-

phere, and from the south-east in the southern.

Their direction is affected at certain seasons by

what takes place over the great continents. In the

summer the centre of a continent is warmer than the

ocean, so the winds blow inland ; in the winter the

reverse is the case. This action is seen in the Indian

Ocean, where the inrush of air towards the interior

of Asia during the summer overcomes the trade wind

and produces the south-west monsoon. In winter the

heaviest air is over the continent, and the north-east

monsoon blows in the normal trade wind direction.

After meeting at the equator, the " trades " take

the line of least resistance, each exercising an oblique
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push on the other. Consequently, near the equator

we find a north equatorial current and a south

equatorial current, both flowing westwards.

The southern current in the Atlantic strikes the

eastern corner of South America (Cape St. Roque

in Brazil) and divides, one branch passing southwards

down the east side of the continent, the other into

the Caribbean Sea. Here it meets the north equa-

torial current, with which it combines, and piles

water up in the Gulf of Mexico. This water being

a few feet higher than the general level, flows down-

hill, as the Gulf Stream, northwards up the American

coast to Cape Hatteras, where it is taken in flank

by the cold Labrador current coming in from the

north, and is pushed eastwards across the North

Atlantic. In the latitude of Spain it forks, one

branch sweeping up past our islands to Norway,

another turning south down the east coast of North

Africa, to be caught again by the trades and borne

off to the equator.

A very similar state of things prevails in the

Pacific Ocean, wherein the Japan Stream corresponds

to the Gulf Stream, passing up the east coast of Asia

and crossing the North Pacific to British Columbia

;

while the southward-flowing East Australian current

answers to the Brazilian current in the Atlantic.
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VERTICAL CIRCULATION.

The wind has a strong evaporating effect on

water, consequently the water of the currents

described is very salt—that is, of high density.

At the same time, its greater warmth makes it float

in colder but less salt water. When, however, it

has been cooled, this opposition to sinking is re-

moved, and it settles to the bottom, displacing less

saline water, and creeps along the ocean floor

towards areas where there is a strong "upwelling "

influence at work. These areas will be found where

winds are blowing strongly offshore, as the surface

water driven before the wind must here be replaced

by other water rising from the bottom ; there is

nowhere else for it to come from.

This very brief review does not attempt to cover

the subsidiary currents found in many parts of the

ocean, as a detailed treatment is quite outside the

scope of a book of this kind. But the most im-

portant agencies—wind, temperature, and salinity

—

have been noticed, and they apply to oceanic cir-

culation throughout. Even in the greatest depths,

where one would expect to find absolute quiescence,

a slight, slow creep of water is always happening,

and is due to what takes place on the surface.

(1,831) 28



CHAPTER XVI.

WAVES.

Length and height of waves—The generation of waves—The motion

of waves—Speed of waves—Force of waves.

THE surface of the sea is always in motion,

up and down as well as horizontally. Even

on the calmest day, when the surface appears like

glass, ripples break on the beach, proving the

existence of undulations, though they be too slight

for the eye to notice.

Ocean waves, apart from their awe-inspiring

grandeur when of large size, are exceedingly inter-

esting things ; and the more one studies them, the

more mysterious do they seem. It is not proposed,

however, to go deeply into the subject here, but

merely to glance at some facts which the reader

may like to have put before him.

In the first place, just a few words about the

meaning of the words used to describe a wave.

The length of a wave is the distance from the centre
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of the trough or hollow in front of it to the centre

of the trough behind it ; which, of course, is the

same as the distance between the crests of two

successive waves. Note that, when length is spoken

of in this connection, it does not mean the crosswise

or end-to-end dimension, to which the word " width "

would be applied more correctly.

The height of a wave is the vertical distance from

the bottom of the trough to the top of the crest.

The normal level of the water when at rest will be

about half-way between trough and crest, and a

wave may therefore be regarded as the displacement

of a mass of water from below ordinary level into a

position above that level.

THE GENERATION OF WAVES.

Second, how are waves formed by the wind ?

The next time you happen to be near a pond ex-

posed all round to a strong wind, go to the windward

side and observe the tiny ripples, a few inches long,

which leave the edge. Now visit the lee or down-

ward side, and you will find that the ripples have

developed into wavelets of a quite respectable size,

lapping audibly against the bank. If you got into

a boat and paddled slowly across from the windward

to the leeward shore, you would be able to observe how
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the ripples gradually gain size as they travel. The

same thing happens on larger sheets of water and on

the open sea : a wave gathers size and height as

it moves. Careful observations have provided the

means of calculating the rate at which a wave will

grow. Supposing the wave to have travelled four

miles from the point at which the wind began to

form it : take the square root of the distance in

miles and multiply it by H, = 3. At 9 miles the

figures are^9 x If = 3 x 1J = 4|. Therefore, after

travelling 9 miles, the wave will be half as high

again (and also much longer) than it was at the end

of 4 miles. The actual height is, of course, governed

by the violence of the wind ; but whatever be the

strength of the breeze, the proportion will hold

good. In the oceans, where the " fetch " may be

several hundreds of miles, waves 40 to 50 feet high

have been observed during violent storms.

THE MOTION OF WAVES.

Third, how do waves travel ? The shoreward

rushing of a breaking wave makes many people

think that waves are essentially masses of water

travelling forwards. This idea is a mistaken one so

far as deep-water waves—that is, waves in water

much deeper than their length—are concerned. As
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a matter of fact the particles of water making up an

open-sea wave are not moved forward by the passage

of the wave. Draw a stick along between a table

and the tablecloth : a " wave " travels from end

to end of the cloth, but the cloth itself only heaves

up and down as the stick moves ; it does not shift

appreciably on the table. It is much the same with

the water in waves : each particle describes a circle

vertically, moving forward at the top and backward

at the bottom, and comes back to the point whence

it started. If this were not so, a boat would not

merely rock on the waves, but be carried forward

by them.

But when a wave gets into water shallower than

its length, a change takes place. The backward-

moving particles at the bottom of the circle rub

against the bottom, which gives them a much better

grip than other water particles below them in the

deep sea did, and they are retarded, allowing the

top of the wave to gain on them. As the water

shallows, the crest curls over, and the previous up

and down movement changes into a horizontal

motion. To use more scientific language, a " wave

of translation " has developed. Finally it breaks

and topples over with a roar, acting like a battering-

ram on anything that opposes it (Fig. 171).
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We may refer here to a rather interesting point.

On entering shallow water and being slowed by the

friction of the bottom, the waves close up and become

much shorter, while increasing their height. Con-

sequently, waves when near the shore have a much

more pointed form than they had out to sea ; and

Fig. 171.—Diagram showing how a wave alters its form as the water

shallows. The dotted ovals and arrows indicate the movement of

water particles in the wave.

this explains why a boat is most violently tossed

about just after leaving the beach.

THE SPEED OF WAVES.

During a storm the eye is caught by the great

storm waves, which, when the storm has lasted a

day or two, travel but a few miles per hour slower

than the wind. The storm over, the storm waves

die down, but there remains a heavy " ground

swell," with waves, maybe, half a mile long, which

persists perhaps for several days, and affects areas

of water which were not troubled by the storm

itself. Now, these " ground swell " waves, being

much longer than the storm waves, travel faster,

according to a well-established law ; and they have
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actually been timed to reach speeds of nearly eighty

miles per hour. Evidently they cannot have come

into being after the storm, so they must have been

raised by it, but passed unnoticed through having

shorter and steeper waves imposed on them. The

largest liner, will, however, be affected by them,

and pitch slowly as she climbs through them, though

apparently little disturbed by the more visible

storm waves. When the wind drops, the latter die

away, but the larger swell endures. The old belief

about every tenth wave being longer than the other

nine may seem justified to a certain extent when one

conceives one series of waves formed on another of

larger waves. When the crests of both series come

together there will be an unusually large wave.

But this will not necessarily be the tenth wave.

It all depends on the relative lengths of the two sets.

The speed at which waves travel directly affects

THE FORCE OF WAVES,

to which we now come. The stronger the wind,

the larger are the waves and the faster do they

travel. So that, as a gale gathers violence, the

masses of breaking water grow larger, and the speed

at which they hurl themselves on the shore is

increased, Since water is practically incompressible,
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it has almost the effect of a solid body when moving

very fast. By means of an instrument called a

marine dynamometer, wave pressures up to 3 J tons

to the square foot have been recorded. No wonder,

then, that massive breakwaters and sea-walls some-

times become the sport of the waves. During a

storm in 1898 blocks weighing upwards of 41 tons

each were torn away from the Peterhead breakwater

at a level nearly 37 feet below low water of spring

tides, and a 3,300-ton section of the structure was

slewed bodily a couple of inches.

Another instance of wave force is worth quoting.

When the Bishop Rock Lighthouse was being built,

a 3-ton iron column was landed and made fast at one

end by a chain fixed to the granite of the rock, and

at the other to the lighthouse tower. A storm blew up

and raged for three days. When the sea had moder-

ated sufficiently to render approach possible, it was

found that the column had been torn away and

flung twenty feet up on to the top of the rock ; and

—

what was almost more remarkable—that a lj-cwt.

anvil had been washed out of a hole 42 inches deep

and 2 feet in diameter, wherein it had been deposited

for safety !



CHAPTER XVII.

ICEBERGS AND ICEFIELDS.

Snow and icebergs—Origin of icebergs—Observations by Frobisher,

Phipps, Monck, and Scoresby—Glaciers—Notable examples

—

Alaskan glaciers—How bergs break off—What happens to an

iceberg—Pancake ice—Ice fields—Floes—Packs—Antarctic ice

—The Great Ice Barrier—Iceberg statistics.

'TP'HERE seems little connection between the

* light, feathery particles of a fall of snow and

the massive solidity of an iceberg. Yet in snow

showers, long years or centuries, or even aeons, ago,

every iceberg which now floats the sea was born.

The term of human life is trifling compared with

that of the bergs ending their existence in the midst

of the ocean under too genial skies. And it is only

within comparatively recent times that what may be

called the " life history " of an iceberg has been

clearly traced, thanks to the explorers who have

sought to lay bare the mysteries of the frozen Poles,

and the scientists who have assisted their researches.

Wherever it is met with, the iceberg, vast, digrd-
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fied, towering aloft in its picturesque beauty of

outline and purity of colouring, strikes the beholder

as one of the most romantic and impressive of

natural objects. Seen by the ordinary voyager far

from land, isolated upon sunny seas, it dawns on

the view as if newly sprung, a fairy vision, from the

waves whose tints it has borrowed, while adding to

them a glamour all its own : an Aladdin's palace

with crystal battlements and pinnacles and spires

of ethereal delicacy and remoteness. Among Arctic

rigours it seems in its native element, an ice moun-

tain reigning over ice-fields, though just as exquisite

and imposing. But the hardy sailors who first

adventured the unknown North gazed with wonder

and awe upon the " monstrous islands of ice, a thing

both rare, wonderful, and greatly to be regarded."

Then, as now, they were of course recognized for one

of the dangers of the deep ; and the old travellers

all dwell upon the extent to which they were " trou-

bled," " incommoded," " tormented " or " pestered ''

(a favourite expression) by these masses of ice

encountered at sea, " where we met many islands

of ice floating, which had quickly compassed us

about." They also proved troublesome nearer land,

for in the account of Frobisher's voyages (already

quoted from) it is stated that, having had sight of
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land strange to them, they " could not come to set

foot thereon for the marvellous abundance of mon-

strous great islands of ice which lay driving all along

the coast thereof." Again, on nearing the Labrador

coast, they " found the seashore full of high islands

Fig. 174.—The ice-breaker Ermack passing through polar ice. This

remarkable ship, propelled by engines of 10,000 h.p., is able to force

its way steadily through ice several feet thick.

and mountains of ice, floating and driving with the

winds and tides, so that they durst not yet approach

their ships to land thereon." The writer goes into

further detail of the " pestering " complained of,

describing in old-fashioned terms of seamanship
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how, " having huge mountains of floating ice on

every side, we went romer for one, and loofed

for another ; some scraped us, and some happily

escaped us ; and the least of all of them were as

dangerous to strike as any rock." A conclusion

which we of the present day, with one terrible

example still fresh in our memories, can but

endorse.

Captain Davis adds his testimony, when, a few

n m
ffl ffl ? C

Fig. 175.—Longitudinal and cross sections of the ice-breaker Ermack.

Note how the bow is shaped to enable the ship to climb the ice and
crush it, and that the outward trend of the sides prevents the ship

being " pinched " by ice pressing on it.

years later—1585—he entered Baffin's Bay in quest

of a North-West passage. The ship's company were

alarmed by the sound of breakers in a dense fog,

and supposed themselves to be drifting on to land.

A boat sent out to take soundings could not find

bottom in three hundred or more fathoms, but dis-

covered " several islands of ice which were broke

loose and floating on the sea ;
" landing on which
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they were able to carry back some large pieces of

ice to the ship, and so provided themselves with

" very good fresh water."

THE ORIGIN OF ICEBERGS.

Even in those days a desire had naturally arisen

to learn whence these ice-islands, apparently of fresh-

water origin, though always ocean-cradled, were

derived, and the hypothesis put forth in stout

Martin Frobisher's annals is probably the earliest

of which we have note. " All these islands taste

fresh," he remarks, " and seem to be bred in the

sounds thereabout (Baffin's Bay), or in some land

near the Pole, and with winds and tides are driven

along the coasts." As they were not brackish in

flavour, he conjectured them to be formed from

frozen rivers, or melted snow refrozen, or the water

of river mouths ere it mingled freely with the salt of

the sea. A shrewd guess enough, so far as the

information at his disposal went, but one which fails

to account for the extraordinary height and solidarity

of the floating ice-mountains which, as he quite

correctly observed, pour forth yearly from the

Arctic sounds.

Men's minds being thus alert for a solution of

the question, and knowledge increasing by further
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expeditions to these districts, the truth was ap-

proached by slow degrees.

In the "Diary of John Phipps," published 1773,

after his return from " A Voyage towards the North

Pole, by Command of His Majesty,' ' the following

passage occurs :

—

" Icebergs are large bodies of ice filling the valleys

between the high mountains ; the face towards the

sea is nearly perpendicular, and of a very lively

light green colour. That represented in the en-

graving, from a sketch taken on the spot, . . .

was about 300 feet high, with a cascade of water

issuing out of it ; the black mountains, white

snow, and beautiful colour of the ice making a very

romantic and uncommon picture. Large pieces often

break off the icebergs and fall with great noise into

the water. We observed one piece which had

floated out into the bay and grounded in 24 fathoms
;

it was 50 feet high above the surface of the water,

and of the same beautiful colour as the iceberg."

This description may surprise the modern reader

who is accustomed to hear the name " icebergs

"

applied to water-borne masses of ice only ; but

previous quotations indicate that up to a century

or so ago the floating bergs were known as " ice-

islands," " ice-mountains," and " ice-rocks." The
(1,831) 29
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Arctic explorer, Captain Monck, in 1619, mentions

that he " fastened his ship to an ice-rock " for

shelter. William Scoresby, however, a famous

whaler, whose book "The Arctic Regions"—which

appeared in 1820—is considered a classic, gives the

following explanation.

" One of the most interesting appearances to

be found in Spitzbergen is the iceberg. This term,

written Ysberg by the Dutch, signifies ice-mountains.

I speak not here of the islands of ice which are

borne to southern climates on the bosom of the

ocean, but of those prodigious lodgments of ice

which occur in the valleys adjoining the coast of

Spitzbergen and other Polar countries, from which

floating icebergs seem to be derived. . . . These

occupy deep valleys opening towards the sea, and

are of exactly the nature and appearance of glaciers
;

they commence at the margin of the sea, where they

frequently constitute a considerable precipice, and

extend along the valley up to the mountain peaks "

—which is a description of their cart-before-the-horse

character ! But he adds farther on, how these

bodies of ice (one of which he found to be 402 feet

in height, " adjacent to the sea ") lie parallel with the

shore and are washed by the sea. " This part

resting on the strand is undermined to such an
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extent by the sea, when in any way turbulent . . .

that immense masses break asunder, and with a

thundering noise fall into the sea. Wherever a part

has recently broken off, the colour of the fresh

fracture is a beautiful greenish blue, approaching

emerald green ; such parts as have been long

exposed to the air are of a greenish-gray colour."

The seven " conspicuous bodies of ice " to the

north of Charles Island, which we should now term

glaciers, were thus known to whalers and others

frequenting those seas by the name of " The Seven

Icebergs."

The fall of pieces of these icebergs or ice-cliffs

caused many disasters before mariners became wary

of them. Scoresby himself had a narrow escape.

" One of the grandest effects which these Polar

glaciers ever produce," he calls the sight. "As we

rowed towards it (the cliff), and while my eye was

fixed on the place, an immense column, probably

50 feet square and 100 feet high—in magnitude

resembling a church—began to leave the parent ice

on the top, and leaning majestically forward, with an

accelerated velocity fell with an awful crash into

the sea. The water into which it plunged was

converted into the appearance of vapour or smoke,

like that of a furious cannonading : the noise was
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equal to that of thunder as it broke into thousands

of pieces."

It is therefore evident that the real source of the

sea-borne bergs was by this time known, but writers

still hesitated to declare the Arctic glaciers identical

with those of more southern Europe, none of which

reach the sea itself. " They are formed," continues

Scoresby, " of more solid ice than glaciers, though in

every other respect they are very similar, and have

also the same kind of origin. Icebergs," he tells us in

all good faith—referring, of course, to the parent

glacier
—

" are as permanent as the rocks on which

they rest
.

" A rash assertion, contradicted by his very

next words :
" Where the sea is almost perfectly

covered with ice, the berg or glacier makes its way

into the sea to a great extent, until it reaches a

depth in the water of several hundreds of feet

;

and then, being capable of large dismemberments,

gives rise to the kind of mountainous masses, or

icebergs, found afloat."

GLACIERS.

It was not to be expected that a whaler captain,

ingenious and observant as he was, should anticipate

the theory of " glacier flow " which has only been

mooted and worked out within living memory ; a
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theory which calls our attention back to the snow

showers wherein glacier and berg alike have their

beginning.

For the formation of glaciers there must be present

mountains so high that snow always lies upon them ;

comparatively narrow valleys with a steep slope

downwards ; and a constant snowfall. The light

snow—or nevd as it is termed when it first falls

—

which is mostly swept and packed by winds into

the valleys, becomes gradually compressed as fresh

showers descend upon it, and changes of temperature

cause it to melt slightly and then freeze again into

a closer texture. This process going on continuously

causes the downward-trending valleys to be filled

with a mass of snow so compacted that it has entirely

altered its character and turned from delicate, loose,

needle-like crystals into a substance as hard, brittle,

and translucent as glass. But on the mountain tops

the new snow, ever falling, presses upon the older

and forces it along the fine of least resistance, which

is down the valley towards the plain or sea below.

Instead of being " permanent," therefore, this ice-

river, so firm and solid to the eye, develops an actual

viscous quality, and literally flows along, grinding

the rocks on either flank and the bed it passes over,

and carrying down earth and stones with it. Like
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water-streams, it moves more quickly on the surface

and in the middle, where there is no friction against

banks to retard it, and so generally ends in a curve

or tongue projecting forward farther than the sides.

In countries such as Switzerland, Avhere the necessary

conditions are fulfilled, a glacier eventually gets

below the line of perpetual snow, melts, and gives

rise to a river. But in Polar regions, where the snow-

line is identical with the sea-level, little melting

occurs even in summer-time, and the glacier reaches

the ocean still a river of ice. Its extremity, whether

it end in broad cliffs or simply a narrow " tongue,"

is irresistibly pressed onward by the increasing load

behind, till it is pushed out, as Scoresby describes,

into the sea. For some distance, if the slope be

gradual, it slides along the bottom, but in deeper

water begins to float. Presently, as its bulk is

elongated, the piece splits off as already described,

either by its own weight or through being forced

upwards by the motion of the waves. This opera-

tion is called " calving," and the severed portion

floats away to begin its new career as an iceberg.

The whole process described is necessarily very,

very slow, an ordinary glacier moving but a few

feet in a year ; so it is self-evident how great a

length of time must elapse between the snowfalls
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which started the formation of any particular ice-

berg, hundreds of miles up a frost-bound continent,

and its emergence into the ocean. The fact that a

mammoth was found embedded in one of the small

Siberian bergs which float down the rivers into the

Arctic Ocean has led investigators to conclude that

they may date back to those remote periods which

we vaguely dub " prehistoric," " antediluvian," and

so on.

" Snow-capped " mountains are a common enough

sight ; but in Polar regions, whether Arctic or

Antarctic, it is a matter of " ice-capped " continents

or of islands large enough to be included with them.

Consequently, instead of a few glaciers like those in

the Alps, 20 to 30 miles long and from 2 to 3 miles

in breadth, we have sheets of solid ice which in

Greenland alone have been calculated as 1,500 miles

long, 700 miles in maximum width, and covering

altogether an area of 575,000 square miles, inside

the mountains which border the coast. Beneath

this enormous ice-cap lies the dead and frozen land,

buried in many parts to a depth of hundreds of feet

by eternal snow and ice, a more impenetrable

mystery by far than that of the seas surrounding it,

and from it innumerable glaciers escape in all

directions through gaps giving access to the sea.
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Moreover, beyond the ice-cap and its glaciers, there

are frequently piedmonts, broad stretches of ancient

ice along lowland coasts at the foot of the mountain

ridges, kept always full-charged by snow. By the

onset of the glaciers, a portion of these is projected

over the sea and itself discharges bergs. For in high

latitudes it is usually only round islands that the

coast becomes free from ice during the brief summer,

and that not invariably. In this manner is produced

the unfailing succession of icebergs by which our

ancestors, unable to trace them to their source, were

so much astounded and perplexed.

It is impossible to convey any definite notion of

the size and prolificness of these northern glaciers

without—at the risk of being tedious—giving a few

statistics.

NOTABLE GLACIERS.

The great discharge of bergs takes place down the

large ice-fiords which indent most of the west coast

of Greenland. They drift south in the early summer,

but the supply never ceases, though the rate is

slower during the winter. Spitzbergen, Franz Josef

Land, Labrador, and other lands in the Arctic Circle,

add their quota ; so the procession of bergs is

everywhere met passing down the sounds and straits

and channels from the north. Dr. Kane saw 250
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bergs at once in Baffin's Bay, and a modern

writer tells how his ship met with 60 in succession

as far south as Belle Isle ; Ross counted 700 in

one day.

On the Danish part alone of the West Greenland

coast there are two glacier fiords that annually dis-

charge bergs from 120,000 square miles of territory.

Disco Bay has a glacier 1,840 feet broad and 920

feet thick, moving at a rate of 47 feet per diem, and

able to send off 300,000,000,000 cubic feet of ice in

a single year. Nor is this the highest record among

glaciers. Jakobshavn ice-fiord can turn out an

endless array of icebergs sailing down it from the

glacier at its head ; this glacier has a front 2| miles

wide, the ice in the centre is over 1,000 feet deep,

and moves as much as 65 feet daily. Another, 4

miles wide, has a movement of 22 to 28 feet each

day during May ; while a third, 5 miles in extent,

advances its centre 30 to 32 feet.

Peary found glaciers debouching into open water

on the north-east coast of Greenland. Academy

glacier, which is several miles wide, enters Inde-

pendence Bay, which, though only 500 miles from

the North Pole, has shores carpeted at mid-summer

with grass and flowers among which butterflies and

bees disport themselves. At the entrance to Pea-
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body Bay the glacier rises into cliffs of ice 300 feet

high, and no less than 60 miles in extent.

ALASKAN GLACIERS.

Crossing to the north-west of America we come

to Glacier Bay in Alaska, which has six inlets, all

headed by berg-producing glaciers ; Harvard glacier,

terminating in a cliff 350 feet high ; and the Columbia

glacier, described by Vancouver, from 3 to 4 miles

long near the mouth, with a tongue 2 miles long

running from it.

Turner glacier, also in Alaska, has an ice-cliff 2

miles in length, its terminal portion probably floating.

This cliff rises at least 220 feet above the sea, and its

total thickness (soundings being taken) is judged to

be 1,760 feet ; so 1,540 feet must be submerged.

Hamilton Inlet (Labrador) has at some time dis-

charged into the sea a glacier 40 miles wide. Melville

Bay has 250 miles of coast-line, two-thirds of which

consists of ice cliffs from 200 to 500 feet high at

the water's edge, and throwing off such an immense

flock of bergs every year that the water is always

blocked by them. In this bay Admiral Markham

observed a berg the weight of which he estimated at

2,000,000,000 tons. It was aground in water half

a mile deep !
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Humboldt glacier, discovered by Dr. Kane, has a

perpendicular front extending across one whole

degree (67 miles). And it is believed that Hudson

Strait must once have been filled from side to side

by glacier ice, a distance of nearly 100 miles !

Glacier fronts usually rise towards their seaward

edge, being deeper there than farther inland. The same

may be remarked of the sea margins of the piedmonts.

Possibly it is accounted for by the constant storms

dashing snow, sleet, rain, and fog against the ice-

cliffs. These precipitations freeze, especially along

the edge, into ridges which tend to collect further

deposits, so are constantly thickening. The sea-

fronts of the glaciers are broken, like the upper

surface, into deep crevasses, and near the sea-level

are washed into caverns resembling those of a

rock-bound coast.

HOW BERGS BREAK OFF.

The " calving " of these stupendous glaciers raise

such volumes of water that ships in the neighbourhood

are endangered unless they keep at a prudent dis-

tance. One party who had landed on the shore of

an Alaskan inlet just before such a fall occurred

had a narrow escape of their lives, losing their

cameras and other impedimenta as they climbed into
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safety. We are told that an otherwise quiet inlet,

protected from storms, is frequently disturbed by

waves which erode the cliffs. These are chiefly

caused by ice-falls from the glaciers, four miles of ice

having bergs constantly breaking from them. Every

five or ten minutes while the visitors were there,

came a boom like cannon, as a great block severed

itself and dropped into the sea ; each starting a

series of circling waves so large that they threw

up breakers a mile away, despite the intervention

of much floating ice. Some of these waves were

felt four miles off ; they seem to erode the cliffs practi-

cally as much as wind waves. The same phenome-

non is described by an expedition to the Antarctic

Continent, where the launch of an iceberg caused a

wave to " rise like a wall " and dash far up the

beach, some distance off, in breakers from 15 to 20

feet high, followed by several smaller ones. There,

also, the explorers barely avoided being washed away.

The noise made by these icefalls is terrific, com-

parable with that of thunder and artillery. In

confined spaces like the fiords it reverberates from

side to side, raising a chaos of sound. Sir Ernest

Shackleton mentions that they heard a berg break

off the Great Barrier when fully fifty miles from its

edge !
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WHAT HAPPENS TO AN ICEBERG.

Now it must not be imagined that the icebergs,

having achieved a separate existence, have nothing

more to do but travel southward till a hot sun in

mid-Atlantic causes them to dissolve. On the con-

trary, adventures of all kinds await them. Many

bergs are dashed to pieces against others or upon

the shore at a very early period ; some ground in

shallow water and lie there indefinitely, as their

weather-beaten appearance shows ; others, again,

get caught by the sea ice during unfavourable

conditions, and may be frozen in for years before a

storm of unusual violence breaks them free. But

even when safely afloat they are at the mercy of

winds and currents, and may be drifted to and fro

along the same coasts, or across the same inlets,

for month after month during succeeding seasons.

Meanwhile they alter their shape and size, get

smaller through calving, or larger by additions from

the sea or from other bergs, till individually they

have passed as it were from youth to age.

During all the years that the land-ice has been

gradually forming icebergs the sea-ice has been no

less busy, and with results no less remarkable in their

different way.
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PANCAKE ICE.

Sea water, it is well known, freezes at a lower tem-

perature than fresh, separating from part of its salt

while so doing. Ice begins as minute crystal needles,

which interweave and pack themselves more and

more closely with every coating of snow, rain, or

vapour that falls. One of the prettiest forms which

it assumes in the Arctic climates is that of pancahe

ice. The sea suddenly becomes sprinkled with tiny

circles of milky whiteness, which increase in size by

freezing together in little groups, and the sea splash-

ing upon them and instantly freezing raises the

edges and gives them the shape of open pastry

tarts. After a while the groups, which have been

constantly growing larger, become united, and form

a continuous covering over the sea, but their peculiar

formation is still visible in the ice sheet for long after

it has thickened by receiving falls of snow and rain,

and by additions from below.

ICE FIELDS.

When it is broken up by storms, the pieces are

slid or piled up upon each other and promptly

refrozen, the sea spray helping to cement them ;

and where gaps have been left, fresh ice needles
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spring out from either side, as soon as calm has

returned, spreading rapidly across until the water

is once more hidden. Imagine this process repeated

at intervals during some weeks or months, the ice

growing daily thicker and firmer, and needing greater

violence of wind and waves to rend it apart and

dash the fragments into heaps again
;

getting com-

pacted by pressure, and overlaid with blankets of

frozen snow. Besides this, imagine a growth of ice

beneath it, which is now believed to take place
;

layer after layer of the light, spongy ice called frazil

or slush ice, which, though as a rule developed super-

ficially, attaches itself to the sides of rivers and

inlets. Frail as this seems, it has a tenacity and

power of expansion which enable it to practically

clog running rivers skimmed over with ordinary

ice ; and it has been noticed to form upon lines and

nets used for dredging and trawling in the Antarctic

Ocean. If this really increases the thickness of the

sea-ice, it quite possibly does the same for the sub-

marine portion of icebergs, so helping to maintain

their equilibrium. And it goes some way towards

accounting for the surprising depth of the Polar ice.

Here we have the foundation of all the floes,

sheets, and fields of ice which hamper the movements

of travellers in high latitudes, and cannot do better
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than refer again to Captain Scoresby. " Of inanimate

productions of the Polar seas, none perhaps excites

so much interest and astonishment in a stranger as

the great abundance and variety of the ice. . . .

The prodigious sheets of ice called fields are not less

astonishing than the ice-islands. . . . Some of them

have been observed extending many leagues in

length, and covering an area of several hundreds of

square miles ; each consisting of a single sheet of ice,

having its surface raised in general 4 to 6 feet above

the level of the water, and its base depressed to the

depth of 10 to 20 feet below."

This is a very moderate estimate ; for we learn

that " the majestic belt of ice " moving down the

current from Labrador starts upon its journey 100

miles wide and 1,000 miles long, carrying with it

countless seals, bears, and birds, and enclosing huge

bergs. In such company, therefore, an Arctic ice-

berg begins its travels when the winter ice relaxes

its grip upon shore and seas. Sailing majestically

along, its greater height and depth enabling it to take

advantage of currents in wind and water not affecting

the field ice, it drives through vast floes, perhaps

miles in extent, immersed 20, 30, even 40 feet beneath

the water, and ridged above with the debris of

many storms piled up in places to another 50 feet.
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What it cannot break it pushes aside, leaving a

broad track gratefully followed by any ship un-

fortunate enough to be " beset " in the pack.

The word pack, by the way, is applied to the ice-

field after it has begun to move and break up. A
field is properly an expanse which has no boundaries

visible from the highest " top " of a ship ; and a

floe is anything smaller than this, even if 5, 7, 10

miles long, provided that a sign of open water lie

beyond it. Some of the deepest and highest parts

of the floes are so massive when detached that they

have been confounded with low glacier bergs, and

have received the title of floebergs.

As to the average height of the true icebergs,

that is readily calculated, since the depth of many

of the glaciers whence they are derived is known,

as well as the fact that ice normally floats in water

with seven or eight parts of its bulk submerged. This

does not mean that a berg rising 200 feet above the

sea is necessarily 1,400 or 1,600 feet deep below, for

the base is always broader than the top, and bulk,

not height, counts, the berg when first shed tumbling

about till it reaches the position of perfect equilibrium.

Should its centre of gravity be displaced by the

bottom melting in warm currents, or by " calves
"

splitting off, it slips to one side or possibly " turns
(1,831) 30
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turtle " altogether. A large proportion of icebergs

are noticed to have their strata out of the horizontal

from one of these reasons ; and ships have suffered

through their crews incautiously fracturing icebergs

by driving in ice anchors or chipping pieces off.

The bergs, though a source of considerable danger

in stormy or foggy weather, are also of value to

shipmasters, who can get from them ice to replenish

their water tanks, and take refuge to lee of them

from driving showers : in one case, at least, a gale

was safely ridden out in the cavern of a hollow

berg.

ANTARCTIC ICE.

So far we have mainly spoken of the productions

of Arctic frost, this being till lately the best under-

stood. Indeed, up to the end of the last century

our information about the Antarctic regions was of

the slenderest. It was common knowledge that

enormous ice-packs came north in summer time,

accompanied or preceded by fleets of bergs of

larger dimensions than those of the Atlantic, and of

more rectangular and severe form. But the few who

had passed the Antarctic Circle and won through

the pack returned baffled by stretches of permanent

ice that they met with at every point. It is wonder-

ful how they could accomplish even what they did
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in the small, poorly-found sailing vessels, with no

steam to help them at critical moments when

threatened by charging icebergs or the grinding of

the pack. We learn of hairbreadth escapes, rudders

torn away, bulwarks crushed ; but the fatal blow

always turned aside. Captain Cook was the first

of our adventurers, in 1773 ; some sixty years later,

Sir James Ross (finder of the north magnetic pole)

followed his route, and first had the honour of ex-

amining and describing the barrier of icy cliffs which

had turned Cook back from further search for a

continent. Both these explorers take special note of

the size and number of the icebergs, Cook relating

how he fell in with hundreds of what he calls ice

" islands," " mountains," or " floating rocks." One

day he passed 200 within the compass of four or five

miles. Later on he reached the great southern ice-

field, frozen into which he counted 97 " ice-hills,"

besides those on the outside. " Many of these were

very large, and looked like a ridge of mountains,

rising one above another till they were lost in the

clouds. Such mountains of ice as these were never

seen in the Greenland seas, so no comparison could

be drawn between there and here." One was near

two miles in circuit, others 200 feet high ; and he was

much struck by " their very romantic appearance,
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greatly heightened by the foaming of the waves into

the curious holes and caverns which are formed in

many of them ; the whole exhibiting a view which

at once filled the mind with admiration and horror."

THE GREAT ICE BARRIER.

Ross, in 1839, tells us of an island which suddenly

appeared, 100 feet high, with the east side and

summit almost free from snow ; this proved to be

a big berg overturned, showing the bottom covered

with earth and stones. Many other people have

noticed earth upon bergs, and large rocks frozen in,

all of which they must have received in glacier days.

Icebergs thus show themselves to be carriers of

earth, gravel, sand, boulders, etc., which presently

drop to the sea bed, where their presence puzzled

scientists for many years. The formation of the

Newfoundland Grand Banks is attributed to the

annual deposition of glacier-carried earth and stones

which has gone on for countless years. Further, he re-

ported changes in the Great Ice Barrier, one of the

wonders of the world, the true mother of the Antarctic

bergs, which had broken away considerably since the

previous year. But it was reserved for Captain

Scott at the beginning of this century to settle the

vexed question, and show that Ross was correct in
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his opinion that it was afloat. The Barrier is in fact

the most stupendous of piedmonts, an ice plateau

hundreds of miles in length, some 600 feet deep, and

projecting 300 miles out from the land on the same

level, so must be water-borne ! And south of it

rises the Antarctic Continent, under an ice-cap

compared with which those of the Arctic lands sink

into insignificance, its glaciers pushing into the

Barrier and helping to fracture it : small marvel

that the bergs of the Southern Ocean are on a

colossal scale also !

The glacier bergs are deep blue, as in the Arctic,

the Barrier ones gleam white ; though, if closely ex-

amined, both are found to be stratified in alternate

layers of opaque whitish ice and transparent blue.

The former is compressed snow only ; the latter, snow

melted and refrozen as hard ice. The tabular bergs,

seldom seen in the north, are split from the face of

the great cliffs ; but when entering a warmer climate

they also weather and melt, producing fantastic sem-

blance of towers and palaces, columns and arches,

beautiful as a dream. Cook naively submits that

these tapering, irregular bergs must be moulded

" on the pointed rocks and precipices of an uneven

coast."

All bergs are more or less eaten away at sea-level
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by the perpetual action of the waves, the cornice

over-arching this washline being often hung with a

fringe of icicles. Long ledges run out below the

water, and if, as sometimes happens, the upper part

becomes lighter, causing the whole berg to rise, a

curious appearance of platforms or terraces is pre-

sented. It is the rending power of this projecting

ice-foot, concealed beneath the sea, which constitutes

the chief menace to vessels approaching unwarily,

and caused the tragedy of the Titanic. Another

ship, more fortunate, unable to avoid a similar ice-

berg in a mist, struck it nose on at a point which

chanced to descend perpendicularly into the water,

so suffered little damage.

ICEBERG STATISTICS.

A sort of census of bergs was taken half a century

ago for the guidance of shipping in the Southern

Ocean, captains being called on to report all they

saw, and their position, as a warning to others.

One passed 280 bergs ; another, 40 or 50 per day,

and once 150 in twenty-four hours. Others reported

bergs three or four miles long ; one saw four large

bergs together, two of them rising 500 feet and 700

feet respectively ; but these were outclassed by

another 960 feet high. One immense mass from
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800 to 1,000 feet in height and several miles in

circumference was met with. A solid body of ice

quite 35 miles long proved to consist of at least

300 icebergs frozen together. Another measured

40 miles in length. The most lofty of all rose to a

height of 1,500 feet above the sea ; and the largest

of which we have a record was in the form of a gigantic

hook, 60 miles by 40 miles, enclosing a bay 20 miles

deep in which the emigrant ship Morning Star was

lost with all hands.
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Acetylene gas in lighthouses,

171 ; in lighting buoys, 198.

Air locks, 303 ;
pumps for divers,
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Alaskan glaciers, 458.

Ambergris, 373, 376.

Anchors, lifeboat, 249 ; types of,

51.

Anclote Key lighthouse, 165.

Antarctic ice, 466.

Anti-rolling tanks in ship, 29-31.

Argand lamp, 165.

Automatic light signals, 204.

Baleen, 366, 367, 368.

Bell buoys, 209-213.

Belle Isle lighthouse, 156.

Bell Rock lighthouse, 133.

Bells for submarine signalling,

221-225.

Bishop Bock lighthouse, 138-

148.

Blow -holes of whales, 368.

Blubber, whales', 364.

Boats, ship's, 44-46.

Boots, diver's, 281.

Bores, 429, 430.

Bulkheads, 27-29, 49.

Buoys, bell, 209; channel, 111,

112; combined lighting and

bell, 210, 211 ; submarine bell,

225, 227, 228; whistling, 212,

213.

Caisson disease, 290.

Camels for raising ships, 319,

320.

Cantilever-framed vessel, 57,

Carbonic acid gas in sea water,

405.

Carriers, steam, in fishing in-

dustry, 333.

Centrifugal force, 82, 418, 419.

Charts, 103-107.

Chronometers, 97.

Circulation in ocean, surface, 430

;

vertical, 433.

Clay, red, on ocean bed, 403.

Clock control of light buoys, 202.

Collier, steam, 54, 55.

Compass, mariner's, 65-86
; gyro-

scopic, 76-86 ; liquid, 72, 73.

Cuttlefish, giant, 372.

Dal^n sun valve, 202.

Davis, Captain, 447.

Davits, boat's, 45, 47-49.

Dead reckoning, 100.

Decompression chambers, 303.

Deep-sea fish, 410, 411.
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Demersal fish, 337, 338.

Depth recorders, 110.

Deviation of compass, 73.

Dhu Heartach lighthouse, 136.

Diaphone, 217.

Diatoms, 403.

Disco Bay glacier, 457.

Divers and salvage work, 307-311.

Diving, 271-304; bells, 300-304;

dress, 272-283, 293.

Double bottom, 25 ; skin, 26.

Douglas Head lighthouse, 193.

Drifting for fish, 354-359.

Drogue or sea anchor, 249, 263.

Earbones, whales', 406.

Eddystone lighthouses, 126-132.

Egyptian ships, 10.

Electric lamps in diving, 287

;

light in lighthouses, 168-171 ;

stearing gear, 40.

Engines, simple and compound,

24.

Equation of time, 99.

Ermaclc, icebreaker, 446, 44?-

Explosive fog signals, 208.

Fastnet Rock lighthouse, 148,

149.

Fisheries, sea, 332-362 ; value of,

334, 335, 338, 339.

Fixed lights in lighthouses, 180 v

182.

Flashing lights, 183-192.

Flensing whales, 386, 389.

Floor, sea, 403-406.

Foghorn, 214 ; signals, 208.

Fourteen Foot Bank lighthouse,

156-158.

Fresnel lens, 175, 176.

Fundy, Bay of, 428.

Glaciers, 452-460.

Gladiator, salving the, 317-323.

Grabs for emptying ships, 53.

Gravitation, law of, 416, 417,

418.

Great Eastern, 59.

Greathead, Henry, lifeboat build-

er, 235.

Great Ice Barrier, 460, 468.

Greenland glaciers, 457 ; whale,

365, 366.

Gun, harpoon, 381, 387.

Gyroscope, 77 ; compass, 76-89.

Half-Moon lighthouse, 157.

Harpoon, hand, 383, 385 ; gun,

387, 389.

Heat of sea water, 410.

Heaux de Brehat lighthouse,

121.

Heligoland lighthouse, 169.

Helmet, diver's, 275, 276 ; life-

saving, 296, 297.

Herrings, 338, 341, 354.

Hook fishing, 342, 343.

Howe, H.M.S., salving, 323.

Humpback whale, 370.

Icebergs, 444-471 ; number of,

470 ; origin of, 448-460 ; size

of, 458, 464, 470.

Icefields, 462, 465.

Isherwood system of ship con-

struction, 58.

Jakobshavn glaciers, 457.

Katoptric method of projecting

light, 173.

Keels, bilge, 30.

Killer whale, 374.
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La Jument lighthouse, 128.

Lanterns of lighthouses, 192, 194.

Latitude, 88, 89 ; finding, 90-96.

Launching a lifeboat, 251, 258,

256.

Launching carriage of lifeboat,

254, 263.

Leaks, stopping, in ship, 309-311.

Lifebelts, 250.

Lifeboats, 232-270.

Life-saving helmets, 296, 297.

Lifting sunken ships, 311-323.

Lighthouse illuminants, 164-173
;

optical apparatus, 172-198.

Lighthouses, 120-160; built on
sand, 151-158.

Light, penetration of sea water,

413.

Lights, ships', 115, 116 ; un-

attended, 197-206.

Lightships, 160-163 ; lights, 195.

Liner, equipment of a big, 31.

Liquid compass, 72, 78.

Logship, 102.

Longitude, 88, 89; finding, 98-

100.

Lubber line of compass, 72.

Lukin, Lionel, 234, 235.

Lundin boats, Ifi.

Mercator's projection, 104.

Merchant ships, modern, 49-59.

Milwaukee, salving the, 325, 826,

829.

Motor lifeboats, 237, 245-247.

Narwhal, 373.

Nautical almanac, 91, 96, 99.

Oars, lifeboat, 248.

Occulting lights, 179, 180, 181.

Ocean, the, 392-415; area of, 397 ;

bed of, 400, 402-406 ; depths,

396, 397; heat of, 410; pres

sures in, 406 ; volume of, 402.

Octopus, 874.

Oozes on sea bed, 403, 404, 405.

Ore-carrying ships, 50, 52, 53.

Pancake ice, 462.

Patent log, 101, 102.

Pelagic fish, 337, 338.

Pharos of Alexandria, 120.

Phoenician ships, 10.

Photometer, 415.

Piedmonts, 456.

Pilchards, 355, 360.

Pintsch bell and lighting buoys,

211 ; gas buoys, 208, 206.

Ports, great fishing, 339.

Pressures in the ocean, 406, 407.

Racine Reef lighthouse, 159.

Receivers in submarine signalling,

228, 229.

Refracting or dioptric system of

lighthouse lighting, 175.

Revolving lights, 183.

Right whales, 365, 368.

Rigs of sailing boats, 68; of

ships, 19.

Rocket life-saving apparatus, 266,

267, 268, 269.

Rorquals, 369, 370.

Rothersand lighthouse, building

the, 153-156.

Royal National Lifeboat Institu-

tion, 236, 264.

Rudders, 42-44.

Rule of the road at sea, 118, 119.

Sails of lifeboat, 248.
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Salvage work at sea, 305-331.

Scoresby, William, 450, 451, 452,

464.

Sea anchor, 249.

Sea water, constituents of, 395
;

density of, 396.

Seine fishing, 359-361.

Self-contained diving dress, 294,

295.

Self-righting lifeboats, 238-240,

242.

Sextant, the, 92-9'4.

Ships, sailing, development of,

9-21.

Signalling, submarine, 219-231.

Signals, sound, 117.

Silt, 393.

Sirens, 214, 215.

Skerryvore lighthouse, 134.

Sound, range of, 218 ; warnings

at sea, 207-231.

Sounding machine, 107-110;
tubes, 110.

Soundings, taking, 106.

Spermaceti, 373, 376.

Sperm whale, 371, 372; fishery,

378, 379.

Steam lifeboats, 237.

Steamships, 21-59.

Steering a ship, 33-44 ; engines,

35-41.

Submarine, escaping from sunken,

298, 299; sentry, 113, 114;

signalling, 219-231.

Sunken vessels, raising, 307.

Survey, oceanic, 398.

Swire Deep, 397, 39S.

"Taranaki," raising the, 313.

Telemotor, 35, 37, 38.

Tides, 420-429.

Time-ball, 97.

Tour de Cordouan, 125.

Trammel nets, 362.

Trawl, beam, 344, 345 ; otter,

345, 346.

Trawlers, steam, 340, 347-349.

Trawling, 349-352.

Trumpets for sirens and fog-horns,

218.

Tunny fishery, 361.

Turret ships, 56, 57.

Valves, relieving, in lifeboat,

243.

Variation of compass, 75.

Vollrath Tham, ore carrier, 52, 53.

Water, rain, action of, 393.

Watson lifeboat, 241, 243.

Waves, lunar, 422, 423, 424;
ocean, 434-443; solar, 421,

434; tidal, 427; violence of,

147.

Welin davit, 48.

Welsbach mantle, 167.

Whales, 363-375 ; classes of, 365;
distribution of, 375.

Whaling, 375-391 ; value of fish-

ery, 381.

Whistling buoys, 212, 213.

Wigham petroleum lamp, 201.

Winds' influence on currents, 430,

431.

Wouldhave, William, 235.

Wrecks, dispersing, 329.

Yachts, racing, 59-64.
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very fully illustrated with useful diagrams drawn exactly to scale.

HOW IT IS MADE. 3 s. 6d.

HOW IT WORKS. 3 s. 6d.

VICTORIES of the ENGINEER. 3 s.6d.

T. Nelson and Sons, London, Edinburgh, Dublin, and New York.



AT TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE.

THE WORLD'S
GREAT ROMANCES.

Beautifully printed, bound in canvas, with picture cover,

and illustrated with eight reproductions from drawings by a

well-known artist. The stories are simply but vigorously

told from the best available sources.

DANTE AND BEATRICE. W. E. Sparkes.

This volume also includes the mediaeval romance of Aucassin
and Nicolette, and is illustrated with eight coloured plates after

drawings by W. Matthews.

KILHUGH AND OLWEN. Wilmot-Buxton.
The authoress has drawn upon the romances of the Welsh Mabi-
nogion for this attractive gift book, which is fully illustrated in

uniformity with the rest of the series.

FAUST AND MARGUERITE. Illustrated by Norman Little.

The famous play by Goethe has been made the basis of this well-

told story, which is a model of delicacy and literary restraint.

LANCELOT AND GUENEVERE. Illustrated bylnnesFripp.
The romance in chief of the Arthur stories is here presented as told

by Malory and other mediaeval writers.

SIGURD AND GUDRUN. Illustrated by Frank C. Pape.

This is an ancient tale of love and constancy with a happy ending,
which is not so well known as it ought to be.

PAOLA AND FRANCESCA. Illustrated by W. Matthews.
The immortal story of the ill-starred lovers is here told with truth
and delicacy, and connected in a very charming manner with the

life of the poet Dante.

SIEGFRIED AND KRIEMHILD. Illustrated by F. C.Pape\
The old Teutonic saga retold in vigorous modern prose, from the

best sources.

TRISTAN AND ISEULT. Illustrated by Gilbert James.
The famous old romance is retold in the form of a harper's story,

and in the retelling loses none of its glamour and human pity.

T. Nelson and Sons, London, Edinburgh, Dublin, and New York.



AT SIX SHILLINGS NET.

THE PAGEANT OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Sir Edward Parrott, M.A., LL.D.

This volume is designed as a companion to the author's popular
" Pageant of British History," and is a vivid presentation of the
development of English literature from the earliest times down to

the death of Tennyson.

THE FAIRY BOOK. Mrs. Craik.
This is a juvenile edition de luxe of the best collection of fairy tales
ever issued in this country. Since Mrs. Craik's time, however, opin-
ions have altered concerning the advisability of placing tales of terror
in the hands of the young. To meet the objections of many parents
and others, the story of " The Juniper Tree " has been entirely

omitted, while the rest of the book has also been carefully edited.

TALES OF THE GODS AND HEROES. Sir G. W. Cox.
A handsome volume, uniform in size with " Men of Mark," contain-
ing Cox's tales from Greek mythology. This is a reprint of very good

material which has just passed out of copyright.

CAMP FIRE TALES. Edited by Richard Wilson.
A book of exciting hunting episodes, selected from the works of

famous hunters such as Selous, Roosevelt, etc.

THE CIRCLING YEAR. W. P. Westell.

A splendid Nature book of the months for young children.

LIVES OF GREAT MEN.
Told by great men. Edited by R. Wilson.

ROLL CALL OF HONOUR. " Q."
A book of golden deeds of modern times.

MEN OF MARK IN EUROPEAN HISTORY.
Richard Wilson.

A BOOK OF GOLDEN DEEDS.

PAGEANT OF BRITISH HISTORY.
A history story-book.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND.
Illustrations by Rountree.

In handsome bindings, numerous colour and monotone plates.

T. Nelson and Sons, London, Edinburgh, Dublin, and New York.
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